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The State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report 
Foreword 
The Department of Water Resources is issuing this report to assist the contractors of the State Water Project in the 
assessment of the adequacy of the SWP component of their overall water supplies. SWP delivery reliability is of direct 
interest to them and those they serve because it is an important element of their overall water supply. 
Local supply reliability is of key importance to local planners and government officials who have the responsibility to 
plan for future growth while assuring an adequate and affordable water supply is available for the existing population and 
businesses. This function is usually conducted in the course of preparing a water management plan such as the Urban 
Water Management Plans required by Water Code Section 10610. Information in this report may be used by local agencies 
in preparing or amending their water management plans and identifying the new facilities or programs that may be 
necessary to meet future water needs. 
Local agencies will also find this report useful in conducting analyses mandated by legislation authored by Senator 
Sheila Kuehl (SB 221) and Senator Jim Costa (SB 610). These Jaws require water retailers to demonstrate the sufficiency of 
their water supplies for certain proposed subdivisions and development projects subject to the California Environmental 
Quality Act. 
The Department is available to assist local agencies in the development of Urban Water Management Plans, the 
development of water conservation programs, and in applying the information contained in this report to specific water 
users. In addition, DWR has published a draft guidebook on how cities and counties can comply with Senate Bills 221 and 
610. 
The SWP Delivery Reliability Report was issued as a draft in August 2002. Public review of the draft consisted of six 
meetings throughout the state to explain the report and discuss the related issues and concerns, and the receipt of written 
comments through October 2002. This final report incorporates the comments and concerns of the public. Copies of all 
comment letters and their associated responses are included as Appendix E. We will continue to involve the public in 
discussion of the information contained in this report and in evaluation of the sufficiency of the analytical tool, CALSIM II, 
for developing this information. 
For additional information or questions about this report please contact the Department's Bay-Delta Office at 
(916) 653-1099. 
Thomas M. Hannigan 
Director 
California Department of Water Resources 
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The State Water Project 
Delivety Reliability Report 
Preface 
Will there be enough water? Public officials through-
out California face this question with increasing frequency 
as growth and competing uses strain existing resources. 
Water supply, however, has always been an uncertain and 
contentious matter in our State. For many years, the 
Department of Water Resources (DWR) has investigated 
this question. At its simplest level, the question might be, 
"How many wells are needed for a rural town's water 
supply?" or "How many people can a 100,000 acre-foot 
reservoir serve?" But for most areas of the State, the 
evaluation of water supply adequacy is not simple. The 
answer requires a complex analysis, taking into account 
multiple sources of water, a range of uses, the timing of 
use, hydrology, available facilities, regulatory restraints, 
and, of course, future weather patterns. Most water users 
in California live in areas with multiple sources of water. 
Typically, local water providers "mix and match" these 
sources to maximize water supply and quality and to 
minimize cost. The answer to the question of water supply 
adequacy must take into account this mix-and-match 
practice and incorporate information about all water 
sources and their interrelation. 
Much of the Department's work in investigating the 
State's water supply has focused on the State Water Project. 
The SWP supplies two-thirds of the State's population with 
a portion of its water supply and provides water to irrigate, 
in part, 600,000 acres of agriculture. This report presents 
DWR's current information regarding the annual water 
delivery reliability of the SWP. The report does not analyze 
how specific local water agencies integrate SWP water into 
their water supply equation. That topic requires extensive 
information about local facilities, local water resources, and 
local water use, which is beyond the scope of this report. 
Moreover, such an analysis would require decisions about 
water supply and use that traditionally have been made at 
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the local level. The Department believes it is appropriate 
that local officials continue to fill this role. This report does 
provide examples under various scenarios that explain how 
the SWP supply can be integrated into local water manage-
ment. 
Public Review 
A draft of this report was released in late August 2002. 
Six public meetings were held throughout the State in 
October 2002 to explain the report and discuss related 
issues and concerns. Written comments were accepted 
through the end of that month. This final report incorpo-
rates the comments and concerns of the public. Copies of 
all comment letters and their associated responses are 
included in Appendix E. 
This report is being sent to city, county, local and 
regional planning agencies within the SWP service area. It 
is also posted on the Web at http://swpdelivery.water.ca.gov. 
The Department will update this report every two years or 
more frequently should study factors change significantly or 
if improvement in the analytical tools warrants an earlier 
release. 
Purpose 
This report provides current information on the ability 
of the SWP to deliver water under existing and future levels 
of development, assuming historical patterns of precipita-
tion. The SWP delivers water under long-term contracts to 
29 public water agencies throughout the State. They, in 
turn, either deliver water to water wholesalers or retailers 
or deliver it directly to agricultural and urban water users. 
This report first looks at the general subject of water 
delivery reliability, discusses how it is determined by the 
Department for the SWP, and provides estimates of SWP 
delivery reliability today and in the future. It then discusses 
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Senate Bill 221 
This law amends Section 11010 of the Business and 
Professions Code and Section 65867 .S of the Government Code. 
It also adds Sections 66455.3 and 66473.7 to the Government 
Code. 
Under the Subdivision Map Act, a legislative 
body of a city or county is required to deny 
approval of a tentative map, or a parcel map for 
which a tentative map is not required, if it makes 
any of a number of findings. Under the Planning 
and Zoning Law, a city, county, or city and county 
may not approve a development agreement unless 
the legislative body finds that the agreement is 
consistent with the general plan and any applicable 
specific plan. [SB 221 prohibits] approval of a 
tentative map, or a parcel map for which a tentative 
map was not required, or a development 
the role this reliability plays in the determination of overall 
water supply reliability for local water agencies. 
The water delivery reliability of the SWP is of direct 
interest to those who use SWP supplies because it is an 
important element in the overall water supply in those 
areas. Local supply reliability is of key importance to local 
planners and local government officials who have the 
responsibility to plan for future growth while assuring that 
an adequate and affordable water supply is available for the 
existing population and businesses. This function is usually 
conducted in the course of preparing a water management 
plan such as the Urban Water Management Plans required 
by Water Code Section 10610. The information in this 
report may be used by local agencies in preparing or 
amending their water management plans and identifying 
the new facilities or programs that may be necessary to 
meet future water demands. 
Local agencies also will find in this report information 
that is useful in conducting analyses mandated by legisla-
tion authored by Senator Sheila Kuehl (SB 221) and 
Senator Jim Costa (SB 610). These laws require water 
retailers to demonstrate whether their water supplies are 
sufficient for certain proposed subdivisions and develop-
ment projects subject to the California Environmental 
Quality Act. The Department has published "Draft 
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agreement for a subdivision of property of more than 
500 dwelling units, except as specified, including the 
design of the subdivision or the type of improvement, 
unless the legislative body of a city or county or the 
designated advisory agency provides written 
verification from the applicable public water system 
that a sufficient water supply is available or, in 
addition, a specified finding is made by the local 
agency that sufficient water supplies are, or will be, 
available prior to completion of the project. 
(From Legislative Counsel's Digest of Senate Bill 
No. 221, 2001-2002 session, filed with Secretary of 
State Oct. 9, 2001, Chapter 642:88-89) 
An exception is made for the County of San Diego if the 
Governor's Office of Planning and Research determines certain 
conditions are met. 
Guidebook for Implementation of Senate Bill610 and 
Senate Bill221 of2001," which includes suggestions on 
how local water suppliers can integrate supplies from other 
sources such as the SWP into their analyses. The draft 
guidebook can be found on the Web via the Department's 
Office of Water Use Efficiency home page, 
http://www.owue.water.ca.gov. 
This delivery reliability report also responds to the 
recent criticisms of the Department in its administration of 
the SWP. Comments on the Monterey Amendment 
Environmental Impact Report stated that local planners and 
public officials were relying on inflated estimates of water 
supply from the SWP in approving new development. This 
report provides local officials with a single source of the 
most current data available on SWP delivery reliability for 
use in local planning decisions. 
I 
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Senate Bill 61 0 
This law amends Section 21151.9 of the Public Resources 
Code, and Sections 10631, 10656, 10910, 10911, 10912, and 
10915 of the Water Code. It also repeals Section 10913 and 
adds and expires Section 10657 of the Water Code. 
This [law requires] additional information be 
included as part of an urban water management 
plan if groundwater is identified as a source of 
water available to the supplier. [It) requires an 
urban water supplier to include in the plan a 
description of all water supply projects and 
programs that may be undertaken to meet total 
projected water use. [It prohibits) an urban water 
supplier that fails to prepare or submit the plan to 
the [California Department of Water Resources] 
from receiving funding made available from 
specified bond acts until the plan is submitted. 
The law, until January 1, 2006, requires the 
department to take into consideration whether the 
urban water supplier has submitted an updated 
plan, as specified, in determining eligibility for 
funds made available pursuant to any program 
administered by the department. 
[In addition, the law] requires a city or county 
that determines a project is subject to the 
California Environmental Quality Act to identify any 
public water system that may supply water for the 
project and to request those public water systems 
to prepare a specified water supply assessment, 
except as otherwise specified. (It requires) the 
assessment include, among other information, an 
identification of existing water supply entitlements, 
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water rights, or water service contracts relevant to the 
identified water supply for the proposed project and 
water received in prior years pursuant to those 
entitlements, rights, and contracts. The [law 
requires] the city or county, if it is not able to identify 
any public water system that may supply water for the 
project, to prepare the water supply assessment after a 
prescribed consultation. 
The [law prescribes] a timeframe within which a 
public water system is required to submit the 
assessment to the city or county and would authorize 
the city or county to seek a writ of mandamus to 
compel the public water system to comply with 
requirements relating to the submission of the 
assessment. 
[It requires) the public water system, or the city 
or county, as applicable, if that entity concludes that 
water supplies are, or will be, insufficient, to submit 
the plans for acquiring additional water supplies. [It 
also requires) the city or county to include the water 
supply assessment and certain other information in 
any environmental document prepared for the project 
pursuant to the act. 
(From Legislative Counsel's Digest of Senate 
Bill No. 610, 2001-2002 session, filed with 
Secretary of State Oct. 9, 2001, 
Chapter 643:94-95.) 
An exception is made for the County of San Diego if the 
Governor's Office of Planning and Research determines certain 
conditions are met. 
I 
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I 
Water Delivery Reliability In General 
What is Water Delivery Reliability? 
"Water delivery reliability" means how much one can 
count on a certain amount of water being delivered to a 
specific place at a specific time. 
Objectively, water delivery reliability indicates a 
particular amount of water that can be delivered with a 
certain numeric frequency. A delivery reliability analysis 
assesses such things as facilities, system operation, and 
weather projections. 
Subjectively, water delivery reliability indicates an 
acceptable or desirable level of dependability of water 
deliveries to the people receiving the water. Usually, a local 
water agency in coordination with the public it serves 
determines the acceptable level of reliability and plans for 
new facilities, programs, or additional water supply sources 
to meet or maintain this level. 
What Factors Determine Water Delivery 
Reliability? 
In its simplest terms, water delivery reliability depends 
on three general factors: 
1) Availability of water from the source (that is, the 
natural source or sources of the water from which the 
supplier draws-the particular watercourse or 
groundwater basin). Availability of water from the 
source depends on the amount and timing of precipi-
tation and runoff, or "hydrology," which provides 
water to the stream or groundwater basin, and the 
anticipated patterns of use and consumption of the 
source water by others, including water returned to 
the source after use. 
2) Availability of means of conveyance (that is, the means 
for conveying the water from the source via pumps, 
diversion works, reservoirs, canals, etc. to its point of 
delivery). The ability to convey water from the source 
depends on the existence and physical capacity of the 
diversion, storage, and conveyance facilities and also 
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on any contractual, statutory, and regulatory limita-
tions on the use of the facilities. 
3) The level and pattern of water demand at the place of 
delivery. The level of demand for water at the place of 
delivery is defined by the magnitude of the demand, 
types of uses, local weather patterns, costs, and other 
factors. Supply from a water system may be suffi-
ciently reliable at a low level of demand but may 
become less reliable as the demand increases. In 
other cases under increased demand, the water supply 
system may be able to deliver more water than in the 
past and maintain its reliability because use of the 
system's facilities had not been maximized. 
How is Water Delivery Reliability 
Determined? 
Water Delivery Reliability is Defined for a Specific 
Point in Time 
For this report, water delivery reliability is analyzed for 
2001 conditions and for conditions projected to exist 
20 years in the future (2021). These analyses must describe 
current conditions adequately and make predictions about 
the three factors described earlier. 
The Availability ojWater at the Source 
This factor depends on how much rain and snow there 
will be in any given year and what the level of development 
(that is, the use of water) will be in the source areas. 
While no model or tool can predict what actual, natural 
water supplies will be for any year or years, and until we are 
able to evaluate climate change in California, future 
weather patterns will be assumed similar to those in the 
past, especially where there is a long historical rainfall 
record. 
The SWP analyses contained in this report are based 
upon 73 years of historical records (1922-1994) for rainfall 
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and runoff that have been adjusted to reflect the current 
and future levels of development by analyzing land use 
patterns in the source areas and projecting future land and 
water use. These series of data are then used to forecast 
the amount of water available to the SWP under current 
and future conditions. (The series will be extended through 
1998 in the near future.) 
Recent studies on climate change conclude a warming 
trend exists that could change the long-term behavior of 
rainfall and snowmelt. Higher temperatures could have a 
large impact on natural runoff, especially in the lower 
elevation northern Sierra. If precipitation amounts are 
assumed to not change significantly, global warming would 
mean less snow forming in the lower elevations and less 
snowpack overall. These conditions would result in more 
direct rainfall runoff during the winter and less spring 
runoff due to snowmelt. Regional climate model studies by 
researchers at Scripps Institution of Oceanography indicate 
a reduction in snow water equivalent by about one-third to 
one-half current levels by the middle and end of the 
century, respectively. A recent model study released by 
UC Santa Cruz researchers that studied climate response to 
increases in atmospheric carbon dioxide concluded that 
Sierra snow accumulation would decrease everywhere and 
precipitation would increase in the northern regions by 
about 25 percent. Snowpack would also be gone by the 
end of April. Streamflow studies by researchers at 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory for the Feather 
River show a shift to increased flows before March/April 
and lower flows the following months. The impact of this 
trend upon SWP water supply will be analyzed as more 
information becomes available. Global warming is being 
evaluated as part of the California Water Plan Update 
2003. Information on Update 2003 is available on the 
Department's Web site, www.waterplan.water.ca.gov. 
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The Ability to Convey Water from the Source to the 
Desired Point of Delivery 
This factor describes the facilities available to capture 
and convey surface water or groundwater and the institu-
tional limitations placed upon the facilities. The facilities 
and institutional limitations may be assumed to be those 
currently existing. Alternatively, predictions may be made 
regarding planned new facilities. Assumptions made about 
the institutional limitations to operation-such as legal, 
contractual, or regulatory restrictions-often are based 
upon existing conditions. Future changes in conditions 
that affect the ability to convey water usually cannot be 
predicted with certainty, particularly the regulatory and 
other institutional constraints on water conveyance. 
Although new facilities are planned to increase the 
water delivery capability of the SWP, the analyses contained 
in this report assume no additional facilities in order to 
provide a conservative estimate of water delivery reliability. 
The analyses also assume current institutional limitations 
will exist 20 years in the future (2021). 
The Level of Demand 
This factor includes the amount and pattern of 
demand upon the water system. Demand can have a 
significant effect upon the reliability of a water system. For 
example, if the demand occurs only three months in the 
summer, a water system with a sufficient annual supply but 
insufficient water storage may not be able to reliably meet 
the demand. If, however, the same amount of demand is 
distributed over the year, the system could more easily 
meet the demand because the need for water storage is 
reduced. 
Demand levels for the SWP are derived from historical 
data and information received from the SWP contractors. 
Demand on the SWP is nearing the full Table A amount. 
Each contractor has a Table A, which lists acre-feet amounts 
per year, usually increasing over time. Most contractors' 
Table A amounts reached the maximum in 1990. The total 
of all contractors' maximum Table A amounts is 
4.173 million acre-feet (maO. Table A is used to define each 
contractor's proportion of the available water supply that 
the Department will allocate and deliver to that contractor. 
The Table A amounts in any particular contract, accord-
ingly, should not be read as a guarantee of that amount but 
rather as the tool in an allocation process that defines an 
I 
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individual contractor's "slice of the pie." The size of the 
"pie" itself is determined by the factors described in this 
report. (See Appendix C for additional explanation and 
listing of the maximum Table A amounts.) 
There are 29 contractors of the SWP. Yuba City, Butte 
County, and Plumas County Flood Control and Water 
Conservation District are north of the Delta. Their 
maximum Table A amounts total 0.040 maf. The maximum 
Table A amounts for the remaining 26 contractors, which 
receive their supply from the Delta, total4.133 maf. This 
report focuses on SWP deliveries from the Delta because 
the amount of water pumped from the Delta by SWP 
facilities is the most significant component of the total 
amount of SWP deliveries. The results presented in this 
report regarding the percent of Table A deliveries applies to 
Yuba City, Butte County, and Plumas County Flood Control 
and Water Conservation District in the same manner as the 
other contractors. 
For year 2001, SWP demands from the Delta are 
estimated to vary from 3.0 to 4.1 maf per year depending 
upon the weather conditions in the demand areas. For the 
year 2021, the demand is estimated two ways. The first is 
to assume the demand depends upon weather conditions 
(study 2021A). This method is consistent with the one 
used for the 2001 study and produces a demand that varies 
from 3.3 to 4.1 maf per year. The increase in the value of 
the lower end of the range between the 2001 and 2021 
levels is due to a projected increase in population and land 
development in the service areas. The value of the upper 
end of the range cannot rise above 4.1 maf because it is at 
the maximum Table A amount. The second estimation 
method is to assume that the contractors' demands will be 
their maximum Table A amount, 4.1 maf per year, regard-
less of the weather in the demand areas (study 2021B). 
The results from this study provide information on the 
significance of the weather-variability assumption for 2021 
and give an indication of the additional water supply that 
could be made available to the SWP contractors if places 
were available to store it. 
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Past Deliveries Cannot Accurately Predict Future 
Deliveries 
It is worthwhile to note that actual, historical water 
deliveries cannot be used with a significant degree of 
certainty to predict what water deliveries will be. As 
discussed earlier, there are continual, significant changes 
over time in the determinants of water delivery: changes in 
water storage and delivery facilities, in water use by others, 
in water demand, and in the regulatory constraints on the 
use of facilities for the delivery of water. Given the very 
significant historical changes that have occurred, past 
deliveries are not necessarily good predictors of current 
deliveries, much less of future deliveries. 
For example, the demand 30 years ago for water from 
the SWP was not as high as it is currently or expected to be 
in the future. Because the need for SWP water then was 
relatively low, less water was transported through the SWP 
during normal and wet times than could have been if the 
demand had been higher. Simply put, less water was 
delivered in those past years because less water was 
needed. Conversely, the current or projected delivery 
capability of a water project would be less than the past if 
(1) demand for water from a water project had been at its 
maximum level for many years, (2) no new facilities had 
been built, and (3) the supply from one of its main sources 
of water had recently been reduced because another entity 
with a prior water right increased its use of that source. 
Many Assumptions Must Be Made in the 
Determination and Analysis of Water Delivery 
Reliability 
As discussed earlier, to plan for the future, many 
assumptions must be made about the future. One of the 
most significant assumptions for water planning in general 
is how wet or dry the weather will be. For many planning 
purposes, the assumption is that future patterns of weather 
will be like the past, and an effort is made to develop 
information on the longest historical period for which 
acceptable records exist. 
Using the historical record, planners analyze the worst 
drought in the period of record to evaluate how the water 
system will respond. Precipitation information for the 
Central Valley used for this report begins in 1922 and 
records the area's worst drought from 1928 to 1934, 
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although the brief 1976 to 1977 drought was more acutely 
dry. Whatever assumptions are made, every responsible 
water delivery reliability analysis should expressly set forth 
the assumptions used in arriving at the number or numbers 
produced. It should always be understood that those 
numbers depend on, and are no better than, the assump-
tions upon which they must necessarily rest. 
Because assumptions are the foundation upon which 
the estimates are made, people reviewing the estimates 
may wonder about the impact any particular assumption 
has upon the study results. For example, what impact 
would a significant increase in water use in the source areas 
have upon the projected SWP water delivery reliability? 
Would it significantly reduce the amount ofSWP supply 
and, if so, by how much? These types of questions can be 
answered by varying specific factors to see the impact upon 
the results. These studies are referred to as sensitivity 
analyses and can be helpful in assessing the importance of 
certain assumptions to the study results. Sensitivity studies 
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II 
Determining Water Delivery Reliability 
Study Assumptions 
The selection of the assumptions and the factors that 
go into the determination of future water delivery reliability 
is very important and must be tailored to the particular 
water supplier. Assumptions and factors for the SWP 
concern, in particular, Sacramento and San joaquin river 
basin precipitation; water rights and uses; SWP storage and 
conveyance facilities, including diversion facilities in the 
Delta; SWP service area demand; and the statutes, regula-
tions, and contractual provisions that govern and regulate 
the SWP, including coordinating operations with the federal 
Central Valley Project. A detailed list of the study assump-
tions for this report are contained in Appendix A. 
The assumptions for the studies for this report are the 
same across all studies except for two elements: the 
projected water use in the source areas and assumed SWP 
demands. Water use in the areas supplying water to the 
SWP (source areas) is represented at the current level of 
use in the 2001 study and at a level projected to occur 
20 years in the future for the 2021 studies. The demand of 
the SWP contractors is at its current level for the 2001 study 
and is projected to increase to be very near or at the 
maximum level in the 2021 studies. 
The 2021 studies differ in only one respect. In one 
study, the SWP demand varies each year with the weather 
in the delivery areas (2021A). In the other study, the SWP 
demand is maximized each year, regardless of weather 
(2021B). Table 1 summarizes these key assumptions. 
There are two types of deliveries assumed for the SWP 
contractors: Table A and Article 21. Article 21 deliveries 
are available on an unscheduled and interruptible basis and 
are not counted as part of the Table A amount. (See Page 
13 for more discussion of Article 21.) 
Selecting and quantifying the assumptions and factors 
comprise just the first step in the analysis. The next step 
involves fitting them together and describing or predicting 
how they interact to affect the ability of the SWP to make 
water deliveries. 






'Assumed sufficient for 2021 
taf = thousand acre-feet 
Existing facilities and operation requirements Environmental Water Account included 
Study-specific assumptions 
Use of water in source areas 
2001 level of development 
2020 level of development1 
2020 level of developmem1 
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SWP contractors' demands from the Delta 
Table A demand: 3.0-4.1 maf/yr, weather variable 
Article 21 demand: Up to 84 raf/mo 
Table A demand: 3.3-4.1 maf/yr, weather variable 
Article 21 demand: 
Up to 84 taf/mo, Apr-Nov 
Up to 134 taf/mo, Dec-Mar 
Table A demand: 4.1 maf/yr 
Article 21 demand: Same as 2021A 
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Fitting the Assumptions and Factors 
Together: Models 
The best tools available for fitting the assumptions and 
factors together to predict SWP water deliveries are the 
computer simulation models that DWR and the U.S. Bureau 
of Reclamation have developed over the years for their 
various water planning purposes. The most recent of these 
models is a combined State and federal model called 
CALSIM. 
CALSIM simulates the operations of the SWP and 
Central Valley Project (CVP) under various assumed 
hydrologic conditions, regulations, and facility configura-
tions to estimate water deliveries to SWP and CVP water 
users. 
The Usefulness of the CALSIM Model 
CALSIM and its predecessor models can be used in 
two ways. The first is in the comparative mode and the 
other is in the stand-alone mode. The comparative mode 
consists of comparing two model runs-one that contains a 
proposed action and one that does not. The proposed 
action could be the addition of a new reservoir or changes 
in operation regulations. Differences in certain factors, 
such as deliveries or reservoir storage levels, are analyzed 
to determine the effect of the proposed action. The model 
assumptions are less significant in a comparative study than 
a stand-alone study because all of the assumptions are the 
same for both the "with-action" and "without-action" model 
runs, except the action itself, and the focus of the analysis is 
the differences in the results. 
In the stand-alone mode, the results of one model run, 
such as the amount of delivery or reservoir levels, are 
analyzed directly. The only information available to 
compare with the results is historical information that, for 
the reasons discussed earlier, is not directly comparable. 
The assumptions for a stand-alone study are, therefore, 
very significant. The SWP delivery reliability estimates use 
stand-alone computer model studies. 
DWR is constantly working to improve the accuracy 
and usefulness of CALSIM, particularly the information and 
assumptions put into the model and the way in which that 
input is processed. Model study results and assumptions 
are critiqued by an interagency/stakeholder group and are 
available via DWR's modeling Web site, 
http://modeling.water.ca.gov/. DWR's models are also 
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reviewed and discussed at the California Water and 
Environmental Modeling Forum (formerly the Bay-Delta 
Modeling Forum), a statewide organization dedicated to 
increasing the usefulness of computer models for analyzing 
California's water-related problems with emphasis in the 
Central Valley, Delta, and Bay. More information about the 
Modeling Forum is on its Web site, http://www.cwemf.org/. 
Even though CALSIM provides a very comprehensive 
"picture" of the water delivery reliability of the SWP, it 
necessarily makes simplifying assumptions and relies on 
data input that is less than perfect. On the other hand, the 
complexity of assumptions and factors that must enter into 
any reasonable determination of delivery reliability must be 
considered and dealt with somehow. CALSIM is by far the 
best tool available for that purpose. The current version, 
CALSIM II, was used for the studies contained in this 
report. 
Results of the studies contained in this report differ 
from results of studies using earlier versions of CALSIM. 
For example, the average water delivery reliability of the 
SWP estimated for study 2021A in this report is 75 percent 
of full Table A. An earlier study released by DWR estimated 
an average water delivery of 80 percent 
1
• One of the 
primary reasons for this difference relates to the method 
used to calculate the amount of flow from the SaJ:ramento-
San]oaquin Delta necessary to maintain the water quality 
standards of the Delta. The method used for this report 
calculates more outflow is needed to maintain Delta water 
quality, and, therefore, less water is available for SWP 
deliveries. The technical staff of DWR believes the new 
method more accurately estimates Delta outflow require-
ments. Staff has modified CALSIM accordingly. (See 
Appendix E for additional information.) Another reason for 
the difference is improvement of CALSIM's hydrology. 
Technical staff from DWR and U.S. Bureau of Reclamation 
have worked together over the past year and have success-
fully developed hydrology that both agencies have 
approved. CALSIM II includes this improved hydrology. 
DWR will continue to investigate how well CALSIM II 
simulates water operations and its sensitivity to the 
assumptions incorporated into the studies. This investiga-
tion is also important to the development of the California 
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Water Plan Update 2003 and the analysis of storage and 
conveyance projects proposed under the CALFED Program. 
Over the next year, DWR will conduct exercises in this 
regard. One exercise will analyze how well CALSIM II can 
simulate the water project deliveries for a recent historical 
period. The second exercise will be a series of studies of 
the changes in SWP deliveries produced by varying specific 
assumptions of the model's input. For example, the effect 
of a large increase in water use in the source areas upon 
SWP deliveries could be evaluated. Reports of the results of 
these exercises will be made available to the public when 
they are completed. 
In addition, a peer review will be conducted by the 
CALFED Science Program to evaluate the adequacy of using 
CALSIM II to estimate SWP delivery reliability. Additional 
information on this review will be posted on the Web site-
http://swpdelivery.water.ca.gov-for the State Water 
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III 
Study Results 
The annual amounts of SWP deliveries estimated by 
CALSIM II are listed in tables B-3, B-4, and B-5 of 
Appendix B. This chapter contains tables summarizing the 
estimated delivery amounts for the entire study period, dry 
years, and wet years and presents information on the 
estimated probability of SWP delivery amounts. 
Article 21 Deliveries 
The studies estimate delivery amounts for Table A and 
Article 21. As mentioned earlier, Table A is the contractual 
method for allocating available supply, and the total of all 
maximum Table A amounts for deliveries from the Delta is 
4.133 million acre-feet (mat) per year. Article 21 refers to a 
provision in the contract for delivering water that is 
available in addition to Table A amounts. (See Appendices 
C and D for more discussion.) Article 21 of SWP contracts 
allows contractors to receive additional water deliveries 
only under specific conditions. These conditions are: 
1) It is available only when it does not interfere with SWP 
allocations; 
2) It is available only when excess water is available in the 
Delta; 
3) It is available only when conveyance capacity is not 
being used for SWP purposes or scheduled SWP 
deliveries; and 
4) It cannot be stored within the SWP system. In other 
words, the contractors must be able to use the Article 
21 water directly or store it in their own system. 
Water supply under Article 21 becomes available only 
during wet months of the year, generally December 
through March. Because an SWP contractor must have an 
immediate use for Article 21 supply or a place to store it 
outside of the SWP, not all SWP contractors can take 
advantage of this additional supply. 
Its importance to local water supply is tied to how 
each contractor uses its SWP supply. For those SWP 
contractors who are able to store their wet weather 
13 
supplies, Article 21 can be stored by being put directly into 
a reservoir or by offsetting other water that would have 
been withdrawn from storage, such as local groundwater. 
In the absence of storage, Article 21 water is not likely to 
contribute significantly to local water supply reliability. 
Incorporating supplies received under Article 21 into the 
assessment of water supply reliability is a local decision 
based on specific local circumstances, facts, and level of 
water supply reliability required. 
This report presents information on Article 21 water 
separately so local agencies can choose whether it is 
appropriate to incorporate this supply in their analyses. 
SWP Water Deliveries under Different 
Hydrologic Scenarios 
The results of the studies estimating SWP water 
deliveries under current conditions (2001) and 2021 
conditions are summarized in tables 2, 3, and 4. 
Average, Maximum, and Minimum 
Table 2 contains the average, maximum, and minimum 
values for studies 2001, 2021A, and 2021B. Comparing the 
results for 2001 and 2021A (weather variable demand) 
shows the average Table A delivery value is projected to 
increase by only 3tpercent points, from 72 percent to 
75 percent over the next 20 years. When it is assumed the 
demand for 2021 will not vary with the weather and will be 
constant at 4.13 maf (2021B study), the average Table A 
delivery value is 76 percent, only 1 percent point above the 
2021A study. These relatively small differences indicate 
that the SWP Table A demand is very near the full Table A 
amount. Recall that the delivery levels range from 3.0 maf 
per year to 4.1 maf per year for the 2001 study; from 
3.3 maf per year to 4.1 maf per year for the 2021A study; 
and is constant at 4.1 maf per year for the 2021B study. 
Notice the average amount of water supply per year 
under Article 21 decreases from 130 thousand acre-feet 
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Table 2-SWP Table A and Article 21 deliveries from the Delta 
Study Average Maximum Minimum 
--~--···----
2001 study 
Table A 2,960 taf (72%) 3,850 taf (93%) 800 taf (19%) 
Article 21 130 taf 510 taf 0 
202IA study 
Table A 3,080 (75%) 4,130 taf (100%) 830 taf (20%) 
Article 21 80 taf 400 taf 0 
2021Bstudy 
Table A 3,130 (76%) 4,130 taf (100%) 830 taf (20%) 
Article 21 70 taf 400 taf 0 
Percent of Table A in f.arentheses. 
Full Delta Table A= .133 maf per year. 
Table 3-8WP Delta average and dry-year Table A deliveries (in percent of full Table A) 
Study Average Single dry year 2-year drought 4-year drought 6-year drought 6-year drought 
1922·1994 1977 1976-1977 1931·1934 1987-1992 1929·1934 
2001 72 19 
2006 73 19 
2011 74 20 
2016 74 20 
2021 75 20 
Full Delra Table A = 4.133 maf per year. 
(tat) in stud¥ 2001 to 80 taf in study 2021A. Water pumped 
from the Delta will go toward meeting Table A demands 
prior to being made available under Article 21. The 50 taf 
decrease is a direct result of the assumed increase in 
Table A demand for the 2021A study. Study 2021B reflects 
this same relationship with an average Article 21 delivery of 
70 taf, slightly less than study 2021A. 
Drought Years 
Table 3 includes estimates of water deliveries under an 
assumed repetition of historical drought periods. The 
years are identified as dry by the Eight River Index, a good 
indicator of the relative amount of water supply available to 
the SWP. The Eight River Index is the sum of the unim-
paired runoff from the four rivers in the Sacramento Basin 
used to define water conditions in the basin plus the four 







37 41 40 
38 41 40 
38 41 41 
39 40 41 
39 40 41 
define water conditions in that basin. The eight rivers are 
the Sacramento, Feather, Yuba, American, Stanislaus, 
Tuolumne, Merced, and San Joaquin. Table 3 also includes 
the average deliveries for comparison purposes. These 
values are shown for 5-year intervals as required by SB 610. 
The intermediate estimates are simply linearly interpolated 
from the study results for 2001 and 2021. The results for 
the two studies for 2021 are essentially the same for these 
drought periods. 
Even though the demands are projected to increase 
from 2001 to 2021 and the resulting amount of reservoir 
carryover storage is less, the drought deliveries are 
estimated to remain about the same (see Table 3). This 
result is attributable to the operation rules governing the 
amount of water that must be retained for carryover 
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Table 4-Average and dry-year delivery under Article 21 (taf per year; year of delivery in parentheses) 
Study Average 
1922-1994 
Single dry 2-year drought 4-year drought 6-year drought 6-year drought 
1977 1976-1977 1978·1983 1929·1934 
2001 130 0 110 (1976) 0 (1931) 0 0 (1929) 
200 (1932) 90 (1930) 
130 (1933) 0 (1931) 
0 (1934) 200 (1932) 
130 (1933) 
0 (1934) 
2021 80 0 0 0 (1931) 0 0 (1929) 
(A and B) 40 (1932) 30 (1930) 
10 (1933) 0 (1931) 
0 (1934) 40 (1932) 
10 (1933) 
0 (1934) 
Numbers rounded to the nearest 10,000 acre-feet 























Full Delta Table A: 4.133 maf per year. 
increases relatively slightly, and because less water is made 
available under Article 21. 
Table 4 summarizes the estimates of deliveries under 
Article 21. Notice the reductions for study year 2021 for the 
2-year, 4-year, and 6-year droughts. This reduction is due 
to the increase in Table A deliveries. 
Wet Years 
The following two tables summarize the model run 
results for historical wet years. As with drought years, the 
Eight River Index is used to identify the wet years. 
Table 5 illustrates the effect of the demand assumption 
upon Table A deliveries. The SWP demand assumed in the 











study; and the projected demand of the 2021A study is less 
than the 20218 study. Because plenty of water is available 
for deliveries, the lower the demand, the lower the Table A 
delivery amounts. The single wettest year (1983) provides 
a good example. In 1983, the Table A deliveries in study 
2021A, which assumes a weather-variable demand, are 
estimated to be 9 percentage points greater than the study 
for 2001 (82 percent vs. 73 percent). Study 20218, which 
assumes a higher demand (non-variable maximum 
demand), results in 100 percent of Table A delivery for the 
same year. This relationship is repeated for each wet 
period. 
Historically, the level of demand under wet conditions 
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Table 6-Average and wet-year deliveries under Article 21 
(taf per year; year of delivery in parentheses) 
Average Single wet 2-yearwet 4-yearwet 6-yearwet 
1922-1994 year1983 1982-1983 1980-1983 1978-1983 
130 200 390 (1982) 100 (1980) 100 (1978) 
200 (1983) 120 (1981) 140 (1979) 
390 (1982) 100 (1980) 
200 (1983) 120 (1981) 
390 (1982) 
200 (1983) 
80 200 100 (1982) 70 (1980) 100 (1978) 
200 (1983) 0 (1981) 90 (1979) 
100 (1982) 70 (1980) 
200 (1983) 0 (1981) 
100 (1982) 
200 (1983) 
80 160 60 (1982) 80 (1980) 100 (1978) 
160 (1983) 0 (1981) 100 (1979) 
60 (1982) 80 (1980) 
160 (1983) 0 (1981) 
60 (1982) 
160 (1983) 

































lower than under dry conditions. This is because irrigation 
and landscape demand in the local area is being met by 
rainfall and local runoff is helping to fill local storage 
facilities. Study 2021A estimates Table A deliveries when 
SWP service area demand varies with the weather. The 
historical weather-variable pattern may change as additional 
storage is developd in local areas (such as Diamond Valley 
reservoir in Southern California), The results of study 
2021B can be helpful to water district and agency planners 
in estimating the additional supply available under Table A 
if additional local facilities were built to store the water. 
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As a final note on Table 5, the average amount of 
annual Table A deliveries estimated under study 2021B 
decrease as the wet period lengthens. This is because the 
projected demands in study 2021B are fixed at 4.133 maf 
per year and the average amount of water available per year 
I 
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to the SWP is less in the longer wet periods than the 
shorter ones. This pattern is not exhibited as well in study 
2021A or at all in study 2001 because the annual demands 
are assumed to be lower during wet years. 
Table 6 contains information about Article 21 deliver-
ies for the same wet-year periods. The information 
illustrates a significant decrease in the availability of 
Article 21 supply between 2001 and 2021. This is primarily 
due to the increase in Table A demand. 
SWP Table A Delivery Probability 
The probability that a given level of SWP Table A 
amount will be delivered from the Delta is shown for the 
three studies in Figure 1. The plot lines in the figure are 
derived from the study results listed in tables B-3, B-4, and 
B-5 in Appendix B. Each line is constructed by ranking the 
73 annual Table A delivery values of the relevant study from 
lowest to highest and calculating the percentage of values 
equal to or greater than the delivery value of interest. For 
example, for the 2021 studies, the value of 3.43 maf is in the 
4130 
3720 
middle of the ranking; therefore, it is equaled or exceeded 
by half of the 73 delivery values. The delivery value of 
0.83 maf, the minimum value for the 2021 studies, is 
equaled or exceeded by all of the delivery values. The 
curves have been smoothed to slightly assist with their 
analysis. 
The curves for the 2021 studies are very similar for the 
lower portion of the ranking (that is, delivery values 
equaled or exceeded by 50 percent to 100 percent of the 
values). These lower values are similar because deliveries 
are limited by the amount of water available to the SWP for 
export from the Delta. The curve for the 2001 study shows 
the same characteristic with slight variation. The curves 
diverge within the upper range of the delivery values. 
A comparison of the upper range of the studies for 
2021 illustrates the effect the projected demand has upon 
SWP deliveries. The deliveries in study 2021B reach 
100 percent more frequently than in study 2021A (weather-
variable demand) because the demand for 100 percent of 
Table A deliveries is assumed for each year of study 2021B. 
1 00 
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Figure 2-SWP contractors' Table A request vs. 2001 model study SWP Table A demand 
• SWP Contractors' Table A Request 

























In study 2021A, the demand for 100 percent of Table A 
occurs in significantly fewer years and is rarely met because 
when 100 percent is assumed to be needed, the water year 
often cannot provide it. The delivery values in study 2001 
never reach 100 percent Table A for the same reason. 
The amount of SWP Table A delivery per year, either in 
percent of full Table A or in thousand acre-feet, associated 
with a specific degree of reliability can be determined from 
Figure 1. By referencing the curve for study 2021A or 
2021B, the following can be deduced: 
• 
• 
In 75 percent of the years, the annual water delivery of 
the SWP is estimated to be at or above 2. 70 maf per 
year (66 percent of 4.13 maO; 
In 50 percent of the years, it is estimated to be at or 
above 3.40 maf per year (83 percent of 4.13 mat); and 
• In 10 percent of the years, it is at or greater than 
4.10 maf per year (98 percent of 4.13 mat). 
Figure 1 depicts the estimated reliability for the total of 
SWP deliveries. This information can be directly applied to 
individual long-term water supply contracts for the SWP. 
For example, if a water agency has a full SWP Table A 
amount of 300 taf, it can expect to receive at least 200 taf 
18 
Year 
per year (66 percent of 300 tat) 75 percent of the time. The 
individual curves for studies 2001, 2021A, and 2021B are in 
Appendix B. 
Comparing Study Results for Table A 
Deliveries with Actual SWP Deliveries 
The estimated amounts presented in this report for 
Table A deliveries are higher than historical Table A 
deliveries. For example, the average Table A delivery in the 
2001 study for the period when SWP deliveries to the 
San joaquin Valley began (1968) through the last year 
simulated (1994) is 2.93 maf per year. The average of the 
actual deliveries during that time is 1.39 maf per year. The 
primary reason for the difference is the fact that the 
demands for project water by the SWP contractors are 
much higher than they were in the past. 
SWP contractors' requests for water have significantly 
increased in recent years (Figure 2). 2001 is the first year 
that requests for Table A deliveries exceeded 4.0 maf. 
Because the 2001 model study includes water demands that 
are significantly higher than historical levels, modeled water 
I 
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deliveries will exceed historical deliveries when the water 
supply is available. 
DWR has conducted a study comparing the 2001 study 
to historical conditions under a recent period when water 
supply is limited to see how well the results compare. The 
comparison covers the drought period 1987-1992. To 
make the results comparable, certain adjustments must be 
made. These adjustments include accounting for differ-
ences in the actual and simulated reservoir storages at the 
beginning and end of the study period and accounting for 
the fact that the Delta water quality requirements in place 
during this period did not require as much water to flow 
out of the Delta to the San Francisco Bay as the require-
ments currently in place. 
Without these adjustments, the average delivery in the 
2001 study for this period is 1.67 maf per year. The actual 
deliveries average 2.03 maf per year. With the above 
mentioned adjustments, the average of the 2001 study 
results for this period is 1.98 maf per year, 50,000 acre-feet 
per year lower than the historical average. Therefore, 
rather than over-estimating deliveries, this comparison 
indicates CALSIM II slightly under-estimates deliveries 
during periods when water supply is low. This is an 
important conclusion that should help improve general 
confidence in using CALSIM II as an analytical tool. 
Additional discussion of this analysis is in Appendix E, the 
response to Sen. Michael]. Machado, Attachment 1, 
"Comparison of Historical and CALSIM II Deliveries for 
1987-1992" (refertoAppendix E index, Page E-1). 
Additional Analysis of Tables B-3, B-4, and 
B-5 in Appendix B 
Information on the average deliveries over the entire 
study period and specific wet and dry periods is helpful in 
analyzing the delivery reliability of a specific water system 
receiving a portion of its water supply from the SWP. The 
series of data contained in tables B-3, B-4, and B-5 are also 
very helpful in analyzing longer periods of time that contain 
not only dry periods but wetter periods, which can 
replenish local water supplies if there is a place to store the 
supply. Analysis of this information can help determine if a 
local agency has adequate storage for capturing these 
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The Reliability of Local Water Supplies 
The real significance of SWP water delivery reliability is 
not to the SWP itself but to the agency that ultimately 
provides the SWP water to its municipal, industrial, and 
agricultural customers and to the city or county that makes 
the land-use decisions in which water supply is a matter of 
key concern. SWP water delivery reliability is most 
important as it affects the local provider's overall water 
supply reliability. 
This report does not recommend a particular level of 
SWP water delivery reliability for any individual SWP water 
contractor. The degree of reliability of SWP water deliveries 
that a local water provider desires or needs depends on the 
particular facts and circumstances that pertain to that 
provider. For example, if periodic shortages can be 
tolerated, then a lesser degree of SWP reliability will be 
"reliable enough." If, on the other hand, water is needed 
every year, say for permanent crops like orchards and 
vineyards, and no replacement supply is available, higher 
SWP water delivery reliability will be desired. 
Local water delivery reliability depends not only on 
SWP supplies but upon all sources of supply to the local 
provider. For example, the local provider may have access 
to local surface water and groundwater supplies, to 
reclaimed water, or to other sources of imported water, 
which have different levels of reliability. If so, the local 
provider will manage all sources of supply together, each 
with its individual degree of reliability, to enhance overall 
reliability. It is also at the local level that demand itself may 
be managed to meet supply through conservation, water 
use efficiency, drought response planning, and land-use 
planning decisions made by local jurisdictions. 
Two examples of fictional agencies are provided in this 
chapter to help illustrate how the information provided in 
this report may assist local water supply planners. A third 
example shows how the information must be carefully 
analyzed to avoid misinterpretation. 
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Greenacres Irrigation District 
Greenacres Irrigation District provides water to a 
farming area in the Central Valley. The demand for water 
for uses other than irrigation is negligible. The district has 
two sources of water-surface water from the SWP and up 
to 110 thousand acre-feet (taQ per year of groundwater 
pumped from district-owned wells. Most of the water 
demand is for perennial crops (orchards and grapevines). 
The remaining is for annual field crops such as tomatoes 
and corn. The district's contract with the SWP is for a 
maximum Table A amount of 300 taf. 
The district's water system can convey the full Table A 
amount if it is available, but there is no ability to store any 
unused supply. The cost of pumping groundwater is 
higher per acre-foot than the SWP supply; therefore, the 
district will maximize its use of SWP water. The average 
annual demand for the district is 300 taf. The district must 
deliver 180 taf annually to assure none of the trees and 
vines are lost. If conditions were extremely dry, permanent 
crops would have priority for the limited water supply. 
District managers are interested in analyzing a range of 
possible water supplies to assess the impact upon the 
district. 
One item of interest is the probability of the district 
receiving at least 180 taf from the SWP now and in the 
future. These probabilities can be derived by using 
Figure 3. Figure 3 is the same as Figure 1 except 
Greenacres Irrigation District Table A amount is shown on 
the left axis. The minimum target for SWP deliveries for the 
district is 180 taf per year, or 60 percent of its maximum 
Table A amount. Figure 3 provides the district's current 
probability of receiving at least 180 taf per year from the 
SWP. It shows the district has an 80 percent chance of 
receiving at least 60 percent of Table A in any given year 
under all three study scenarios. 
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Figure 3-Greenacres Irrigation District delivery probability (Table A) 
The district would like a better chance of assuring its 
minimum needs will be met and will use groundwater to 
make up the difference. From Figure 3, it is determined 
that SWP Table A deliveries of about 30 percent can be 
made or exceeded 90 percent of the time. This indicates 
that 90 taf will need to come from groundwater to assure 
minimum needs (180 tat) are met. The district can meet 
this amount of groundwater need. 
The district can deliver up to 110 taf of groundwater in 
a particularly dry year. To meet its minimum need of 
180 taf, 70 taf would be required from the SWP. The 
probability of the SWP providing that amount of Table A 
delivery is 98 percent (Figure 3, value corresponding to 
23 percent of maximum Table A). 
Finally and to help with long-term planning, the 
district would like to estimate the average amount of 
annual groundwater pumping. Figures 1 or 3 cannot be 
used for this analysis. Figures 1 and 3 provide the amount, 
in percent of full Table A, that is exceeded 50 percent of the 
time (80 to 83 percent). This value is called the median 
value. The average value and median value are not the 
same. Table 2 (see Page 14) contains the average Table A 
values. The average Table A delivery is estimated to be 
22 
72 percent in 2001 and 75 percent in 2021. These values 
indicate the district will receive an average Table A delivery 
from the SWP of 220 taf per year in 2001 and 230, taf per 
year in 2021. Correspondingly, groundwater pumping will 
average 80 taf per year in 2001 and 70 taf per year in 2021. 
More detailed analyses can be done using the informa-
tion contained in tables B-3, B-4, and B-5 in Appendix B. 
For example, the district may wish to analyze the drought 
periods to determine whether the ground-water system will 
be able to meet the district's water needs if these periods 
were repeated. 
The analyses for Greenacres Irrigation District focus 
on the dry periods because the district has no ability to 
store water during wet periods. This is not the case in the 
following example. 
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Southcity Water Agency 
Southdty Water Agency serves a major metropolitan 
area with many high-technology industries. The water 
agency has several sources of water including the SWP. 
Because of the high drinking-water demands and the needs 
of the local industries, the quality of its water supply is very 
important to the agency. 
The quality of water from the SWP is much better than 
most other sources of supply, so Southcity maximizes its 
use of Table A deliveries. It also receives a portion of its 
supply as deliveries under Article 21 when they are 
available. The district is interested in how its supply under 
Article 21 is projected to change over time. 
Table 2 contains the estimated values for Article 21 
supplies. The average and maximum deliveries are 
projected to decrease over time, even though the demand 
for Article 21 water is projected to increase. This is due to 
the increase in demand for Table A amounts. The district's 
projected Article 21 demands are included in the estimated 
demand of 84 taf per month contained in 2001 computer 
study. The district's amount of the estimated Article 21 
demand for 2001 is 20 taf per month, or about 24 percent. 
Table 2 indicates the district's amount of Article 21 
deliveries will decrease over the 20-year period. For 
example, the maximum Article 21 delivery for 2001 is 510 
taf per year. In this study, the demand is 84 taf per month. 
Assuming the district can take all its delivery, the district 
would receive 24 percent of 510 taf, or 120 taf, that year. 
In both of the 2021 studies, the maximum Article 21 
delivery is 400 taf per year. The district's portion of the 
Article 21 demand has dropped, however, because an 
additional demand of 50 taf per month for December 
through March is assumed. Due to the increased demand 
under Table A, the amount of Article 21 deliveries are less 
and the period of time they arc available is shortened. In 
the 2021 studies, it is reasonable to assume Article 21 
deliveries occur only during the December through March 
period. The estimated demand for Article 21 deliveries 
during that period is 134 taf per month for the 2021 
studies. The district's portion of the Article 21 delivery is 
reduced from 24 percent to 15 percent (20/134). There-
fore, the maximum the district can expect to receive at the 
assumed level of demand for 2021 is 15 percent of 400 taf, 
or 60 taf. 
23 
This cursory analysis indicates that, with no changes in 
its operation for Article 21 supply, the district's opportunity 
to receive this supply is projected to decrease over time. 
Further analysis would be necessary to explore specific 
operational changes or additional facilities the district 
would consider to maintain or improve its ability to receive 
Article 21 water. 
Small Pipe Irrigation District 
Small Pipe Irrigation District's sole water provider is 
the SWP. Small Pipe ID's contract with the SWP is for 300 
taf per year; however, the water system for the district can 
convey a maximum of only 150 taf per year. Because of the 
limitation in the ability to receive deliveries, the results 
presented in this report do not apply directly to the district. 
For example, 150 taf per year is 50 percent of the 
maximum Table A amount in the district's contract. Table 
B-3 contains 73 annual estimates for Table A deliveries. Out 
of these 73 values, 59 are greater than 50 percent. The 
average Table A delivery to Small Pipe ID is calculated by 
replacing any value greater than 50 percent in the table 
with 50 percent, summing up the new list of values, and 
dividing by 73. For Small Pipe ID, the average delivery for 
2001 is estimated to be 46 percent of its maximum Table A 
amount, not 72 percent as shown in Table B-3 or Table 2. 
In addition, the probability curves will be different for the 
district, as well as the maximum delivery amounts. An 
obvious example is that Small Pipe ID's maximum delivery 
will be 50 percent of full Table A, not the estimated values 
shown in Table 5. 
This example is to alert readers to the potential for 
misinterpretation of the information contained in this 
report. Questions regarding the use of this information 
may be directed to the Department of Water Resources' 
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Appendix A 
CALSIM II Model Assumptions for 2001 and 
2021 Studies 
2001 Study 2021AStudy 2021BStudy 
BST_2001DIOA-ANNBENCHMARK_1_1 BST_2020D09D-ANNBENCHMARK_2_1 BST_2020D09IJ..SWPTABLEA.J_1 
Period of Simulation 73 years (1922-1994) Same Same 
HYDROLOGY 
Level of Development 2001 Level, DWR Bulletin 160-98" 2020 Level, DWR Bulletin 160-98 Same 
(Land Use) 
DEMANDS 
North of Delta (exc American R) 
CVP Land Use based, limited by Same Same 
Full Contract 
SWP(FRSA) Land Use based, limited by Same Same 
Full Contract 
Non-Project Land Use based Same Same 
CVPRefuges Firm Level2 Same Same 
American River Basin 
Water rights 2001b 2020, Sacramento Water Forum' Same 
CVP 20Qlb 2020, Sacramento Water Forum' Same 
and EBMU!)d 
San joaquin River Basin 
Friant Unit Regression of historical Same Same 
Lower Basin Fixed annual demands Same Same 
(source unknown) 
Stanislaus River Basin New Melones Interim Same Same 
Operations Plan 
South of Delta 
CVP Full Contract Same Same 
CCWD 140 TAF;YRC 195 TAF/YR' Same 
SWP (w;North Bay Aqueduct) 3.0-4.1 MAF;YR 3.3-4.1 MAF;YR 4.1 MAF!YR 
Article 21 Demand Up to 84 TAF/month Up to 134 TAF/month, Dec-Mar, Same 
others up to 84 TAF/month 
A·l APPENDIX A. 
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2001 Study 2021AStudy 2021BStudy 
BST_2001D10A·ANNBENCHMARK_l_l BST_2020D09IJ.ANNBENCHMARK_2 _1 BST_2020D09D.SWPTABLEAJ_1 
FACIUTIES 
Existing Facilities (2001) Same Same 
REGUlATORY STANDARDS 
Trinity River 
Minimum Flow below Trinity EIS Preferred Alternative Same Same 
Lewiston Dam (369-815 TAF;YR) 
Trinity Reservoir Trinity EIS Preferred Alternative Same Same 
End-of-September (600 TAF as able) 
Minimum Storage 
Clear Creek 
Minimum Flow below Downstream water rights, 1963 Same Same 
Whiskeytown Dam USBR Proposal to USFWS and NPS, 
and USFWS discretionary use of 
CVPIA 3406(b) (2) 
Upper Sacramento River 
Shasta Lake SWRCB WR 1993 Winter-run Same Same 
End-of-September Biological Opinion (1900 TAF) 
Minimum Storage 
Minimum Flow Flows for SWRCB WR 90-5 and Same Same 
below Keswick Dam 1993 Winter-run Biological Opinion 
temperature control, and USFWS 
discretionary use of CVPIA 
3406(b)(2) 
Feather River 
Minimum Flow below 1983 DWR, DFG Agreement Same Same 
Thermalito Diversion Dam (600 CFS) 
Minimum Flow below 1983 DWR, DFG Agreement Same Same 
Thermalito Afterbay outlet (1,000- 1,700 CFS) 
American River 
Minimum Flow below SWRCBD-893 Same Same 
Nimbus Dam (see accompanying Operations 
Criteria), and USFWS discretionary 
use of CVPIA 3406(b)(2) 
Minimum Flow at SWRCBD-893 Same Same 
H Street Bridge 
Lower Sacramento River 
Minimum Flow near SWRCB D-1641 Same Same 
Rio Vista 
Mokelumne River 
Minimum Flow below FERC 2916-029, 1996 Same Same 
Camanche Dam Ooint Settlement Agreement) 
(100- 325 CFS) 
Minimum Flow below FERC 2916-029, 1996 Same Same 
Woodbridge Diversion 0 oint Settlement Agreement) 
Dam (25 - 300 CFS) 
• APPENDIX A A-2 
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2001 Study 2021AStudy 2021BStudy 
BST_2001D10A-ANNBENCHMARK_1_1 BST _ZOZOD09D-ANNBENCHMARK_2_1 BST_2020D09D-SWPTABLEAJ_1 
Stanislaus River 
Minimum Flow below 1987 USBR, DFG agreement, Same Same 
Goodwin Dam and USFWS discretionary use 
of CVPIA 3406(b )(2) 
Minimum Dissolved SWRCB D-1422 Same Same 
Oxygen 
Merced River 
Minimum Flow below Davis-Grunsky (180- 220 CFS, Same Same 
Crocker-Huffman Nov- Mar), and Cowell Agreement 
Diversion Dam 
Minimum Flow at FERC 2179 (25- 100 CFS) Same Same 
Shaffer Bridge 
I Tuolumne River Minimum Flow at FERC 2299-024, 1995 Same Same 
Lagrange Bridge (Settlement Agreement) 
(94- 301 TAF!YR) 
San joaquin River 
Maximum Salinity near SWRCB D-1641 Same Same 
Vernalis 
Minimum Flow near SWRCB D-1641, and Vernalis Same Same 
Vernalis Adaptive Management Program 
per San Joaquin River Agreement 
Sacramento River-San joaquin River Delta 
Delta Outflow Index SWRCB D-1641 Same Same 
(Flow and Salinity) 
Delta Cross Channel SWRCB D-1641 Same Same 
Gate Operation 
Delta Exports SWRCBD-1641, USFWS Same Same 
discretionary use of CVPIA 
3406(b)(2), and CALFED Fisherie~ 
Agencies discretionary use of EWA 
OPERATIONS CRITERIA 
SUBSYSTEM 
Upper Sacramento River 
Flow Objective for Discretionary 3,500 5,000 CFS Same Same 
Navigation based on Lake Shasta storage 
(Wilkins Slough) condition 
American River 
Folsom Dam Flood SAFCA, Interim-Reoperation of Same Same 
Control Folsom Dam, Variable 400/670 
(without outlet modifications) 
Flow below Nimbus Discretionary operations criteria Same Same 
Dam corresponding to SWRCB D-893 
required minimum flow 
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Sacramento Water 
Forum Mitigation Water 
Stanislaus River 
Flow below Goodwin 
Dam 
San joaquin River 
Flow near Vernalis 
System-wide 
CVP Water Allocation 




CVP Municipal & 
Industrial 
SWP Water Allocation 





1997 New Melones Interim 
Operations Plan 
San joaquin River Agreement in 
support of the Vernalis Adaptive 
Management Program 
100% (75% in Shasta Critical years) 
100% (75% in Shasta Critical years) 
100% -0% based on supply 
(reduced by 3406(b)(2) allocation) 
100% -50% based on supply 
(reduced by 3406(b)(2) allocation) 
Contract specific 
Based on supply; Monterey 
A reement 
CVP/SWP Coordinated Operations 
Sharing of Responsibility 1986 Coordinated Operations 
Agreement for In-Basin-Use 
Sharing of Surplus 
Flows 
Sharing of Restricted 
Export Capacity 
CVPIA 3406(b) (2) 
Allocation 
Actions 
• APPENDIX A 
1986 Coordinated Operations 
Agreement 
Equal sharing of export capacity 
under SWRCB D-1641; use of 
CVPlA 3406(b )(2) only restricts 
CVP exports; EWA use restricts CVP 
and/or SWP as directed by CALFED 
Fisheries Agencies 
800 TAF;YR (600 TAF!YR in Shasta 
Critical years) 
AFRP flow objectives (Oct -:Jan), 
CVP export reduction (Decjan), 
1995 WQCP (up to 450 TAF;YR), 
VAMP (Apr 15- May 16) CVP 
export restriction, Post (May 16-31) 
VAMP CVP export restriction, 
Ramping of CVP export (Jun), Pre 
(Apr 1-15) VAMP CVP export 
restriction, CVP export reduction 





Sacramento Water Forum 
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2001 Study 2021AStudy 2021BStudy 
BST_2001D10A-ANNBENCHMARK_1_1 BST_2020D09D-ANNBENCHMARK_2 _1 BST _2020D09D-SWPTABLEA.} _1 
CALFED Environmental Water Account 
Actions Total exports restricted to 4,000 CFS, Same 
1 wk/mon, Dec-Mar (wet year: 2 wk! 
mon), VAMP (Apr 15· May 16) 
export restriction, Pre (Apr 1-15) 
and Post (May 16-31) VAMP export 
restriction, Ramping of export (Jun) 
Assets 50% of use of]POD, 50% of Same 
any CVPIA3406(b)(2) or ERP 
releases pumped by SWP, flexing of 
Delta Export/Inflow Ratio (not 
explicitly modeled), dedicated 
500 CFS increase of] ul- Sep Banks 
PP capacity, north-of-Delta (35 TAF/ 
Yr) and south-of-Delta purchases 
(50- 200 TAF/Yr), 100 TAF/Yr from 
south-of-Delta source shifting agreements, 
and 200 TAF;YR south-of-Delta 
groundwater storage capacity 
Debt restrictions No planned carryover of debt past Same 
Sep, no reset of unpaid debt, debt 
carried past Sep paid back by Feb 
' 2000 Level of Development defined by linearly interpolated values from the 1995 Level of Development and 2020 Level of Development from DWR Bulletin 160-98 
h 1998 Level Demands defined in Sacramento Water Forum's EIR with a few updated eotries 
'Sacramento Water Forum 2025 Level Demands defined in Sacramento Water Forum's EIR 
' Freeport Alternative defined in EBMUD Supplemental Water Supply Project REIR!SEIS 
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AppendixB 
Computer Simulation Models 
A study to determine the supply reliability of the State 
Water Project is done using a computer program that 
simulates the operation of the SWP on a monthly basis over 
a 73-year historical record of rainfall and runoff (1922-
1994). The simulation model integrates all the relevant 
water resource components and calculates key water 
management parameters, such as: 
• the amount of water released from reservoirs in the 
Sacramento-San Joaquin valleys, 
• the amount of water required to maintain Delta water 
quality standards, 
• the amount of water to be pumped from the Delta by 
the SWP and the Central Valley Project (CVP), and 
• the amount of water that can be delivered by each of 
these projects. 
The information required to run the simulation is 
referred to as the "model input." The most significant 
categories of input are: 
• the physical description of the water system facilities 
(maximum pumping or release capacity, maximum 




institutional requirements (delivery contract 
requirements, Delta water quality standards, the 
operations agreement between the SWP and CVP, 
endangered species requirements, and other 
requirements of federal and State laws, etc); 
hydrology (river and stream flows adjusted for water 
use in the source areas); and 
the level of SWP water demand . 
CALSIM II 
CALSIM II is the current version of the computer 
simulation model used to determine SWP delivery reliabil-
ity. All versions of CALSIM employ commercially available 
linear programming software as a solution device. The 
application of the software, Graphical User Interface, and 
1 CAISIM documentation may be obtained through the DWR Modeling 
Branch's Website: http://motleling.water.ca IWV 
B-1 
Input/Output devices is discussed in the documentation for 
CALSIM. 1 
The Study Assumptions 
The studies done for this report answer two questions. 
1) "What is the current delivery reliability of the SWP?" 
and 
2) "What would the SWP be able to deliver in the year 
2021, if there were no new facilities or improvements 
to existing facilities, SWP water demand increased, and 
the institutional requirements existing today were in 
place?" 
Depending upon a person's expectation of what the 
future holds, this estimate of SWP delivery capability could 
be viewed as either too low or too high. The estimate 
could be viewed as too low because the Department is 
planning to have facilities in place by 2021 that will increase 
the reliability of the SWP. The estimate could be viewed as 
too high because the population of endangered Delta fish 
species could, for example, decline in the future and 
require the operation of the SWP to be more restricted 
than it is today . 
Key Study Assumptions 
The key study assumptions are listed in Table B-1. 
Additional discussion of these studies is on the DWR 
Modeling Branch's Web site 
(http://modeling.water.ca.gov I). 
The Results 
The annual delivery amounts calculated by the supply 
reliability studies are contained in tables B-3 (2001) and B-4 
and B-5 (2021A and 20218, respectively) at the back of this 
appendix. The tables show the demand level in thousand 
acre-feet (taf), the amount of delivery from the Delta, and 
percent of full Table A calculated for each year of simula-
tion for the current condition (2001) and 2021. 
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Table 8-1-Key assumptions used in calculating SWP water delivery reliability 
Level of CALFED SWPdemand 
development in SWP Operation requirements Environmental level from the 
source areas facilities Water Account Delta 
2001 Study 2001 Existing 1. SWP Banks export limit set at Included 3.0 • 4.1 maf, 
6,680 cfs w/certain exceptions. weather 
2. Delta water quality standards per dependent 
1995 Delta Water Quality Control 
Plan. 
3. Operation coordinated with the 
CVP per the 1986 Coordinated 
Operations Agreement. 
2001AStudy 20201 Same 1. Same Same 3.0 · 4.1 maf, 
2. Same weather 
3. Same dependent 
2001BStudy 20201 Same 1. Same Same 4.1 maf every 
2. Same year 
3. Same 
CVP = Central Valley Project 
maf = million acre-feet 
1 Assumed suffident for 2021 
Table 8-2-SWP Delta average and dry-year Table A deliveries (percent of full Table A) 
Year study Average Single 2-year drought 4-year drought 6-year drought 6-year drought 
1922-1994 dry year 1977 1976-1977 1931·1934 1987-1992 1929·1934 
2001 72 19 
2006 73 19 
2011 74 20 
2016 74 20 
2021 75 20 
Full Delta Table A is 4.133 maf. 
These values must be interpreted within the confines 
of the assumptions upon which they are calculated. For 
example, for the year 1958, in the 2021A study, the annual 
delivery is calculated to be 3,910 taf or 95 percent of full 







"If the rainfall were the same as it was in 1958 but (1) 
the level of water use in the source area was increased 
to the level it would be in 2021; (2) SWP facilities and 
operation requirements were the same as they are 
today; and (3) SWP contractor demands were very 
near their full Table A level, the SWP would deliver 
approximately 3,910 taf or 95 percent of full Table A." 
Actually, the conditional statement associated with the 
result for any particular year is even more complicated than 
• APPENDIX B B-2 
37 41 40 
38 41 40 
38 41 41 
39 40 41 
39 40 41 
this because the result is also dependent upon the rainfall 
that has occurred in previous years. For example, if the 
previous year (1957) were wet, runoff for 1958 for the same 
amount of rainfall would be more than if 1957 were dry. In 
addition, reservoir storage for the beginning of 1958 would 
vary depending upon the weather conditions in 1957. This 
linkage makes each year's simulation dependent upon the 
previous year's and, hence, links the entire historical series. 
Table B-2 contains a summary of the delivery estimates 
for the SWP for important dry periods in history computed 
by the studies. The five-year incremental values are linearly 
interpolated between the 2001 and 2021A values. This 
information can be helpful in analyzing the delivery 
reliability of a specific water system that receives a portion 
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BST _2001010A·ANNBENCHMARK_ 1_1 
contained in tables B-3, B-4, and B-5 (see back of appendix) 
are also helpful in analyzing longer periods of time that 
contain not only dry periods but wetter periods, which can 
replenish water supplies. 
percent of full Table A or 4.05 maf. A similar analysis can be 
done for the current condition using Figure B-1. 
Finally, to help analyze the chance of receiving a given 
level of delivery in any particular year, a probability 
distribution curve is useful. It simply shows the percent of 
the years the annual delivery estimate is at or above a given 
value. The probability distribution curves for 2001 and 
2021 are included as figures B-1 (2001) and B-2 and B-3 
(2021A and 2021B, respectively). For example, for the 
2021A study (Figure B-2), the curve indicates that in 75 
percent of the years, the annual delivery reliability is 
estimated to be at or above 66 percent of full Table A 
amounts or 2.73 maf. Similarly, annual delivery reliability 
during 50 percent of the years is estimated to be at or 
above 83 percent of full Table A or 3. 43 maf. The curve also 
shows that in 10 percent of the years, annual delivery 
reliability is estimated to be greater than or equal to 98 
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Figure B-3-Study 2021 B SWP Delta delivery reliability 
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Table B-3-Study 2001 SWP Delta water delivery (taf) 
Model Variable Percent of Full Table A 
lear Demand Model Delivery -4.133 maf" Article 21 Supply 
1922 3407 3389 82 175 
1923 3717 3727 90 143 
1924 3961 1014 25 0 
1925 3940 1502 36 0 
1926 3777 2951 71 0 
1927 3543 3504 85 220 
1928 3897 3337 81 155 
I 1929 3952 1037 25 0 
1930 3922 2697 65 92 
1931 3971 1141 28 0 
1932 3673 1620 39 199 
1933 3938 1663 40 134 
1934 3981 1689 41 0 
1935 3697 3439 83 81 
1936 3769 3638 88 0 
1937 3451 3297 80 87 
1938 3418 3438 83 470 
1939 3673 3475 84 227 
1940 3713 3544 86 102 
1941 3013 3036 73 100 
1942 3583 3599 87 513 
1943 3632 3545 86 447 
1944 3563 3449 83 0 
1945 3612 3479 84 136 
1946 3710 3724 90 3 
1947 3954 2652 64 0 
1948 3959 2681 65 2 
1949 3864 2568 62 2 
1950 3812 2909 70 0 
1951 3779 3794 92 3ll 
1952 3078 3108 75 103 
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Table B-3 continued 
Model Variable Percent of Full Table A 
Year Demand Model Delivery -4.133 maf" Article 21 Supply 
1953 3790 3801 92 272 
1954 3833 3803 92 98 
1955 3761 1694 41 0 
1956 3639 3649 88 261 
1957 3759 3331 81 96 
1958 3481 3492 84 441 
1959 4055 3506 85 265 
1960 4115 1795 43 0 
1961 4115 2873 70 0 
1962 3689 3158 76 21 
1963 3634 3630 88 223 
1964 3907 3262 79 5 
1965 3586 3256 79 98 
1966 3722 3731 90 147 
1967 3439 3424 83 497 
1968 3792 3548 86 402 
1969 3157 3151 76 100 
1970 3714 3727 90 406 
1971 3837 3845 93 0 
1972 4012 3057 74 2 
1973 3611 3592 87 261 
1974 3649 3664 89 297 
1975 3720 3737 90 415 
1976 4014 3150 76 110 
1977 3948 804 19 0 
1978 3126 3036 73 100 
1979 3527 3509 85 140 
1980 3197 3208 78 100 
1981 3834 3532 85 124 
1982 3451 3471 84 386 
1983 3007 3036 73 200 
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Table B-3 continued 
Model Variable Percent of FuO Table A 
lear Demand Model Delivery -4.133 maj"' Article 21 Supply 
1984 3692 3706 90 408 
1985 3753 3540 86 0 
1986 3345 3023 73 51 
1987 3904 2894 70 0 
1988 4026 967 23 0 
1989 4097 2902 70 0 
1990 3961 1101 27 0 
I 1991 3957 983 24 0 
1992 3880 1199 29 0 
1993 3559 3505 85 133 
1994 3739 3272 79 9 
Average 3712 2962 72 134 
Maximum 4115 3845 93 513 
Minimum 3007 804 19 0 
Study: BST_2001DlOA-ANNBENCHMARK_l_l 
*4.133 maf per year is maximum Table A fur deliveries from tbe Delta 
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Table B-4-Study 2021 A SWP Delta water delivery (taf) 
Model Variable Percent of Full Table A 
Year Demand Model Delivery -4.133 maf* Article 21 Supply 
1922 4133 4043 98 0 
1923 4133 3670 89 0 
1924 3980 972 24 0 
1925 4133 1445 35 0 
1926 4133 2856 69 113 
1927 4133 4032 98 124 
1928 4133 3255 79 3 
1929 3971 1070 26 0 I 
1930 4133 2734 66 27 
1931 4133 1086 26 0 
1932 4116 1855 45 39 
1933 4133 1966 48 6 
1934 4133 1564 38 0 
1935 3907 3562 86 59 
1936 4133 3655 88 5 
1937 4133 3189 77 65 
1938 4133 4128 100 192 
1939 3948 3443 83 
1940 4133 3856 93 22 
1941 3481 3472 84 0 
1942 3881 3894 94 378 
1943 4120 3591 87 375 
1944 3711 3443 83 2 
1945 3948 3574 86 123 
1946 3969 3772 91 0 
1947 3973 2602 63 0 
1948 4133 2587 63 2 
1949 3996 2656 64 0 
1950 4133 2895 70 0 
1951 4094 3994 97 230 
1952 3510 3538 86 100 
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Table B-4 continued 
Model Variable Percent of FuU. Table A 
lear Demand Model Delivery -4.133 maf* Article 21 Supply 
1953 4063 3989 97 236 
1954 4133 3830 93 6 
1955 3995 1735 42 0 
1956 4133 4127 100 129 
1957 4029 3069 74 3 
1958 3942 3910 95 335 
1959 4133 3477 84 167 
1960 4133 2021 49 0 
1961 4133 2815 68 0 
I 1962 3933 3153 76 2 1963 4133 4046 98 134 
1964 4030 3050 74 0 
1965 3966 3234 78 3 
1966 4046 3844 93 61 
1967 4033 3979 96 167 
1968 4128 3583 87 398 
1969 3583 3556 86 93 
1970 4004 3929 95 398 
1971 4133 4082 99 0 
1972 4133 2727 66 0 
1973 4ll9 3699 89 2ll 
1974 4090 4107 99 147 
1975 4113 4088 99 209 
1976 4032 2789 67 0 
1977 4133 830 20 0 
1978 3898 3706 90 100 
1979 4133 3512 85 89 
1980 3751 3462 84 74 
1981 4133 3400 82 0 
1982 4009 4027 97 101 
1983 3343 3370 82 200 
"---"~~----~---------~~ 
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Table B-4 continued 
Model Variable Percent of FuO Table A 
Year Demand Model Delivery -4.133 maf* Article 21 Supply 
1984 4061 4079 99 379 
1985 3905 3326 80 0 
1986 3898 3011 73 52 
1987 3923 2837 69 0 
1988 4045 992 24 0 
1989 4133 2895 70 0 
1990 4133 1151 28 0 
1991 4133 999 24 0 I 
1992 4133 1155 28 0 
1993 4133 4018 97 156 
1994 4133 3042 74 0 
Average 4026 3083 75 78 
Maximum 4133 4128 100 398 
Minimum 3343 830 20 0 
Study: BST_2020009D__ANNBENCHMARK_2_1 
*4.133 maf per year is maximum Table A for deliveries from the Delta 
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Table B-5-Study 2021 B SWP Delta water delivery (tat) 
Percent of FuU Table A 
~ar Model Fixed Demand Model Delivery -4.133 maf* Article 21 Supply 
1922 4133 4043 98 0 
1923 4133 3670 89 0 
1924 4133 972 24 0 
1925 4133 1446 35 0 
1926 4133 2856 69 113 
1927 4133 4031 98 124 
1928 4133 3255 79 3 
1929 4133 1070 26 0 
1930 4133 2734 66 27 
1931 4133 1086 26 0 
1932 4133 1855 45 39 
1933 4133 1967 48 6 
1934 4133 1564 38 0 
1935 4133 3729 90 59 
1936 4133 3669 89 0 
1937 4133 3165 77 71 
1938 4133 4129 100 197 
1939 4133 3444 83 
1940 4133 3856 93 22 
1941 4133 4084 99 0 
1942 4133 4122 100 75 
1943 4133 3584 87 318 
1944 4133 3465 84 3 
1945 4133 3547 86 123 
1946 4133 3801 92 0 
1947 4133 2597 63 0 
1948 4133 2586 63 2 
1949 4133 2654 64 0 
1950 4133 2893 70 0 
1951 4133 3996 97 222 
1952 4133 4133 100 14 
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Table B-5 continued 
Percent of Full Table A 
lear Model Fixed Demand Model Delivery -4.133 ma.f" Article 21 Suppry 
1953 4133 3931 95 244 
1954 4133 3860 93 33 
1955 4133 1779 43 0 
1956 4133 4126 100 111 
1957 4133 3067 74 3 
1958 4133 4063 98 306 
1959 4133 3467 84 97 
1960 4133 2007 49 0 
1961 4133 2818 68 0 
1962 4133 3153 76 2 
1963 4133 4046 98 134 
1964 4133 3050 74 0 
1965 4133 3233 78 3 
1966 4133 3853 93 56 
1967 4133 4069 98 115 
1968 4133 3584 87 398 
1969 4133 4078 99 13 
1970 4133 3933 95 358 
1971 4133 4082 99 0 
1972 4133 2725 66 0 
1973 4133 3699 89 211 
1974 4133 4133 100 143 
1975 4133 4102 99 211 
1976 4133 2775 67 0 
1977 4133 830 20 0 
1978 4133 3915 95 100 
1979 4133 3493 85 98 
1980 4133 3465 84 75 
1981 4133 3387 82 0 
1982 4133 4133 100 63 
1983 4133 4133 100 160 
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Table B-5 continued 
Percent of Full Table A 
~ar Model Fixed Demand Model Delivery -4.133 maf" Article 21 Supply 
1984 4133 4101 99 369 
1985 4133 3322 80 0 
1986 4133 3006 73 62 
1987 4133 2835 69 0 
1988 4133 993 24 0 
1989 4133 2895 70 0 
1990 4133 1151 28 0 
1991 4133 999 24 0 
1992 4133 1155 28 0 
1993 4133 4018 97 156 
1994 4133 3042 74 0 
Average 4133 3130 76 68 
Maximum 4133 4133 100 398 
Minimum 4133 830 20 0 
Study: BST_2020009D-SWPTABLEA.._5_1 
*4.133 maf per year is maximum Table A for deliveries from the Delta 
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AppendixC 
SWPTableA 
What is SWP Table A? 
The contracts between the Department of Water 
Resources and the 29 State Water Project water contractors 
define the terms and conditions governing the water 
delivery and cost repayment for the SWP. Table A is an 
exhibit to these contracts. Comprehension of Table A is 
important in understanding the information in this report. 
To understand the table, it is necessary to understand how 
the contracts work. 
All water-supply related costs of the SWP are paid by 
the contractors, and Table A serves as a basis for allocating 
some of the costs among the contractors. In addition, 
Table A plays a key role in the annual allocation of available 
supply among contractors. When the SWP was being 
planned, the amount of water projected to be available for 
delivery to the contractors was 4.2 million acre-feet (maf) 
per year. This was referred to as the minimum project 
yield, and it was recognized that in some years the project 
would be unable to deliver that amount and in other years 
project supply could exceed that amount. The 4.2 maf 
number was used as the basis for apportioning available 
supply to each contractor and as a factor in calculating each 
C-1 
contractor's share of the project's costs. This 
apportionment is accomplished by Table A in each 
contract. Table A lists by year and acre-feet the portion of 
the 4.2 maf deliverable to each contractor. Other contract 
provisions permit changes to an individual contractor's 
Table A under special circumstances. The total of the 
maximums in all the contracts now equals 4.173 maf. 
A copy of the consolidated Table A from all the 
contracts follows this explanation. The amounts listed in 
Table A cannot be viewed as an indication of the SWP water 
delivery reliability, nor should these amounts be used to 
support an expectation that a certain amount of water will 
be delivered to a contractor in any particular time span. 
Table A is simply a tool for apportioning available supply 
and cost obligations under the contract. In this report, 
reference to "Table A amounts" means the amounts listed 
in Table A. Contractors also receive other classifications of 
water from the project, as distinguished from Table A (for 
example, Article 21 water, and turnback pool water). These 
other contract provisions are discussed in Appendix D. 
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Table A Table A 
DELNERED FROM THE DELTA Southern California 
North Bay Antelope Valley-East Kern WA 141,400 
Napa County FC&WCD 29,025 Castaic Lake WA 95,200 
Solano County WA 47,756 Coachella Valley WD 23,100 
Subtotal 76,781 Crestline-Lake Arrowhead WA 5,800 
DesertWA 38,100 
South Bay Littlerock Creek ID 2,300 
Alameda County FC&WCD, Zone 7 78,000 MojaveWA 75,800 
Alameda County WD 42,000 Metropolitan WDSC 2,011,500 
Santa Clara Valley WD 100,000 PalmdaleWD 21,300 
Subtotal 220,000 San Bernardino Valley MWD 102,600 
San Gabriel Valley MWD 28,800 
San Joaquin Valley San Gorgonio Pass WA 17,300 
Oak Flat WD 5,700 Ventura County FCD 20,000 
County of Kings 4,000 Subtotal 2,583,200 
Dudley Ridge WD 57,343 
Empire West Side ID 3,000 DELTA SUBTOTAL 4,132,986 
Kern County WA 1,000,949 
Tulare Lake Basin WSD 111,527 Feather River 
Subtotal 1,182,519 County of Butte 27,500 
Plumas County FC&WCD 2,700 
Central Coastal City of Yuba City 9,600 
San Luis Obispo County FC&WCD 25,000 Subtotal 39,800 
Santa Barbara County FC&WCD 45,486 
Subtotal 70,486 GRAND TOTAL 4,172,786 
The maximum Table A is not the Table A amount for 2001 in every contract. A few contractors have, for financial reasons and with the Department's approval, 
reduced the Table A amount in their contract for a specified time . 
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AppendixD 
SWP Historical Deliveries (1967-2002) 
SWP Contract Water Types 
The SWP contracts define several classifications of 
water available for delivery to contractors under specific 
circumstances. All classifications are considered "project" 
water. Many contractors make frequent use of these 
additional water types to increase or decrease the amount 
available to them under Table A. 
TabkAWater 
Each contract's Table A is the amount in acre-feet that 
is used to determine the portion of available supply to be 
delivered to that contractor. Once that apportionment is 
made, the water delivered is further limited by monthly 
peaking rates (18 percent per month for agricultural 
contractors and 11 percent per month for urban 
contractors). Table A water is water delivered according to 
this apportionment methodology and is given first priority 
for delivery. 
Article 21 Water 
Article 21 of the contracts permits delivery of water 
excess to delivery of Table A and some other water types to 
those contractors requesting it. Contractors requesting 
Article 21 water may take delivery of water in excess of the 
monthly peaking rates that apply to Table A water. Article 
21 water is apportioned to those contractors requesting it in 
the same proportion as their Table A. 
Article 12(d) 
When the State was unable to deliver any portion of a 
contractor's annual delivery under Table A as a result of 
causes beyond the State's control, contract provision Article 
12( d) allowed the contractors to take the water later in the 
year or in succeeding years. As the Monterey amendment 
became effective (1995-1997), 12( d) water was deleted. 
D-1 
Artick 14(b) 
Contractors whose Table A deliveries were curtailed 
due to an uns~heduled outage may under specified 
circumstances request later deliveries of the Table A water 
that was undeliverable. Factors that influence how much 
water can be delivered include operational constraints of 
project facilities, filling of SWP reservoirs, and Delta water 
quality requirements. Deliveries of water under Article 
14(b) may result in a contractor receiving more than the 
Table A amount in a single year. 
Turnback Pool Water 
Contractors may choose to offer scheduled deliveries 
of Table A water to a pool, which is established in February 
and March. Other contractors may state a desire to receive 
this "turnback" pool water. Contributing contractors 
receive a reduction in charges and taking contractors pay 
extra. 
Carryover Water 
Pursuant to the long-term water supply contracts, DWR 
has offered contractors the opportunity to carry over a 
portion of their allocated water approved for delivery in the 
current year for delivery during the next year. The 
carryover program was designed to encourage the most 
effective and beneficial use of water and to avoid obligating 
the contractors to use or lose the water by December 31 of 
each year. The water supply contracts state the criteria of 
carrying over Table A water from one year to the next. 
Normally, carryover water is water that has been exported 
during the year, not delivered to the contractor during that 
year, and remains stored in the SWP share of San Luis 
Reservoir to be delivered during the following year. 
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SWP Water Deliveries 1967-2002 
1967 
Table A Article Article Article Tum back Carryover Total 
12(d) 14(b) 21 
Alameda County FC&WCD, 
Zone7 323 323 
Alameda County WD 30,065 30,065 
Santa Clara Valley WD 5,783 5,783 
TOTALS 36,171 0 0 0 0 0 36,171 
1968 
Table A Article Article Article Tumback Carryover Total 
12(d) 14(b) 21 
Alameda County FC&WCD, 
Zone7 6,133 6,133 
Alameda County WD 24,817 24,817 
Santa Clara Valley WD 70,105 70,105 
OakFlatWD 2,027 1,057 3,084 
County of Kings 900 900 
Devil's Den 3,577 3,805 7,382 
Dudley Ridge WD 14,300 12,060 26,360 
Empire West Side ID 1,680 298 1,978 
Kern County WA 46,600 80,784 127,384 
Tulare Lake Basin WSD 12,250 12,850 25,100 
TOTALS 182,389 0 0 110,854 0 0 293,243 
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1969 
Table A Article Article Article Tum back Carryover Total 
12(d) 14(b) 21 
Alameda County FC&WCD, 
Zone7 6,635 6,635 
Alameda County WD 813 813 
Santa Clara Valley WD 62,264 62,264 
OakFlatWD 2,235 781 3,016 
County of Kings 100 100 
I Devil's Den 5,000 4,970 9,970 
Dudley Ridge WD 14,325 17,050 31,375 
Empire West Side ID 56 56 
Hacienda 2,242 600 2,842 
Kern CountyWA 95,700 45,565 141,265 
Tulare Lake Basin WSD 3,650 3,431 7,081 
TOTALS 193,020 0 0 72,397 0 0 265,417 
1970 
Table A Article Article Article Tumback Carryover Total 
12(d) 14(b) 21 
Plumas County FC&WCD 70 70 
Alameda County FC&WCD, 
Zone7 9,249 9,249 
Santa Clara Valley WD 80,311 80,311 
OakFlatWD 2,498 3,413 5,911 
Devil's Den 5,700 6,039 11,739 
Dudley Ridge WD 15,700 24,707 40,407 
Empire West Side ID 1,565 2,377 3,942 
Hacienda 2,500 7,078 9,578 
Kern CountyWA 116,400 88,234 204,634 
TOTALS 233,993 0 0 131,848 0 0 365,841 
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1971 
Table A Article Article Article Tum back Carryover Total 
12(d) 14(b) 21 
County of Butte 192 192 
Plumas County FC&WCD 64 64 
Alameda County FC&WCD, 
Zone7 5,017 5,017 
Alameda County WD 5,961 5,961 
Santa Clara Valley WD 87,606 87,606 
OakFlatWD 2,800 4,412 7,212 I 
County of Kings 1,300 2,400 3,700 
Devil'sDen 6,700 5,790 12,490 
Dudley Ridge WD 17,900 23,153 41,053 
Empire West Side ID 3,000 2,990 5,990 
Hacienda 2,300 4,359 6,659 
Kern CountyWA 190,300 169,851 360,151 
Tulare Lake Basin WSD 34,200 81,626 115,826 
TOTALS 357,340 0 0 294,581 0 0 651,921 
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1972 
Table A Article Article Article Tumback Carryover Total 
12(d) 14(b) 21 
County of Butte 186 186 
Plumas County FC&WCD 505 505 
Alameda County FC&WCD, 
Zone7 10,489 10,489 
Alameda County WD 17,900 9,771 27,671 
Santa Clara Valley WD 88,000 12,266 100,266 
OakFlatWD 5,366 2,800 8,166 
County of Kings 1,400 1,400 
Devil'sDen 7,700 6,205 13,905 
Dudley Ridge WD 20,000 22,443 42,443 
Empire West Side ID 3,000 2,795 5,795 
Hacienda 2,600 3,251 5,851 
Kern CountyWA 270,700 220,081 490,781 
Tulare lake Basin WSD 110,000 142,542 252,542 
Antelope Valley-East Kern WA 53 53 
Cresdine-I.ake Arrowhead WA 464 464 
littlerock Creek ID 170 168 338 
MojaveWA 55 55 
Metropolitan WDSC 71,938 71,938 
San Bernardino Valley MWD 1,275 1,275 
TOTALS 611,801 0 0 422,322 0 0 1,034,123 
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1973 
Table A Article Article Article Tumback Carryover Total 
12(d) 14(b) 21 
County of Butte 53 53 
Plumas County FC&WCD 679 679 
Alameda County FC&WCD, 
Zone7 2,975 2,975 
Alameda County WD 2,521 2,521 
Santa Clara Valley WD 88,000 3,081 91,081 
OakFiatWD 3,100 1,127 4,227 
County of Kings 1,500 1,500 
Devil'sDen 8,700 4,822 13,522 
Dudley Ridge WD 22,000 13,249 35,249 
Empire West Side ID 3,000 2,814 5,814 
Hacienda 2,900 5,600 8,500 
Kern County WA 309,000 193,243 502,243 
Tulare Lake Basin WSD 40,652 70,900 111,552 
Antelope Valley-East Kern WA 20 20 
Coachella Valley WD 5,800 5,800 
Crestline-Lake Arrowhead WA 389 389 
DesertWA 9,000 9,000 
Littlerock Creek ID 290 80 370 
Metropolitan WDSC 159,883 159,883 
San Bernardino Valley MWD 32,426 32,426 
TOTALS 692,888 0 0 294,916 0 0 987,804 
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1974 
Table A Article Article Article Tum back Carryover Total 
12(d) 14(b) 21 
County of Butte 127 127 
Plumas County FC&WCD 648 648 
Alameda County FC&WCD, 
Zone7 1,314 1,314 
Alameda County WD 4 4 
Santa Clara Valley WD 88,000 2,934 90,934 
OakFiatWD 3,471 3,471 
County of Kings 1,500 1,500 
Devil's Den 9,700 4,128 13,828 
Dudley Ridge WD 33,390 33,391 66,781 
Empire West Side ID 3,000 1,539 4,539 
Hacienda 3,300 1,972 5,272 
Kern CountyWA 347,000 299,433 646,433 
Tulare Lake Basin WSD 68,989 68,989 137,978 
Antelope Valley-East Kern WA 1,259 1,259 
Coachella Valley WD 6,400 6,400 
Crestline-Lake Arrowhead WA 627 627 
DesertWA 10,000 10,000 
Littlerock Creek ID 400 67 467 
MojaveWA 14 14 
Metropolitan WDSC 277,715 277,715 
San Bernardino Valley MWD 16,605 16,605 
San Gabriel Valley MWD 612 612 
TOTALS 874,075 0 0 412,453 0 0 1,286,528 
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1975 
Table A Article Article Article Tum back Carryover Total 
12(d) 14(b) 21 
County of Butte 53 53 
Plumas County FC&WCD 679 679 
Alameda County FC&WCD, 
Zone7 2,975 2,975 
Alameda County WD 2,521 2,521 
Santa Clara Valley WD 88,000 3,081 91,081 
OakFlatWD 3,100 1,127 4,227 
County of Kings 1,500 1,500 
Devil's Den 8,700 4,822 13,522 
Dudley Ridge WD 22,000 13,249 35,249 
Empire West Side ID 3,000 2,814 5,814 
Hacienda 2,900 5,600 8,500 
Kern CountyWA 309,000 193,243 502,243 
Tulare Lake Basin WSD 40,652 70,900 111,552 
Antelope Valley-East Kern WA 20 20 
Coachella Valley WD 5,800 5,800 
Crestline-Lake Arrowhead WA 389 389 
DesertWA 9,000 9,000 
littlerock Creek ID 290 80 370 
Metropolitan WDSC 159,883 159,883 
San Bernardino Valley MWD 32,426 32,426 
TOTALS 692,888 0 0 294,916 0 0 987,804 
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1976 
Table A Article Article Article Tum back Carryover Total 
12(d) 14(b) 21 
County of Butte 527 527 
Plumas County FC&WCD 382 382 
Alameda County FC&WCD, 
Zone7 17,131 3,636 20,767 
Alameda County WD 21,300 4,147 25,447 
Santa Clara Valley WD 88,000 88,000 
OakFlatWD 4,112 3,840 7,952 
County of Kings 1,600 1,600 
Devil's Den 11,700 5,727 17,427 
Dudley Ridge WD 41,421 30,922 72,343 
Empire West Side ID 3,000 3,457 6,457 
Hacienda 3,900 3,900 
Kern County WA 439,250 422,150 861,400 
Tulare Lake Basin WSD 54,911 57,806 112,717 
Antelope Valley-East Kern WA 27,782 27,782 
Coachella Valley WD 7,600 7,600 
Crestline-Lake Arrowhead WA 1,002 1,002 
DesertWA 12,000 12,000 
Littlerock Creek ID 589 589 
Metropolitan WDSC 618,451 618,451 
San Bernardino Valley MWD 12,273 12,273 
San Gabriel Valley MWD 6,071 6,071 
TOTALS 1,373,002 0 0 531,685 0 0 1,904,687 
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1977 
Table A Article Article Article Turn back Carryover Total 
12(d) 14(b) 21 
County of Butte 706 706 
Plumas County FC&WCD 303 303 
Alameda County FC&WCD, 
Zone7 12,575 69 12,644 
Alameda County WD 18,840 1,094 19,934 
Santa Clara Valley WD 76,220 76,220 
OakFiatWD 1,472 1,898 3,370 
County of Kings 1,530 1,530 
Devil'sDen 9,945 1,966 11,911 
Dudley Ridge WD 13,119 15,599 28,718 
Empire West Side ID 815 1,541 2,356 
Hacienda 1,680 2,156 3,836 
Kern CountyWA 207,999 221,938 2,900 432,837 
Tulare Lake Basin WSD 14,255 27,371 2,896 44,522 
Antelope Valley-East Kern WA 11,202 22,152 33,354 
Crestline-Lake Arrowhead WA 1,109 1,109 
DesertWA 11,700 11,700 
littlerock Creek ID 111 111 
MojaveWA 80 80 
Metropolitan WDSC 189,755 189,755 
San Bernardino Valley MWD 24,833 16,000 40,833 
San Gabriel Valley MWD 8,996 8,996 
TOTALS 595,545 0 0 323,415 0 5,865 924,825 
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1978 
Table A Article Article Article Tum back Carryover Total 
12(d) 14(b) 21 
County of Butte 579 579 
Plumas County FC&WCD 278 278 
Alameda County FC&WCD, 
Zone7 7,597 3,387 10,984 
Alameda County WD 4,723 1,140 5,863 
Santa Clara Valley WD 88,000 7,727 95,727 
I OakFlatWD 3,835 71 6 3,912 
County of Kings 1,900 170 2,070 
Devil'sDen 11,362 11,362 
Dudley Ridge WD 32,500 18,240 7,586 1,007 59,333 
Empire West Side ID 454 454 
Hacienda 2,520 2,520 
Kern CountyWA 527,300 109,464 8,623 30,583 675,970 
Tulare Lake Basin WSD 1,118 8,415 9,533 
Antelope Valley-East Kern WA 33,137 11,000 44,137 
Coachella Valley WD 9,242 842 10,084 
Crestline-Lake Arrowhead WA 1,209 1,209 
DesertWA 15,300 15,300 
I Littlerock Creek ID 208 208 
MojaveWA 23,684 23,684 
Metropolitan WDSC 507,565 507,565 
San Bernardino Valley MWD 13,301 13,301 
San Gabriel Valley MWD 7,771 7,771 
TOTALS 1,290,609 139,034 0 16,215 0 55,986 1,501,844 
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1979 
Table A Article Article Article Tum back Carryover Total 
12(d) 14(b) 21 
County of Butte 302 302 
Plumas County FC&WCD 329 329 
Alameda County FC&WCD, 
Zone7 19,325 19,325 
Alameda County WD 10,874 10,874 
Santa Clara Valley WD 88,000 3,991 15,998 107,989 
OakFlatWD 4,000 2,149 698 6,847 
County of Kings 2,000 2,000 
Devil'sDen 12,700 6,438 19,138 
Dudley Ridge WD 38,544 38,545 77,089 
Empire West Side ID 1,739 1,739 
Hacienda 8,500 1,000 9,500 
Kern CountyWA 583,900 155,146 7,000 522,247 1,268,293 
Tulare Lake Basin WSD 113,741 32,880 66,342 212,963 
Antelope Valley-East Kern WA 60,493 60,493 
Castaic Lake WA 7 7 
Coachella Valley WD 10,063 10,063 
Crestline-Lake Arrowhead WA 1,260 1,260 
DesertWA 15,000 15,000 
Uttlerock Creek ID 133 133 
MojaveWA 4,000 4,000 
:V1etropolitan WDSC 477,074 477,074 
San Bernardino Valley MWD 18 18 
San Gabriel Valley MWD 290 290 
TOTALS 1,452,292 200,604 7,000 644,830 0 0 2,304,726 
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1980 
Table A Article Article Article Tumback Carryover Total 
12(d) 14(b) 21 
County of Butte 267 267 
Plumas County FC&WCD 295 295 
Napa County FC&WCD 6,707 6,707 
Alameda County FC&WCD, 
Zone7 16,790 16,790 
Alameda County WD 11,034 11,034 
I Santa Clara Valley WD 88,000 14,278 102,278 
OakFlatWD 5,700 718 6,418 
County of Kings 2,200 2,200 
Devil's Den 13,882 6,092 19,974 
Dudley Ridge WD 41,000 39,079 80,079 
Empire West Side ID 716 178 894 
Hacienda 6,200 6,200 
Kern County WA 634,500 330,433 964,933 
Tulare Lake Basin WSD 69,244 14,817 84,061 
Antelope Valley-East Kern WA 72,407 72,407 
Castaic Lake WA 1,210 1,210 
Coachella Valley WD 10,884 10,884 
Crestline-Lake Arrowhead WA 1,239 1,239 
DesertWA 17,000 17,000 
Uttlerock Creek ID 191 191 
Mojave WA 4,000 4,000 
Metropolitan WDSC 531,727 531,727 
San Gabriel Valley MWD 1,085 1,085 
TOTALS 1,536,278 0 0 405,417 0 178 1,941,873 
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1981 
Table A Article Article Article Tum back Carryover Total 
12(d) 14(b) 21 
County of Butte 221 221 
Plumas County FC&WCD 355 355 
Napa County FC&WCD 9,001 9,001 
Alameda County FC&WCD, 
Zone7 19,590 19,590 
Alameda County WD 21,917 21,917 
Santa Clara Valley WD 100,000 6,920 106,920 I 
OakFlatWD 4,300 2,788 7,088 
County of Kings 2,300 2,300 
Devil's Den 12,700 10,647 23,347 
Dudley Ridge WD 41,000 32,327 73,327 
Empire West Side ID 4,800 2,992 1059 8,851 
Kern CountyWA 691,400 649,181 1,340,581 
Tulare Lake Basin WSD 83,438 215,926 299,364 
Antelope Valley-East Kern WA 79,375 79,375 
Castaic Lake WA 5,761 5,761 
Coachella Valley WD 12,105 12,105 
Crestline-Lake Arrowhead WA 1,485 1,485 
DesertWA 19,000 19,000 
Uttlerock Creek ID 1,270 247 1,517 
MojaveWA 4,000 4,000 
Metropolitan ~'DSC 795,846 795,846 
San Bernardino Valley MWD 16,021 16,021 
San Gabriel Valley MWD 3,619 3,619 
TOTALS 1,929,504 0 0 921,028 0 1,059 2,851,591 
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1982 
Table A Article Article Article Turn back Carryover Total 
12(d) 14(b) 21 
County of Butte 334 334 
Plumas County FC&WCD 305 305 
Napa County FC&WCD 1,213 1,213 
Alameda County FC&WCD, 
Zone7 13,123 13,123 
Alameda County WD 6,316 6,316 
Santa Clara Valley WD 88,000 564 88,564 
OakFiatWD 3,838 721 4,559 
County of Kings 1,750 1,750 
Devil's Den 12,826 6,359 19,185 
Dudley Ridge WD 42,301 14,463 56,764 
Empire West Side ID 361 926 1,287 
Kern CountyWA 745,857 149,336 895,193 
Tulare Lake Basin WSD 18,551 67,365 85,916 
Antelope Valley-East Kern WA 50,291 50,291 
Castaic Lake WA 9,561 9,561 
Coachella Valley WD 13,326 13,326 
Crestline-Lake Arrowhead WA 1,238 1,238 
DesertWA 21,000 21,000 
MojaveWA 10,500 10,500 
Metropolitan WDSC 691,749 691,749 
San Bernardino Valley MWD 8,409 8,409 
San Gabriel Valley MWD 12,599 12,599 
TOTALS 1,753,448 0 0 239,734 0 0 1,993,182 
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1983 
Table A Article Article Article Tumback Carryover Total 
12(d) 14(b) 21 
County of Butte 325 325 
Plumas County FC&WCD 262 262 
Napa County FC&WCD 2,287 2,287 
Alameda County FC&WCD, 
Zone7 4,766 4,766 
Alameda County WD 3,157 3,157 
Santa Clara Valley WD 86,733 86,733 
OakFlatWD 3,822 3,822 
County of Kings 3,550 3,550 
Devil'sDen 12,659 12,659 
Dudley Ridge WD 42,900 13,019 55,919 
Kern CountyWA 594,507 605 595,112 
Tulare Lake Basin WSD 1,006 1,006 
Antelope Valley-East Kern WA 32,961 32,961 
Castaic Lake WA 9,476 9,476 
Coachella Valley WD 14,547 14,547 
Crestline-Lake Arrowhead WA 911 911 
DesertWA 23,000 23,000 
littlerock Creek lD 38 38 
Metropolitan WDSC 343,521 343,521 
San Bernardino Valley MWD 5,994 5,994 
San Gahriel Valley MWD 734 73 
TOTALS 1,187,156 0 0 13,624 0 0 1,200,780 
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1984 
Table A Article Article Article Turn back Carryover Total 
12(d) 14(b) 21 
County of Butte 177 177 
Plumas County FC&WCD 272 272 
City of Yuba City 108 108 
Napa County FC&WCD 2,923 2,923 
Alameda County FC&WCD, 
Zone7 6,784 6,784 
Alameda County WD 3,338 3,338 
Santa Clara Valley WD 88,000 3,663 91,663 
OakFlatWD 5,700 1,644 7,344 
County of Kings 3,100 3,100 
Devil's Den 12,700 7,419 41 20,160 
Dudley Ridge WD 45,100 19,500 64,600 
Kern CountyWA 860,600 238,791 1,099,391 
Tulare Lake Basin WSD 5,743 5,743 
Antelope Valley-East Kern WA 32,662 32,662 
Castaic Lake WA 11,477 11,477 
Coachella Valley WD 15,768 15,768 
Crestline-Lake Arrowhead WA 1,128 1,128 
DesenWA 25,000 25,000 
llttlerock Creek ID 
Metropolitan WDSC 457,708 457,708 
San Bernardino Valley MWD 5,556 5,556 
San Gabriel Valley MWD 7,656 7,656 
TOTALS 1,591,501 0 0 271,017 0 41 1,862,559 
D-17 APPENDIX D. 
The State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report 
1985 
Table A Article Article Article Tum back Carryover Total 
12(d) 14(b) 21 
County of Butte 308 308 
Plumas County FC&WCD 254 254 
City of Yuba City 62 62 
Napa County FC&WCD 4,039 4,039 
Alameda County FC&WCD, 
Zone7 15,072 15,072 
Alameda County WD 19,016 19,016 I 
Santa Clara Valley WD 88,000 9,638 97,638 
OakFlatWD 5,433 764 6,197 
County of Kings 3,400 3,400 
Devil's Den 12,099 6,095 18,194 
Dudley Ridge WD 51,251 7,636 58,887 
Empire West Side ID 2,200 2,997 5,197 
Kern County WA 891,792 191,957 1,083,749 
Tulare Lake Basin WSD 109,791 96,887 J 206,678 
Antelope Valley-East Kern WA 37,064 37,064 
Castaic Lake WA 12,401 12,401 
Coachella Valley WD 16,989 16,989 
Crestline-Lake Arrowhead WA 1,422 1,422 
DesertWA 27,000 27,000 
Metropolitan WDSC 684,926 684,926 
PalmdaleWD 1,558 1,558 
San Bernardino Valley MWD 7,390 7,390 
San Gabriel Valley MWD 5,028 5,028 
TOTALS 1,996,495 0 0 312,977 0 2,997 2,312,469 
• APPENDIXD D-18 
The State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report 
1986 
Table A Article Article Article Tum back Carryover Total 
12(d) 14(b) 21 
County of Butte 313 313 
Plumas County FC&WCD 317 317 
City of Yuba City 328 328 
Napa County FC&WCD 3,519 3,519 
Solano County WA 1,400 1,400 
I 
Alameda County FC&WCD, 
Zone? 10,609 10,609 
Alameda County WD 12,379 12,379 
Santa Clara Valley WD 88,000 2,595 90,595 
OakFiatWD 5,100 247 7 5,354 
County of Kings 3,700 3,700 
Devil's Den 12,700 3,970 601 17,271 
Dudley Ridge WD 49,300 903 949 51,152 
Empire West Side ID 370 1,130 800 2,300 
Hacienda 
Kern County WA 880,237 20,002 27,306 927,545 
Tulare lake Basin WSD 70,646 8,016 13,481 92,143 
I 
Antelope Valley-East Kern WA 32,449 32,449 
Castaic lake WA 13,928 13,928 
Coachella Valley WD 18,210 18,210 
Crestline-Lake Arrowhead WA 1,506 1,506 
DesertWA 29,000 29,000 
littlerock Creek ID 163 163 
Metropolitan WDSC 708,840 708,840 
PalmdaleWD 3,096 3,096 
San Bernardino Valley MWD 6,421 6,421 
San Gabriel Valley MWD 9,454 9,454 
TOTALS 1,961,985 0 0 36,863 0 43,144 2,041,992 
D-19 APPENDIX D. 
The State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report 
1987 
Table A Article Article Article Tum back Carryover Total 
12(d) 14(b) 21 
County of Butte 459 459 
Plumas County FC&WCD 452 452 
City of Yuba City 88 88 
Napa County FC&WCD 7,693 7,693 
Solano County WA 1,550 1,550 
Alameda County FC&WCD, 
Zone7 23,406 23,406 
Alameda County WD 25,390 25,390 
Santa Clara Valley WD 88,000 6,949 94,949 
OakFlatWD 5,625 255 5,880 
County of Kings 4,000 4,000 
Devil'sDen 11,821 2,573 14,394 
Dudley Ridge WD 46,288 46,288 
Empire West Side 10 2,525 1,876 4,401 
Kern County WA 969,905 52,048 1,021,953 
Tulare Lake Basin WSD 93,084 51,206 144,290 
Antelope Valley-East Kern WA 34,089 34,089 
Castaic Lake WA 16,167 16,167 
Coachella Valley WD 19,431 19,431 
Crestline-Lake Arrowhead WA 1,849 1,849 
DesertWA 31,500 31,500 
Littlerock Creek ID 1,085 1,085 
MojaveWA 17 17 
Metropolitan WDSC 718,595 718,595 
PalmdaleWD 5,379 5,379 
San Bernardino Valley MWD 18,751 18,751 
San Gabriel Valley MWD 10,630 10,630 
TOTALS 2,137,779 0 0 0 114,907 0 2,252,686 
• APPENDIXD D-20 
The State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report 
1988 
Table A Article Article Article Tumback Carryover Total 
12(d) 14(b) 21 
County of Butte 385 385 
Plumas County FC&WCD 523 523 
City of Yuba City 303 303 
Napa County FC&WCD 7,038 7,038 
Solano County WA 9,726 9,726 
Alameda County FC&WCD, 
Zone7 25,830 25,830 
I Alameda County WD 33,464 33,464 
Santa Clara Valley WD 87,961 87,961 
OakFiatWD 4,412 4,412 
County of Kings 4,000 4,000 
Devil'sDen 10,655 879 11,534 
Dudley Ridge WD 43,678 4,316 47,994 
Empire West Side ID 3,000 475 3,475 
Kern County WA 955,925 53,595 1,009,520 
Tulare lake Basin WSD 87,550 8,316 95,866 
Antelope Valley-East Kern WA 34,079 34,079 
Castaic take WA 18,904 18,904 
Coachella Valley WD 20,652 20,652 
Crestline-lake Arrowhead WA 2,006 2,006 
DesertWA 34,000 34,000 
Littlerock Creek ID 419 419 
MojaveWA 9 9 
Metropolitan WDSC 902,564 902,564 
PalmdaleWD 1,770 1,770 
San Bernardino Valley MWD 12,637 12,637 
San Bernardino Valley MWD 8,749 8,749 
San Gabriel Valley MWD 8,948 8,948 
TOTALS 2,319,187 0 0 0 0 67,581 2,386,768 
D-21 APPE:-IDIX D. 
The State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report 
1989 
Table A Article Article Article Tum back Carryover Total 
12(d) 14(b) 21 
County of Butte 786 786 
Plumas County FC&WCD 403 403 
City of Yuba City 6,195 6,195 
Napa County FC&WCD 17,256 17,256 
Solano County WA 
Alameda County FC&WCD, 
Zone7 26,227 26,227 
Alameda County WD 25,317 25,317 
Santa Clara Valley WD 90,000 90,000 
OakFlatWD 5,528 563 6,091 
County of Kings 4,000 4,000 
Devil's Den 12,600 2,045 14,645 
Dudley Ridge WD 47,227 9,822 57,049 
Empire West Side ID 3,000 3,000 
Kern County WA 1,027,387 118,675 1,146,062 
Tulare Lake Basin WSD 116,400 18,050 134,450 
Antelope Valley-East Kern WA 45,280 45,280 
Castaic Lake WA 21,719 21,719 
Coachella Valley WD 21,873 21,873 
Crestline-Lake Arrowhead WA 2,170 2,170 
DesertWA 36,500 36,500 
littlerock Creek ID 971 971 
MojaveWA 200 200 
Metropolitan WDSC 1,156,698 1,156,698 
PalmdaleWD 9,009 9,009 
San Bernardino Valley MWD 20,782 20,782 
San Gabriel Valley MWD 12,839 12,839 
TOTALS 2,710,367 0 0 0 0 149,155 2,859,522 
• APPENDIXD D-22 
Tbe State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report 
1990 
Table A Article Article Article Tum back Carryover Total 
12(d) 14(b) 21 
County of Butte 380 380 
Plumas County FC&WCD 548 548 
City of Yuba City 494 494 
Napa County FC&WCD 6,940 6,940 
Solano County WA 19,131 19,131 
Alameda County FC&WCD, 
I 
Zone7 33,034 33,034 
Alameda County WD 29,615 2,088 31,703 
Santa Clara Valley WD 92,000 92,000 
OakFlatWD 2,850 90 72 3,012 
County of Kings 2,000 2,000 
Devil's Den 6,340 100 6,440 
Dudley Ridge WD 27,923 8,373 36,296 
Empire West Side 10 1,279 1,279 
Kern CountyWA 627,535 84,913 712,448 
Tulare Lake Basin WSD 57,070 57,070 
Antelope Valley-East Kern WA 47,206 47,206 
Castaic Lake WA 22,134 22,134 
Coachella Valley WD 23,100 23,100 
Crestline-Lake Arrowhead WA 1,827 1,827 
DesertWA 38,100 38,100 
Littlerock Creek ID 1,747 1,747 
Metropolitan WDSC 1,363,423 3,300 1,366,723 
PalmdaleWD 8,608 8,608 
San Bernardino Valley MWD 18,831 18,831 
San Gabriel Valley MWD 16,649 16,649 
Ventura County FCD 4,836 4,836 
TOTALS 2,453,600 0 0 90 0 98,846 2,552,536 
D-23 APPENDIX D. 
The State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report 
1991 
Table A Article Article Article Tum back Carryover Total 
12(d) 14(b) 21 
County of Butte 328 328 
Plumas County FC&WCD 420 420 
City of Yuba City 265 265 
Napa County FC&WCD 1,380 768 2,148 
Solano County WA 5,222 2,753 1,750 9,725 
Alameda County FC&WCD, 
Zone 7 9,411 9,411 
Alameda County WD 10,003 2,645 12,648 
Devil'sDen 10 10 
Dudley Ridge WD 927 927 
Empire West Side ID 221 221 
Kern CountyWA 8,965 8,965 
Santa Clara Valley WD 28,200 28,200 
OakFiatWD 141 141 
Castaic Lake WA (31A) 706 706 
Kern CountyWA 33,122 33,122 
Santa Barbara County FC&WCD 1,240 1,240 
Antelope Valley-East Kern WA 9,568 9,568 
Castaic Lake WA 3,846 3,846 
Coachella Valley WD 6,930 6,930 
Crestline-Lake Arrowhead WA 849 849 
DesertWA 11,430 11,430 
Littlerock Creek ID 522 522 
MojaveWA 3,423 3,423 
Tulare Lake Basin WSD 2,180 2,180 
Metropolitan WDSC 381,070 10,337 391,407 
PalmdaleWD 3,914 3,914 
San Bernardino Valley MWD 3,661 3,661 
San Gabriel Valley MWD 5,399 5,399 
Ventura County FCD 988 988 
TOTALS 522,038 0 0 3,521 0 27,035 552,594 
• APPENDIXD D-24 
The State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report 
1992 
Table A Article Article Article Tumback Carryover Total 
12(d) 14(b) 21 
County of Butte 117 117 
Plumas County FC&WCD 485 485 
City of Yuba City 642 642 
Napa County FC&WCD 3,146 38 1,156 817 5,157 
Solano County WA 9,859 3,446 1,468 14,773 
Alameda County FC&WCD, 
I Zone? 14,669 14,669 
Alameda County WD 17,801 1,352 19,153 
Santa Clara Valley WD 42,839 42,839 
OakFlatWD 2,239 2,239 
County of Kings 1,806 1,806 
Dudley Ridge WD 23,770 23,770 
Empire West Side ID 1,354 1,354 
Kern CountyWA 480,462 2,758 483,220 
Tulare Lake Basin WSD 46,728 46,728 
Antelope Valley-East Kern WA 28,041 2,224 30,265 
Castaic Lake WA 17,863 2,836 20,699 
Coachella Valley WD 10,427 10,427 
Crestline-Lake Arrowhead WA 519 519 
DesertWA 17,197 17,197 
littlerock Creek ID 251 251 
MojaveWA 10,686 10,686 
Metropolitan WDSC 629,486 80,827 710,313 
PalmdaleWD 4,035 4,035 
San Bernarclino Valley MWD 3,358 3,358 
San Gabriel Valley MWD 7,908 7,908 
TOTALS 1,375,688 3,484 0 1,156 0 92,282 1,472,610 
D-25 APPENDIX D. 
The State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report 
1993 
Table A Article Article Article Tum back Carryover Total 
12(d) 14(b) 21 
County of Butte 256 256 
Plumas County FC&WCD 444 444 
City of Yuba City 746 746 
Napa County FC&WCD 5,246 40 5,286 
Solano CountyWA 26,130 1,999 1,051 29,180 
Alameda County FC&WCD, 
I Zone7 32,921 714 33,635 
Alameda County WD 10,271 10,271 
Santa Clara Valley WD 61,572 493 62,065 
OakFiatWD 4,831 27 4,858 
County of Kings 4,000 4,000 
Dudley Ridge WD 48,541 2,077 50,618 
Empire West Side ID 2,741 2,741 
KemCoumyWA 1,127,774 40,156 1,167,930 
Tulare Lake Basin WSD 117,708 6,760 124,468 
Antelope Valley-East Kern WA 41,452 1,650 43,102 
Castaic Lake WA 23,039 23,039 
Coachella Valley WD 23,100 23,100 
Crestline-Lake Arrowhead WA 439 439 
DesertWA 38,100 38,100 
Littlerock Creek ID 734 734 
MojaveWA 11,514 11,514 
Metropolitan WDSC 487,381 164,809 652,190 
PalmdaleWD 7,572 189 7,761 
San Bernardino Valley MWD 2,959 1,402 4,361 
San Gabriel Valley MWD 14,180 217 14,397 
TOTALS 2,093,651 1,999 0 0 0 219,585 2,315,235 
• APPENDIXD D-26 
The State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report 
1994 
Table A Article Article Article Tum back Carryover Total 
12(d) 14(b) 21 
County of Butte 329 329 
Plumas County FC&WCD 492 492 
City of Yuba City 1,035 1,035 
Napa County FC&WCD 3,601 3,191 6,792 
Solano County WA 15,222 10,034 25,256 
Alameda County FC&WCD, 
I Zone? 20,183 359 20,542 
Alameda County WD 21,914 997 22,911 
Santa Clara Valley WD 52,896 4,219 57,115 
OakFlatWD 3,005 66 3,071 
County of Kings 2,116 2,116 
Dudley Ridge WD 27,535 1,258 28,793 
Empire West Side ID 969 697 1,666 
Kern County WA 598,685 58,474 657,159 
Tulare Lake Basin WSD 36,562 25,800 62,362 
Antelope Valley-East Kern WA 47,663 1,490 49,153 
Castaic Lake WA 25,552 889 26,441 
Coachella Valley WD 12,219 1,883 14,102 
Crestline-Lake Arrowhead WA 785 785 
DesertWA 20,153 3,104 23,257 
Littlerock Creek ID 1,098 1,098 
MojaveWA 16,836 16 16,852 
Metropolitan WDSC 807,866 807,866 
PalmdaleWD 8,270 148 8,418 
San Bernardino Valley MWD 9,135 9,135 
San Gabriel Valley MWD 15,230 15,230 
TOTALS 1,749,351 0 0 112,625 0 0 1,861,976 
D-27 APPENDIX D. 
The State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report 
1995 
Table A Article Article Article Turnback Carryover Total 
12(d) 14(b) 21 
County of Butte 203 203 
Plumas County FC&WCD 308 308 
City of Yuba City 910 910 
Napa County FC&WCD 5,182 5,182 
Solano County WA 21,345 21,345 
Alameda County FC&WCD, 
Zone7 30,091 30,091 I 
Alameda County WD 17,793 17,793 
Santa Clara Valley WD 28,756 28,756 
OakFlatWD 5,169 5,169 
County of Kings 4,000 4,000 
Dudley Ridge WD 57,700 2,986 60,686 
Empire West Side ID 957 106 568 1,631 
Kern County WA 1,071,063 59,671 2,795 1,133,529 
Tulare Lake Basin WSD 71,679 4,553 25,637 101,869 
Antelope Valley-East Kern WA 47,286 47,286 
Castaic Lake WA 25,660 1,573 27,233 
Coachella Valley WD 23,100 23,100 
Crestline-Lake Arrowhead WA 409 409 
DesertWA 38,100 38,100 
Littlerock Creek ID 480 480 
MojaveWA 3,722 5,000 8,722 
Metropolitan WDSC 396,600 20,000 19,442 436,042 
PalmdaleWD 6,961 6,961 
San Bernardino Valley MWD 696 696 
San Gabriel Valley MWD 12,922 12,922 
TOTALS 1,871,092 0 25,000 64,330 0 53,001 2,013,423 
• APPENDIXD D-28 
The State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report 
1996 
Table A Article Article Article Tum back Carryover Total 
12(d) 14(b) 21 
County of Butte 257 257 
Plumas County FC&WCD 360 360 
City of Yuba City 820 820 
Napa County FC&WCD 4,893 4,893 
Solano County WA 29,144 855 29,999 
Alameda County FC&WCD, 
Zone? 18,903 18,903 
Alameda County WD 19,662 19,662 
Santa Clara Valley WD 88,829 1,021 89,850 
OakFiatWD 4,904 4,904 
County of Kings 4,000 4,000 
Dudley Ridge WD 52,491 4,457 56,948 
Empire West Side ID 1,371 497 1,868 
Kern CountyWA 1,117,060 15,653 52,350 1,185,063 
Tulare Lake Basin WSD 118,500 8,537 71,268 38,570 236,875 
San Luis Obispo County 
FC&WCD 100 100 
Antelope Valley-East Kern WA 56,356 56,356 
Castaic Lake WA 32,500 32,500 
I Coachella Valley WD 23,100 39,119 62,219 
Crestline-Lake Arrowhead WA 485 485 
DesertWA 38,100 64,522 102,622 
littlerock Creek ID 494 494 
MojaveWA 7,427 7,427 
Metropolitan WDSC 553,259 40,121 593,380 
PalmdaleWD 11,434 11,434 
San Bernardino Valley MWD 6,064 6,064 
San Gabriel Valley MWD 15,989 15,989 
TOTALS 2,206,502 0 0 28,647 174,909 133,414 2,543,472 
D-29 APPENDIX D. 
The State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report 
1996 
Table A Article Article Article Turn back Carryover Total 
12(d) 14(b) 21 
County of Butte 257 257 
Plumas County FC&WCD 360 360 
City of Yuba City 820 820 
Napa County FC&WCD 4,893 4,893 
Solano County WA 29,144 855 29,999 
Alameda County FC&WCD, 
Zone7 18,903 18,903 
Alameda County WD 19,662 19,662 
Santa Clara Valley WD 88,829 1,021 89,850 
OakFlatWD 4,904 4,904 
County of Kings 4,000 4,000 
Dudley Ridge WD 52,491 4,457 56,948 
Empire West Side ID 1,371 497 1,868 
Kern County WA 1,117,060 15,653 52,350 1,185,063 
Tulare Lake Basin WSD 118,500 8,537 71,268 38,570 236,875 
San Luis Obispo County 
FC&WCD 100 100 
Antelope Valley-East Kern WA 56,356 56,356 
Castaic Lake WA 32,500 32,500 
Coachella Valley WD 23,100 39,119 62,219 
Crestline-Lake Arrowhead WA 485 485 
DesertWA 38,100 64,522 102,622 
Littlerock Creek ID 494 494 
MojaveWA 7,427 7,427 
Metropolitan WDSC 553,259 40,121 593,380 
Palmdale WD 11,434 11,434 
San Bernardino Valley MWD 6,064 6,064 
San Gabriel Valley MWD 15,989 15,989 
TOTALS 2,206,502 0 0 28,647 174,909 133,414 2,543,472 
D-29 APPENDIX D. 
The State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report 
1997 
Table A Article Article Article Tumback Carryover Total 
12(d) 14(b) 21 
County of Butte 185 185 
Plumas County FC&WCD 231 231 
City of Yuba City 1,005 1,005 
Napa County FC&WCD 4,341 4,341 
Solano County WA 35,530 35,530 
Alameda County FC&WCD, 
Zone7 27,522 27,522 
Alameda County WD 24,063 24,o63 
Santa Clara Valley WD 95,601 95,601 
OakFiatWD 5,238 5,238 
Dudley Ridge WD 51,623 7,141 12,544 71,308 
Kern County WA 1,092,543 10,264 1,102,807 
Tulare Lake Basin WSD 21,156 1,213 22,369 
San Luis Obispo County 
FC&WCD 1,199 1,199 
Santa Barbara County FC&WCD 7,439 7,439 
Antelope Valley-East Kern WA 61,752 641 62,393 
Castaic Lake WA 27,712 27,712 
Coachella Valley WD 23,100 35,000 58,100 
Crestline-Lake Arrowhead WA 651 651 
DesertWA 38,100 15,000 53,100 
Littlerock Creek ID 444 444 
MojaveWA 10,374 10,374 
Metropolitan WDSC 721,810 721,810 
PalmdaleWD 11,861 11,861 
San Bernardino Valley MWD 9,654 9,654 
San Gabriel Valley MWD 16,002 2,173 18,175 
Ventura County FCD 1,850 1,850 
TOTALS 2,290,986 0 0 21,432 62,544 0 2,374,962 
• APPENDIXD D-30 
The State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report 
1998 
Table A Article Article Article Tum back Carryover Total 
12(d) 14(b) 21 
County of Butte 527 527 
City of Yuba City 1,054 1,054 
Napa County FC&WCD 5,359 5,359 
Solano CountyWA 21,377 9,982 407 31,766 
Alameda County FC&WCD, 
Zone7 17,941 17,941 
Alameda County WD 19,075 19,075 
Santa Clara Valley WD 62,526 884 63,410 
OakFlatWD 4,401 4,401 
County of Kings 3 12 15 
Dudley Ridge WD 52,919 984 1,747 55,650 
Empire West Side ID 542 542 
Kern County WA 856,906 1,684 858,590 
Tulare lake Basin WSD 11,367 9,310 20,677 
San Luis Obispo County 
FC&WCD 3,592 3,592 
Santa Barbara County FC&WCD 18,618 18,618 
Antelope Valley-East Kern WA 52,926 52,926 
Castaic lake WA 43,193 43,193 
Coachella Valley WD 23,100 55,000 78,100 
Crestline-lake Arrowhead WA 187 187 
DesenWA 38,100 20,000 58,100 
Littlerock Creek ID 404 404 
MojaveWA 3,925 3,925 
Metropolitan WDSC 359,213 17,180 33,672 410,065 
PalmdaleWD 8,752 8,752 
San Bernardino Valley MWD 1,878 1,878 
San Gabriel Valley MWD 9,310 9,310 
Ventura County FCD 1,850 1,850 
TOTALS 1,618,503 0 17,180 20,288 75,000 38,936 1,769,907 
D-31 APPENDIX D. 
The State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report 
1999 
Table A Article Article Article Tumback Carryover Total 
12(d) 14(b) 21 
County of Butte 286 286 
City of Yuba City 1,096 1,096 
Napa County FC&WCD 4,550 754 5,304 
Solano County WA 37,753 37,753 
Alameda County FC&WCD, 
Zone7 46,000 2,910 48,910 
Alameda County WD 34,871 2,781 37,652 
Santa Clara Valley WD 67,465 15,480 82,945 
OakFlatWD 4,871 4,871 
County of Kings 4,000 4,000 
Dudley Ridge WD 51,870 4,990 6,566 63,426 
Empire West Side 10 3,000 176 3,176 
Kern CountyWA 1,077,755 58,241 42,154 1,178,150 
Tulare Lake Basin WSD 118,500 49,898 121,337 289,735 
San Luis Obispo County 
FC&WCD 3,743 3,743 
Santa Barbara County FC&WCD 20,137 20,137 
Antelope Valley-East Kern WA 69,073 69,073 
Castaic Lake WA 32,899 32,899 
Coachella Valley WD 23,100 27,380 50,480 
Crestline-Lake Arrowhead WA 1,132 1,132 
DesertWA 38,100 20,000 58,100 
Littlerock Creek 10 342 342 
MojaveWA 5,144 5,144 
Metropolitan WDSC 829,777 22,840 852,617 
PalmdaleWD 13,278 13,278 
San Bernardino Valley MWD 12,874 12,874 
San Gabriel Valley MWD 18,000 18,000 
Ventura County FCD 1,850 1,850 
TOTALS 2,521,466 0 0 158,070 217,437 0 2,896,973 
• APPENDIXD D-32 
The State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report 
2000 
Table A Article Article Article Tumback Carryover Total 
12(d) 14(b) 21 
County of Butte 586 586 
City of Yuba City 901 901 
Napa County FC&WCD 3,136 297 1,525 4,958 
Solano County WA 32,882 1,040 1,417 35,339 
Alameda County FC&WCD, 
Zone7 53,877 3,740 57,617 
Alameda County WD 33,598 2,380 35,978 
I Santa Clara Valley WD 70,433 18,381 13,174 101,988 
OakFiatWD 4,494 14 4,508 
County of Kings 3,600 3,600 
Dudley Ridge WD 38,673 7,454 12,193 2,874 61,194 
Empire West Side ID 1,271 1,271 
Kern CountyWA 825,857 78,908 233,202 13,193 1,151,160 
Tulare Lake Basin WSD 98,595 56,818 27,073 15,827 198,313 
San Luis Obispo County 
FC&WCD 3,962 3,962 
Santa Barbara County FC&WCD 22,741 22,741 
I 
Antelope Valley-East Kern WA 83,577 83,577 
Castaic Lake WA 51,480 51,480 
Coachella Valley WD 20,790 17,820 3,713 42,323 
Crestline-Lake Arrowhead WA 1,194 1,194 
DesertWA 34,290 17,820 6,124 58,234 
MojaveWA 9,135 9,135 
~etropolitan WDSC 1,273,729 103,124 169,529 1,546,382 
PalmdaleWD 8,221 839 9,060 
San Bernardino Valley MWD 18,399 18,399 
San Gabriel Valley MWD 14,000 475 14,475 
Ventura County FCD 4,050 4,050 
TOTALS 2,713,471 0 0 308,257 282,305 218,392 3,522,425 
D-33 APPENDIX D. 
The State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report 
2001 
Table A Article Article Article Tum back Carryover Total 
12(d) 14(b) 21 
County of Butte 513 513 
City of Yuba City 1,065 1,065 
Napa County FC&WCD 4,293 996 82 1,723 7,094 
Solano County WA 17,756 2,304 1,021 21,081 
Alameda County FC&WCD, 
Zone7 21,993 308 5,990 28,291 
Alameda County WD 13,695 10 107 4,192 18,004 
Santa Clara Valley WD 35,689 12,233 47,922 
OakFlatWD 2,089 22 101 2,212 
County of Kings 1,560 1,560 
Dudley Ridge WD 18,821 933 347 6,815 26,916 
Empire West Side ID 1,107 1,107 
Kern County WA 378,146 16,120 6,402 90,797 491,465 
Tulare Lake Basin WSD 40,830 8,755 769 7,889 58,243 
San Luis Obispo County 
FC&WCD 4,184 99 4,283 
Santa Barbara County FC&WCD 14,285 396 296 14,977 
Antelope Valley-East Kern WA 45,071 899 45,970 
Castaic Lake WA 30,471 850 618 31,939 
Coachella Valley WD 9,009 91 9,100 
Crestline-Lake Arrowhead WA 1,057 1,057 
DesertWA 14,859 151 15,010 
MojaveWA 4,433 4,433 
Metropolitan WDSC 686,545 10,415 7,949 200,000 904,909 
PalmdaleWD 8,170 2,257 10,427 
San Bernardino Valley MWD 26,488 26,488 
San Gabriel Valley MWD 6,534 6,534 
Ventura County FCD 1,850 1,850 
TOTALS 1,389,406 0 0 40,779 18,140 334,125 1,782,450 
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2002 
Table A Article Article Article Tum back Carryover Total 
12(d) 14(b) 21 
County of Butte 419 419 
City of Yuba City 1,170 1,170 
Napa County FC&WCD 2,022 827 283 3,743 6,875 
Solano CountyWA 29,682 2,242 31,924 
Alameda County FC&WCD, 
Zone7 42,584 1,484 556 8,113 52,737 
I 
Alameda County WD 24,591 83 862 2,331 27,867 
Santa Clara Valley WD 55,896 202 2,053 3,311 61,462 
OakFiatWD 3,841 50 76 134 4,101 
County of Kings 2,795 54 2,849 
Dudley Ridge WD 38,564 1,862 1,177 1,994 43,597 
Empire West Side ID 1,278 26 101 1,405 
Kern County WA 684,798 21,951 20,543 15,680 742,972 
Tulare Lake Basin WSD 73,790 3,749 2,289 5,385 85,213 
San Luis Obispo County 
FC&WCD 4,355 4,355 
Santa Barbara County FC&WCD 24,166 436 324 3,455 28,381 
Antelope Valley-East Kern WA 53,907 1,008 3,256 58,171 
Castaic Lake WA 57,834 280 6,657 64,771 
I Coachella Valley WD 16,170 111 474 16,755 
Crestline-Lake Arrowhead WA 2,189 2,189 
DesenWA 26,670 189 781 27,640 
MojaveWA 4,346 4,346 
Metropolitan WDSC 1,272,198 9,624 14,335 97,940 1,394,097 
PalmdaleWD 8,359 437 8,796 
San Bernardino Valley MWD 68,268 3,801 72,069 
San Gabriel Valley MWD 18,353 4,698 23,051 
Ventura County FCD 4,998 4,998 
TOTALS 2,523,243 0 0 43,116 45,252 160,599 2,772,210 
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Public Comment Letters and DWR Responses 
Written comments from the pubic on the Draft State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report (August 2002) were 
accepted through October 2002. DWR reviewed the letters and made appropriate modifications to the report. These letters 
and the responses to them are contained in this appendix. 
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ALAMEDA COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT 
5997 PARKSIDE DRIVE I PLEASANTON. CALIFORNIA 94588·5127 i P~ON!' (9251 484-2600 "Ax (925} 452-3914 
October 25, 2002 
Ms. Katherine Kelly 
Department of Water Resources 
P. 0. Box 942836 
Sacramento, CA 94236-0001 
DearM~ly~ 
Comments on Draft State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report, August 2002 
You and your staff are to be commended for putting together a readable report that lets the public know 
about the delivery capability of the State Water Project (SWP). The report is an excellent tool to assess 
the delivery probability of the SWP. The Model Run results will be useful to the Zone 7 Water Agency in 
planning for our water supply needs for long-term average conditions as well as for critical dry year and 
drought conditions. 
However, we believe the report might lead to some confusion as to the SWP reliability in the near term. 
The real measure of the reliability (or capability) of the SWP to meet delivery demands is represented by 
Model Run 2021B when delivery demands are assumed to be the Maximum Annual Table A amounts 
each and every year. Model Runs 2001 and 2021Apresume reduced demands on the SWP system when 
SWP contractors might utilize local water supplies before taking SWP deliveries. These two Model Runs 
do not reflect the maximum amount of water that the SWP system is capable of delivering. The delivery 
percentages resulting from Model Runs 2001 and 2021A should not be characterized as "SWP 
Reliability" but more appropriately should be called something like "Probable SWP Delivery". 
A possible measure of SWP delivery reliability under 2001 conditions might be determined under a 
2001 B type of Model Run. Water availability from the area of origin under current conditions and 2001 
Table A amounts (not maximum annual amount) can be used to determined delivery amounts. 
Nevertheless, for long term planning, Zone 7 will use the results of Model Run 2021B. 
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the draft report. If you have any questions, 
please feel free to contact me at (925) 484-2600, extension 350, or via e-mail at Y'Vong(@z;one 7water.com. 
Very truly yours, 
d~~ 
Vincent D. Wong 
Assistant General Manager 
Cc: John Coburn, SWC, Inc 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA- THE RESOURCES AGENCY GRAY DAVIS, Governor 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
1416 NINTH STREET. P.O. BOX 942836 
SACRAMENTO, CA 94236-0001 
(916) 653-5791 
Mr. Vincent D. Wong 
Assistant General Manager 
Alameda County Flood Control and 
Water Conservation District 
5997 Parkside Drive 
Pleasanton, California 94588-5127 
Dear Mr. Wong: 
February 3, 2003 
Thank you for your comments of October 28, 2002, on the Draft State Water 
Project Delivery Reliability Report. We welcome the interest this draft report has 
generated and are pleased to provide a response to your comments. 
You indicated that the 2001 and 2021A study delivery percentages should not be 
characterized as "SWP Reliability" since they do not reflect the maximum amount of 
water that the SWP system is capable of delivering. I appreciate this point. Regardless 
of the term used, the Department of Water Resources believes the report is very clear 
about the type of information being provided and the need for local water agencies to 
determine how best to use it. Your decision to base planning studies upon the 2021 B 
study is technically justifiable and one that is respected by DWR. 
The Department of Water Resources plans to finalize the SWP Delivery 
Reliability Report in the near future. We recognize that this is an ongoing process and 
plan to revise the report at least every two years. 
Your letter, as well as all others, commenting on the draft report and the 
corresponding responses will be included in an appendix to the final report. In addition, 
they are posted on the State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report website 
(http://swpdeliverv.water.ca.gov). 
If you need additional information or would like to discuss this further, please call 
me at (916) 653-1099. For further technical information, please call Francis Chung, 
Chief of DWR's Bay-Delta Office Modeling Support Branch, at (916) 653-5924. 
cc: Mr. John C. Coburn 
General Manager 
State Water Contractors 
455 Capitol Mall, Suite 220 
Sacramento, California 95814-4409 
Sincerely, 
'l(Jltlierine P. 'JV([y 
Katherine F. Kelly, Chief 
Bay-Delta Office 
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Lynn Barris 
2830 House Ave. 
Durham, Ca. 95938 
lbarris@.lbarris.com 
October 31st, 2002 
TO: Attention: S.Wlf Water Delivery Report 
California Department ofWater Resources 
P..O. Box 942836 
Sacramento, California 94236~000 I 
I have been w0:rking on wa-ter supply issues in California. for tb,e la!:tt decade. I currently 
represent or have represented such groups as Friends of the River, Butte Environmental 
Coum;il, and the Environmental Justice Coalition fur Water. lam, currently serving on tl1e 
Steering Committee of the Environmental Water Caucus and the California Urban Water 
Conservation C.Q.Wlcil. These-axe my comments: 
COMMENTS ON THE DRAFf STATE WATER PROJECT DELIVERY REPORT 
INTRODUCTION 
The report, although weU wtitten and: ~ise, isinoo.mplete. 1jte draft SWP \Vater 
Delivery Reliability Report needs to be revised so that it includes a water reliability risk 
discussioll. There are sig!l-it'k.ant risks ro wat-eT delivery reliability associated vvith factors 
that have not yet been analyzed or modeled by DWR. The draft report proposes deferring 
the ntclu. .. ®n of these fiictors.iutO- die reliabilit)l equation. tmtilafter analyses are 
completed. The potential risks of these unanalyzed factors still need to be disclosed and 
describ-ed in the final t:epon. Absent these pt:CGautiooary revi~s> land use _planners and 
water managers maybe lulled into a false sense of security. The potential water shortages 
a~.;;(Kiate(.l with the issues that have been left out of the d!:aft regort are real. They do not 
go away simply because the report is too premature to address them rigorously. Updates 
every nvo years do not solve thfs prookm. ffuuses ~a-ll oot be re111oved if the £\.vo year 
update reduces the reliability of SWP deliveries. I recommend that the follm."'ing changes 
be incorporated intO- the ffuai report m O*Cfer to. &e.giD, rectifYin!!_lignificant risks to water 
delivery reliability that could result from information gaps in the draft SWP DeHvery 
Reliability Report. 
WATER RELIABILITY RISK DISCUSSION 
Regarding tl-w reliability of tll<.! deliveries of the SWP, f haYc the foHo·wing concerns: 
PAGES 4-7: As a ground water user in the Butte basin portion ofthe Sacramento valley, 
I am impacted by both the CW and SWP projects. Tiie CVJ:~ SWP projects are 
increasingly linked at the pumps. However the linkages in the management of the largest 
termin-al resefVmrs-, Lake Shasta- an4 Lake Oroville, aoo theit: e{fects on senior water 
rights holders (including groundwater users) are ignored. Models are run scparatelyand 
bothDWR'sand!IDR.,.s.S.W:t}rpe~are~rot"a:~ssingimpactsonthe 
variety and complexity of water rigJ1ts holders tl1at are senior to tile projects. Senior \':ater 
rights claims fTom tlw areas. o.fwate;: oogfll., fi:om fu..Uelta wateT psersl from the CVP and 
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SWP projects' continuing public trust responsibilities and from reserved Indian water 
rights are signi.ft:e•mt risks to. the reliability o.f S.WP" exports from the Delta. SWRCB 
Decisions such as D-1485 and D-1641 affirm that no injury can accrue to senior water 
rights .holden; .. resulting from the CW and S.WP projects delive.r~g water to junior water 
rights holders. The fina1 report needs to disclose and discuss senior and Area of Origin 
water rights related risks to the relialiility offiltUre Table A apd Article Zl Deliveries. 
PAGES 8-10: Defining reliability as a statistical gaming exercise, ignores both the 
gravity of senior "\\c-ater rights and the intent of the Kuehl, and Costa hilts. The retiabi1ity 
of water in both cases should be absolute and perpetual It is not defensible to assert that 
houses can be built or sustained on 75% or less reliable watet. 4>cal water managers and 
users must ultimately undertake their own local and regjonal water supply risk analyses. 
Tile report riglttly sa:ys~l:).thatft:fnrotthejob.ofthe: S..WPto:dp that local supply- SWP 
~11pply forecasting and juggling. It follows then, that the most reliable information that 
the SWP CaJl pro.vi<feto-IOcafandregiOJ.tatwater mana~rs is: 
+ (I) a best case water reliability delivery scenario and a worst case water reliability 
scenario as bookends, 
• (2) the p.robahility ofdelfverles lietween thOse best amf worst;, case bookends based on 
the actual historical deliveries of the SWP to each of its contractors for a reasonable 
urban land use plann.fu.g_period-:- sm;lt as 30 years- and 
• (3) a detailed discussion, by factor, of the factors affecting the reliability of those 
historical deliveries wii:fi a discussion. oftiie presumed iinpo.rtance of that factor over 
the next 30 years. · 
In my opinion, the dra:ft SWPIJeliVery Relfahility Jfep.ort IeQ~sents the best case 
scenario only. And therefore, the other 2 &1/2 tasks remain to be done before the report 
becmnes final. Becauseofthe. controversy surroumling the ad'epacy ofthe CALSIM IT 
models, it is extremely misleading to run the CALSIM n an,d otller modeling ~11broutjnes 
as a substitute fu.J: romp.fetfng_ die otliei Jiair or step. ooe anq· steps two and three as 
bulleted above. The worst case scenario and probabilities ofSWP deliveries to each 
contractor over the next 3:ffyem: perio.dl>ase<ron lii.Sto~aJ deliveries, are the most 
transparent answers to water reliability risks related to inadequate information. 
Substituting "computationafrewwility!.'rfur actuafiUSt-o:riCaf water delivery reliability is at 
the heart of the paper versus real water controversy in the Monterey Agreement litigat,ion. 
IdentifYing real water verstJ.S. paper water. (itwludina,.modeJ, .. ~rated paper water) is t11e 
intent ofSB221 and SB61 0. The final report needs to disclose and discuss the "worst, 
case" SWP water delivery scenad4).. TlicfinalrepGrt a.Iro nee<;\<; to disclose and discuss 
risks to the reliability of future Table A and Article 21 Deliveries that are related to the 
actual con-str:ain.ts.on actuaf past S-WP"watet: deliveries. Ap~m:ftx A: 2001 study column 
provides a good list of constraints to discuss. · . 
PAGE 5: Climate. clia.Jlg~ is. an- ii:neiestfug iSsue as-It tefates. to. water supply reliability. 
Although the specific impacts associated with climate change are unknown, it is known 
and shooki be stated that climate change wilrexacer'Dat.e. tlie. Bis(oric variability of 
California's already highly variable water supply. For example, pick 1991 for the worst 
case scenario analysis. Clim3te. change cou.fif magnif¥ a historic~ situation_ where 
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0.5MAF was delivered by tire SWP' during the 6th year'* a -drought with no Article 21 
water supplies- to suppletnent wllat tile me4el says was-24% ofMaximim Table A 
Deliveries. (As an aside, I don't understand the 24%number because 24% of 4.133MAF 
is closer to .992MAF. What am I doing wrong?} A policy q~ion arises from looking 
at 1991 deliveries. What if the worst case scenario is worse than 1991 due to eli mat~ 
cl1an-ge? Assume that lMAVofadditiooal storage m thee~ areas becomes available 
before 2021 to receive the ever increasing Table A and Article 21 water deliveries that 
are projected in the draft Ieport. E'ven with an additiooal IMAIT ofsto.rage in. the export 
areas, how much water reliability can that new storage really provide given increasing 
hydrologic variability dUe. to climate cllan-gc? AsTable- 3 on _l)ige 12 indicates, drought 
variability under current conditions can vary between 19o/o. of maximum Table A 
deliveries in 19-77 ttt4&o/«..~Table-Adeliveriesin:.l97(i-77. From 1991 to 
200 I, the SWP actually delivered an average of 1.86 MAF. What level ofhydrologic 
variability within tflC- t::mg~ nornmt.to. al>o-ve nonnal yeat:s.imtnediately following a 
drought like 1991 could change that average 1.86 MAF delivery level and why? Even 
the oogirulings of Sl.lCJi & dfscu.s.sim'hooufd ~_especially V!flUerable COmpOnentS Of 
the SWP delivery system. Vulnerable components such as: 
+ flash-ier hyd:rg.graplis.iio.m-YJ:li3nfzlng and OOg!!l_mng __ afe<lJ' in the upper watershed, 
+ collapsing Delta levees, 
t- c-on-veya~ Pottfeuecis.fn. tli.e-lle}ta or in the export areas, 
+ increased variability in Colorado -River supplies, or 
+ tlle unavailability ofSWl?. suppli:es- alie tQ ~ining_:water q~1ality, etc. 
need to be highlighted for planners and water managers. 
In SU1lllllafY, the missing_ issues sudi as-&en.iof water rig!l.tS; thq historic SWP Delivery 
Reliability record and analysis ofhistoric factors affecting and· continuing to affect that 
reliability record, and tlie-e.tiect-o..t new factors. such. as- climate.,change; compromise the 
reliability of the draft report. I have suggested ways that such deficiencies can be 
a-ddressed. 
I 
I wo.uld like to request that these comments.~ afung_~it.h- all_qthers submitted, and the 
responses by DWR, be included in the final SWP Delivery Reliability Report as an 
appendix. 
And .t thank yoo for the opportunity tO-help. ycm improve the final report. 
Lynn Barris 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA-- THE RESOURCES AGENCY GRAY DAVIS, Governor 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
1416 NINTH STREET, P.O. BOX 942836 
SACRAMENTO, CA 94236-0001 
(916) 653-5791 
Ms. Lynn Barris 
2830 House Avenue 
Durham, California 95938 
Dear Ms. Barris: 
March 27, 2003 
Thank you for your comments of October 31, 2002, on the Draft State Water 
Project Delivery Reliability Report. We welcome the interest this draft report has 
generated and are pleased to provide a response to your questions and concerns. 
You request three areas be addressed to improve the information in the report. 
They are a discussion of the potential impact of senior and Area-of-Origin water rights 
upon the delivery estimates of the State Water Project; additional analysis of the factors 
affecting historical deliveries and their impact upon projected deliveries with an 
emphasis upon a "worst case" scenario; and an assessment of other potential 
conditions that could affect SWP deliveries in the future. 
Most of the water rights that could affect the SWP are subject to settlement 
agreements where the rights and obligations of users in relationship to the SWP are 
quantified and fixed. Riparian uses are inherently limited both by the ratcheting 
downwards of the area under riparian ownership under the source-of-title doctrine and 
by the doctrinal limitation of riparian rights to non-municipal uses or to uses which do 
not require seasonal storage. Hence, riparian rights, in the aggregate will never get 
materially larger and will likely only get smaller. 
Claims under Area-of-Origin water rights are expected to require new storage 
facilities, for which local beneficiaries have been reluctant to pay. A reduction of supply 
available to the SWP due to area-of-origin claims is possible and the Department of 
Water Resources will continue to monitor the status of upstream water use to assess 
the reasonability of the delivery reliability forecasts. Possible changes in assumed 
future conditions will be explored by a sensitivity analyses to be conducted on 
CALSIM II. 
The sensitivity analysis is part of an effort undertaken by DWR to evaluate the 
adequacy of the studies being used for the reliability estimates. In addition to the 
sensitivity analysis, the evaluation consists of a simulation of a recent drought period 
and a longer historic period to evaluate how well CALSIM II simulates the operation of 
the SWP, and a peer review conducted by the CALF ED Science Program on the 
suitability of using CALSIM II for estimating SWP delivery capability. 
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Attachment 1 describes the study and results of the comparison of CALSIM II 
results with actual SWP deliveries for the most recent drought period (1987-1992). 
Attachment 2 describes the historical project operations study. The sensitivity analysis 
and peer review are expected within a year. 
The report presents information on the estimated delivery ability of the SWP 
under a range of historic hydrologic conditions. It is not designed to present a "best" or 
"worst" case with respect potential future occurrences but a reasonable estimate of 
SWP delivery ability. As you know, to overestimate the delivery ability of the SWP could 
lead local areas receiving water from the SWP into a false sense of security that water 
will be available to support additional uses in their area. To underestimate the delivery 
ability could lead to unnecessary or premature construction of water supply facilities. 
The report presents the best information currently available. 
DWR plans to finalize the SWP Delivery Reliability Report in the near future. We 
recognize that this is an ongoing process and plan to revise the report frequently. We 
commit to involving the public in the discussions and analyses regarding the sufficiency 
of CALSIM II. In addition, vve encourage the exploration of alternative methods of 
evaluating SWP delivery ability or different ways of using CALSIM II for this evaluation. 
DWR is committed to working with all interested parties and the Modeling Work Group 
of the California Water Plan Update 2003 with the expectation that the next report will 
be improved and have greater support. 
Your letter, as well as all others, commenting on the draft report and the 
corresponding responses will be included in an appendix to the final report. In addition, 
they are posted on the State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report website 
(http://swpdeliverv. water.ca.gov). 
Thank you for your comments. If you wish to discuss the report further or would 
like more information on the CALSIM II evaluation, please call me at (916) 653-1099. 
For technical information, please contact Francis Chung, Chief of DWR's Bay-Delta 
Office Modeling Support Branch, at (916) 653-5924. 
Attachments 
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Attachment 1 
Comparison of Historical and CALSIM II Deliveries for 1987-1992 
As explained on page 6 of the draft report, past deliveries cannot accurately 
predict future deliveries. There have been continual, significant changes in the factors 
that determine State Water Project water delivery, including water demand. SWP Water 
contractors' requests for water have increased in recent years and 2001 is the first year 
that requests exceeded 4.0 million acre-feet per year (as shown in the attached 
Figure 1). 
The 2001 model study used for the draft report assumes that current water-use 
conditions, including water demands, exist for each year analyzed in the 73-year model 
study. Since the 2001 model study includes water demands that are significantly higher 
than historical levels, modeled water deliveries often exceed historical deliveries. One 
exception to this would be during dry periods because supply, not demand, determines 
the amount of water delivery. 
Historical values for SWP Table A deliveries from the Delta have been compared 
to the Table A delivery values of the 2001 model study for the dry period of 1987 
through 1992 to assess how well CALSIM II simulates supply-limited conditions for a 
recent period. This comparison requires three adjustments to be made for the results to 
be comparable. One adjustment is made to the historical delivery data and two are 
made to the conditions assumed for CALSIM II. 
The historical delivery data are adjusted to be comparable to the model results 
as follows. Historically, a portion of the annual water allocation is carried over in SWP 
storage facilities and delivered in the following year. The CALSIM II model does not 
currently have criteria and procedures to allow carryover of allocated water from one 
year to the next. To make the historical data comparable to model data, the historical 
Table A delivery data was adjusted to show all the "carryover water" being delivered in 
the year of allocation rather than the following year. The adjusted historical and 2001 
model study deliveries for the 1987 through 1992 dry period are compared in Figure 2. 
The modeled average delivery for this period is 1 ,670 taf/yr compared to the 
historical average of 2,030 taf/yr in CALSIM II format. 
The two adjustments made to CALSIM II are 1) changing the regulatory 
requirements for Delta operation to match the ones in place during 1987-92, and 
2) adjusting the reservoir storages at the beginning of the period to match those that 
actually existed at that time. 
The 2001 model study in the draft report includes regulatory constraints that were 
not applicable to the 1987-1992 period (State Water Resources Control Board Decision 
1641 ). For comparison purposes, a special 2001 model study was completed with the 
regulations that were in effect at that time (Decision 1485). As shown in Figure 3, this 
study produces higher SWP deliveries than the original study with the D-1641 
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Attachment 1 
constraints. The study's modeled average delivery for this period is 1 ,910 taf/yr, 
compared to the average of 1,670 taf/yr for the original study. A comparison of the 
revised study results with the historical deliveries is shown as Figure 3. 
Modeled SWP demand for 1986, a wet year just before the dry period, is 
3,345 tat compared to the historical request of 2,364 tat. As a result of this higher 
model demand, modeled SWP storage at the beginning of the dry period is 
approximately 420 tat lower than the historical SWP storage. The modeled storage at 
the end of the dry period is essentially the same as the historical value. There is, 
therefore, an additional420 tat of supply that would have been delivered in the model 
and the CALSIM delivery amounts during the dry period should be adjusted accordingly. 
To adjust for the 420 taf difference in storage, 70 tat was added to the modeled delivery 
for each of the six years in the dry period. This adjustment raises the average model 
delivery for the dry period to 1 ,980 taf/yr, 50 taf/yr lower than the historical average of 
2030 taf/yr (Figure 4 ) . 
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SWP Contractor's Table A Request versus 2001 Model Study SWP Table A Demand 
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Historical SWP Table A Delivery versus 2001 Model Study SWP Table A Delivery 
1987- 1992 Dry Period 
c:::::::::::::: Hstorical South of Della Table A Delivery (Calsimformat) 
c:=::::::::J 2001 Model Study South of Della Table A Delivery 
- Hstorical average= 2,030 taf 
• • • • Modeled average = 1,670 taf 


































Historical SWP Table A Delivery versus 2001 D-1485 Model Study SWP Table A Delivery 
1987-1992 Dry Period 
c::::::::JHistorical South of Delte Table A Delivery (C&Isim fonnat} 
c:=:::::J2001 0..1485 Model Study South of Delte Table A Delivery 
-Historical average= 2,030 tef 
• • • Modeled average= 1,910tef 
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Historical SWP Table A Delivery v. Adjusted 2001 D-1485 Model Study SWP Table A Delivery 
1987-1992 Dry Period 
1987 1988 1989 
- Historical South of Delta Table A DeHvery (Calslm formet) 
c:=:J 2001 D-1485 MJdel Study Table A Delivery (w I storage adjustments) 
-Hstorical average= 2,030 taf 
• • • • Adjusted rrodeled average = 1,980 taf 
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CALSIM II Evaluation 
DWR's Bay-Delta Office is currently undertaking a "historical project operations 
study" to investigate the accuracy of the model's water supply estimates. The purpose 
of the historical project operations study is to compare CALSIM II results with historical 
operations and investigate the source of any differences in historical and simulated 
performance. The historical project operations studies is part of a larger 
CALSIM II evaluation process. Other components of this evaluation will include a 
survey of stakeholders; a model peer review by leading academics and practitioners; 
and a sensitivity analysis on model inputs and parameters. Initial results from the 
historical project operations study are expected to be available by March 2003. 
The historical project operations study, conducted by DWR, will compare 
CALSIM II model results to recent historical operations for water years 1975 to 1998. 
This 24-year period includes both the 1976-77 and 1987-92 droughts. It also includes 
water year 1998 that is one of two years for which detailed analysis of historical water 
supply and demand is being conducted as part of the California Water Plan Update 
2003 (Bulletin 160-03). 
For the historical project operations study, input to the current CALSIM II model 
will be changed to reflect historical conditions. The inflow hydrology will be revised to 
reflect historical rather than current or projected level of development. Demand will be 
calculated for the historical land use, based on DWR's land surveys and county 
commissioners' reports, rather than a fixed level of development. Project contracts and 
entitlements will be changed to their historical level. Lastly operation logic will be 
changed to reflect the changing regulatory base line such as the release of the State 
Water Resources Control Board 1995 Water Quality Control Plan and State and federal 
biological opinions for Delta smelt and Chinook salmon. 
The study will be limited in geographical scope to a dynamic operation of the 
Sacramento Valley, the Delta, and CVP-SWP facilities south of the Delta. Delta inflows 
from the San Joaquin Valley and the East Side Streams will be fixed at their historical 
level. In dry years when the system is system is supply limited, the SWP target 
demands will be set equal to the historical requests. In wet years when the system is 
demand driven, target demands will be set equal to historical deliveries. Similarly for 
the CVP, historical requests or annual contract amounts will be an upper bound on CVP 
deliveries. 
Modeling of the CVP-SWP system and areas contributory to the Sacramento-
San Joaquin Delta requires considerable input data. The majority of the data relates to 
either system inflows or demand data for the 73-year period of simulation. As described 
in page 7 of the report, DWR has committed to undertake a sensitivity analysis on SWP 
water delivery reliability. This analysis would examine the effects of certain 
assumptions, parameters and input data on model results. The aim of the sensitivity 
analysis is to identify the input data that most strongly affect model results so that future 
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work within the Department can be focused on refining estimates of these key 
determinants. 
The current representation of groundwater in CALSIM II is only a first step 
towards developing a fully integrated groundwater surface water model. The 
Department is currently developing the Central Valley Groundwater Surface water 
Model with the eventual aim of linking this model to CALSIM II to study impacts of 
surface water operations, groundwater pumping and land use change on groundwater 
elevations. The current groundwater model component of CALSIM II affects surface 
water operations through the calculation of the stream-groundwater interaction. There 
is considerable uncertainty about the magnitude of this interaction. In areas with high 
groundwater levels, groundwater inflow to streams is a function of groundwater head. 
In areas of low groundwater elevation where stream seepage flows to the groundwater, 
there is an assumed hydraulic disconnect between the stream and the aquifer so that 
seepage is independent of groundwater elevation. It is acknowledged that groundwater 
elevations are not accurately modeled in CALSIM II. As calculated by CALSIM II, 
groundwater inflows to the stream system in the upper Sacramento Valley average 255 
taf/yr. Stream losses to groundwater in the lower Sacramento Valley average 40 taf/yr. 
This compares with an average annual Sacramento River inflow to the Delta (at 
Freeport) of approximately 16 maf/yr. 
In any discussion on model "calibration" it is important to remember that 
CALSIM II is a mass-balance accounting model and not a distributed hydrologic model 
that simulates a physical process. It is also important to understand that the hydrology 
development is based on historical gage data. Valley floor accretions and depletions 
are calculated as closure terms in a hydrologic mass balance calculated for each 
Depletion Study Area. The accretions represent local ungaged runoff into the stream 
system and are calculated based on gage data for stream inflows and outflows across 
the hydrologic boundary and estimates of urban and agricultural consumptive use of 
applied water within the region. The accretions and depletions also contain all the 
errors in the mass balance stemming from poor gage data or incorrect estimates of 
groundwater extraction or agricultural and urban water use. True calibration techniques 
can only be applied to a few components of the CALSIM II model, such as the Artificial 
Neural Network used for determining flow-salinity relationships in the Delta and the multi 
cell groundwater model. 
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October 31, 2002 
California Department of Water Resources 
A TIN: SWP Water Delivery Report 
P.O. Box 942836 
Sacramento, CA 94236-001 
To Whom It May Concern: 
OCT 3 1 2002 
The California Building Industry Association (CBIA), representing over 
5,000 member companies engaged in residential and commercial 
development, appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the 
draft State Water Project (SWP) Water Delivery Reliability Report. 
Water supply has always been an important public policy issue, but 
perhaps never more so than today. With uncertain rainfall each year, a 
thirsty, burgeoning population and a heightened awareness of 
environmental needs, California faces a considerable challenge as it 
decides how best to ensure adequate water supplies today and for future 
generations. Moreover, state legislation enacted last year (SB 221 - Kuehl 
and SB 610- Costa) requires local governments, water agencies and 
homebuilders to improve water planning by con$idering all sources of 
water supply, including groundwater as a way to ensure adequate water 
supplies are available prior to approving large construction projects. 
With respect to the draft SWP Report, CBIA commends the Department of 
Water Resources (DWR) for conducting a comprehensive overview of a 
variety of factors that can affect water supply sources, including the timing 
of use, hydrology, and future weather patterns. By using rainfall records 
over the last 73 years, the draft SWP includes information contractors can 
use to document the likely availability of water and reliability of the SWP 
between 2001 and 2021. It shows what deliveries are likely to be in single 
dry, multiple dry, normal, single wet and multiple wet years. It 
acknowledges the possibility of global warming and calls for adjustments \ 
in future years if that is the case. Including such scenarios in the analysis ; 0 , 
should reduce concerns of uncertainty and unreliable water sources as / 
local contractors begin to document water supplies. 
California homebuilders are committed to addressing the challenge of 
meeting the state's water supply needs and believe that through increased 
conservation, water storage, and alternative supply strategies California 
can overcome it- and do so in a way that is environmentally sound. CBIA 
appreciates the thorough analysis of the draft SWP and looks forward to 
working with state and local entities, water agencies and the public during 
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(916) 653-5791 
Mr. Brian White 
Legislative Advocate 
The State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report 
February 3, 2003 
California Building Industry Association 
1215 K Street, Suite 1200 
Sacramento, California 95814 
Dear Mr. White: 
GRAY DAVIS, Governor 
Thank you for your comments of October 31, 2002, on the Draft State Water 
Project Delivery Reliability Report. We welcome the interest this draft report has 
generated. 
Your letter, as well as all others, commenting on the draft report and the 
corresponding responses will be included in an appendix to the final report. In addition, 
they are posted on the State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report website 
(http://swpdeliverv.water.ca.gov). 
The Department of Water Resources plans to finalize the SWP Delivery 
Reliability Report in the near future. We recognize that this is an ongoing process and 
plan to revise the report at least every two years. 
If you need additional information or would like to discuss this further, please call 
me at (916) 653-1099. For further technical information, please call Francis Chung, 
Chief of DWR's Bay-Delta Office Modeling Support Branch, at (916) 653-5924. 
• APPENDIX E 
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/ ___ ./ 
California Departrnen.t--6f Water Resources 
P.O. Box 942836.// 
Sacramento, 94236-0001 
Atten · n: SWP Water Delivery Report 
,/ 
On behalf of California Business Properties Association (CBPA), I would 
like to congratulate the Department of Water Resources for drafting the 
State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report, dated August 2002. This 
report will become a valuable tool to State Water Project contractors in 
determining the reliability of water supplies as they look to comply with 
the provisions in SB 221 (Kuehl) and SB610 (Costa). 
For over a decade, CBPA has been a leader on water issues within 
California's business community and recognizes the need for a safe, 
reliable supply of water for all users now and in the future. We believe 
that the draft report does an excellent job in explaining the complexities of 
the state's water supply and delivery system, adding another tool for water 
agencies, local governments, and the development community to use when 
discussing the future of their communities. 
CBPA is the designated legislative advocate for the International Council 
of Shopping Centers, the California chapters of the National Association 
of Industrial and Office Parks, the International Mass Retail Association, 
the Associated Builders & Contractors of California, the Institute of Real 
Estate Management and Commercial Real Estate Women. making CBPA 
the acknowledged voice of the commercial real estate industry in 
California, representing the largest commercial real estate consortium with 
almost 7,000 members. 
We look forward to working with the Department on the draft reliability 
report and other water supply issues. Please contact me at (916) 443-4676 
with any comments or questions. 
~·~ 
Rex S. Hime 
President and CEO 
1972 • 30 YEARS OF SERVICE TO THE COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL RETAIL REAL ESTATE INDUSTRY • 2002 
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Mr. Rex S. Hime 
President and CEO 
The State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report 
February 3, 2003 
California Business Properties Association 
1121 L Street, Suite 809 
Sacramento, California 95814 
Dear Mr. Hime: 
GRAY DAVIS, Governor 
Thank you for your comments of November 1, 2002, on the Draft State Water 
Project Delivery Reliability Report. We welcome the interest this draft report has 
generated. 
Your letter, as vvell as all others, commenting on the draft report and the 
corresponding responses will be included in an appendix to the final report. In addition, 
they are posted on the State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report website 
(http://swpdeliverv.water.ca.gov). 
The Department of Water Resources plans to finalize the SWP Delivery 
Reliability Report in the near future. We recognize that this is an ongoing process and 
plan to revise the report at least every two years. 
If you need additional information or would like to discuss this further, please call 
me at (916) 653-1099. For further technical information, please call Francis Chung, 
Chief of DWR's Bay-Delta Office Modeling Support Branch, at (916) 653-5924. 
• APPENDIX E 
Sincerely, 
1(atfierine P. 'l(f([y 
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Comments to The State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report 2002 
October 28, 2002 
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director 
Harrison C. (Hap) Dunning Cc: 
director 
Joan H. Wells 
director 
Director, California Department of Water Resources 
Steve Macaulay 
Deputy Director, California Department of Water Resources 
Katherine Kelly 
Chief, Bay-Delta Office 
The California Water Network, a public advocacy group dedicated to the promotion of 
the equitable and environmentally sensitive uses of California's water, submits these 
comments to the Department of Water Resources 2002 Draft of The State Water Project 
Delivery Reliability Report. Our organization believes that accurate and realistic 
calculations and assumptions for water availability are vital to the economic health and 
quality of life of California's citizens. 
Simulation Model 
Models are only as good as their input. By not calculating historical deliveries in this 
Draft Report, the model will produce a less than accurate scientific analysis for future 
water deliveries. 
Methods of calibration should be explained in the document, and should be reviewed and 
commented upon by experts outside ofDWR. Peer review is essential for publishing an 
acceptable scientific document. We note in the comments from Robert Wilkinson on this 
Report his concerns that the model used may be totally inappropriate and unsatisfactory 
for this wor~. We believe DWR should carefully consider his remarks. 
Reliability 
Reliability in the Report is based on generalities that lead to less than accurate 
conclusions. Reliability is based on frequency calculations that are not conservative 
enough because they do not take into account actual historical deliveries and worst case 
scenarios. The Report should state exactly what basic water rights the SWP can rely upon 
and differentiate those from appropriated, surplus water that may not be available if all 
legal rights are claimed. 
808 Romero Canyon Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93108, email: caroleekriegerOcox.net, Phone: 805.969.0824, Fax: 805.565.3394 
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Misstating reliability also occurs because the Report does not address the issue of the 
ability oflocal purveyors to take and store water. The Report assumes that all contractors 
for State Water can receive and store water when itis available; this is not a logical 
assumption. The definition of'•reJiability" in the document as the ability to deliver a 
certain amount of water at a certain time to a certain place cannot provide a true 
representation of reliability because of the issues stated above. 
Summary 
In order to properly plan for orderly development in California, the Report should 
conservatively estimate how much water will be available in the future using the best 
available technology and expertise in its calculations and hypotheses. Wishing data to be 
true will not deliver more water. The Department of Water Resources has a 
responsibility to the people of California to present the most accurate interpretation 
possible. 
CWN has reviewed the comments by Robert Wilkinson and Dennis O,Connor and agrees 
with them and incorporates them by reference in this letter. 
We request the Department of Water Resources review and extensively revise this 
Report. We further request tbat these comments, along with other oommems submitted, 
and the responses to comments by DWR become a part of the SWP Delivery Reliability 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA-- THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
1416 NINTH STREET. P.O. BOX 942836 
SACRAMENTO, CA 94236-0001 
(916) 653-5791 
Ms. Joan Wells, Board Director 
California Water Network 
1125 East Mountain Drive 
Santa Barbara, California 93108 
Dear Ms. Wells: 
April9, 2003 
GRAY DAVIS, Governor 
This is in response to your letter of October 28, 2002 commenting on the Draft 
State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report. 
I agree that accurate and realistic estimates for water availability are vital to the 
economic health and quality of life of California's citizens. With this in mind, the 
Department of Water Resources has provided the public the best information currently 
available on the delivery ability of the State Water Project. Our intent is to promote 
understanding of the strengths and limitations of the information, encourage responsible 
local water resources planning, and assist SWP water contractors in responding to the 
requirements of land use planning laws made effective in 2002 (Chapters 642 and 643, 
Statutes of 2001 ). 
The SWP Delivery Reliability Report will be finalized in the near future. We 
recognize that this is an ongoing process and plan to revise the report every two years 
or more frequently if circumstances require it. We commit to involving the public in the 
discussions and analyses regarding the sufficiency of CALSIM II. In addition, a peer 
review will be conducted by the CALFED Science Program to assess the adequacy of 
using CALSIM II for this purpose. We encourage the exploration of alternative methods 
of evaluating SWP delivery ability or different ways of using CALSIM II for this 
evaluation. DWR is committed to working with all interested parties with the expectation 
that the next report will have greater support. 
Your letter incorporates by reference comments made by Robert Wilkinson and 
Dennis O'Connor. DWR's responses to all the letters commenting on the report are 
posted on the State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report web site 
(http://swpdeliverv.water.ca.qov) and will be included in an appendix to the final report. 
If you wish to discuss this further, please call Katherine Kelly, Chief of DWR's 
Bay-Delta Office, at (916) 653-1099. For technical information, please contact 
Francis Chung, Chief of DWR's Bay-Delta Office Modeling Support Branch, at 
(916) 653-5924. 
Sincerely, 
'l'homas ?rt. Jfannigan 
Thomas M. Hannigan 
Director 
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CITIZENS PLANNING ASSOCIATION OF SANTA BARBARA COUNTY, INC. 
916 Anacapa Street, Santa Barbara, CA 93101 
phone 805-966-3979 2lll fax 805-966-3970 
http://wv.w.citizensplanning.org 2lll info@citizensplanning.org 
REVIEW OF DWR's DRAFT OF 
THE STATE WATER PROJECT DELIVERY RELIABILITY REPORT 
By: Arve R. Sjovold 
Co-Chair, Citizens Planning Association's Water Committee 
October 21, 2002 
Introduction 
According to the Draft, DWR intends this report to be used to help local planners 
and water districts and purveyors that depend on SWP water to meet the requirements of 
the Kuehl and Costa bills, which mandate certain findings before large developments are 
allowed to move ahead. Specifically, a local water purveyor must certifY that he has 
sufficient, reliable supplies of water to meet the requirements of a proposed development 
before that development is given a permit. This report is intended to provide the estimates 
of SWP delivery reliability to serve that purpose. 
To develop quantitative estimates of delivery reliability, DWR has developed in 
concert with the CVP a computer "simulation" of the entire Central Valley system ~hich 
they exercise under several scenarios to perform the calculations. The calculations yield a 
frequency diagram for the likelihood of delivering a specified annual amount of water for 
export to the SWP. Many assumptions are made in fulfilling these calculations. 
Although referred to as a "simulation," the ensemble of computer models includes 
a simulation of the hydrology of the Sacramento Valley, a linear program to determine 
the limits of constraints in the Delta to establish how much of the available water may be 
exported, and various other sub-models that are employed to study important issues in 
more detail, such as some of the salinity models for the Delta. It is probably not accurate 
to refer to the export calculations as the result of a "simulation." Furthermore, the entire 
ensemble has never been calibrated against the historical record, an indispensable 
exercise if the calculated results are to have any validity. Nevertheless, DWR has 
persisted in the notion that they do not necessarily need any calibration and they refer to 
the fact that they have performed a ''verification" on the simulation of the Sacramento 
Valley hydrology. This is not sufficient for the purposes of reliability estimation 
which requires that absolute accuracy be established, preferably through a 
calibration against the historical record. More specifically, we find the following 
deficiencies in the report: 
1) DWR's definition of reliability is incorrect by any standard definition 
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2) DWR's frequency diagram is an incorrect interpretation of the statistical 
characteristics of the underlying hydrologic record that drives its 
calculations. It has no analytic relevance whatsoever. 
3) The ensemble of computer programs referred to as a "simulation" has 
never been calibrated to the historical record. This is unacceptable in a 
model which must rely on verification of its absolute accuracy 
4) DWR makes unwarranted assumptions about the capabilities of local 
entities to store water to equalize wet and dry year deliveries. 
All of these findings require that this report be reconsidered until proper 
calculations have been performed, peer reviewed, and reported objectively. 
Definition of Reliability 
DWR defines reliability as "how much one can count on a certain amount of 
water being delivered to a specific place at a specific time." This is of course not a 
rigorous definition of reliability. DWR goes on to explain that, "Objectively, water 
delivery reliability indicates a particular amount of water that can be delivered with a 
certain numeric frequency." This too is not rigorous. What DWR then offers is a 
frequency diagram that is based on the variability of water availability evident in a 73 
year historical record. This record therefore shows only the extreme high and low years 
in that record; the likelihood of extremes beyond those in the historical record are not 
taken into account with the net result that there is no assurance that this frequency 
calculation is conservative. 
The particular interpretation of this frequency calculation by DWR is of the form 
that a given amount of water can be delivered X % of the time. In their particular 
reference wherein they state that the SWP is "75% reliable," they really mean that 75% of 
the Table A amounts can be delivered 50% of the time. The reliability inherent in this 
interpretation is more correctly stated as 50%, not 75%, which means that there is a 50% 
chance that this amount of water will not be delivered. 50% is the measure of the 
reliability; 75% of Table A is the objective. Using other values of water delivered, the 
frequency diagram can be used to deduce the corresponding values of reliability by 
DWR's definition. For example, if one desires to be reasonably conservative and 
chooses, say 90% for "reliability" he finds that only 25% to 30% or more can be counted 
on. 
All of these interpretations assume that the individual points making up the 
diagram are statistically independent; that is, they really represent an input string of 
annual flows that can be shown to be truly random. This is of course not the case as we 
generally understand weather and water in California. 
The record clearly shows periods of drought and wetness that are not in accord 
with a statistically random record. Our last drought was 6 years long and caused severe 
water shortages throughout California. The DWR calculated frequency diagram does not 
capture at all the effect of droughts or wet periods. The report does show the calculated 
results for several ofthe droughts of record and it becomes quite clear that if one believed 
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that 75% of Table A can be delivered 50% of the time that he would be quite mistaken 
during one of the droughts. DWR's own simulations summarized in the report show that 
during the worst 6 year drought only 40% of Table A amounts can be delivered on 
average. If each receiving entity of SWP would specifY its requirements for delivery it 
would be clear that the general frequency diagram offered by DWR has no relevance 
whatsoever. Besides misconstruing the definition of reliability, it also fails to 
acknowledge the variable character of water availability in California. 
Balancing Wet and Dry Years 
It should be clear to all purveyors that their particular requirements for SWP 
deliveries all vary significantly. Most importantly, their abilities to get through droughts 
varies significantly. The ability of individual purveyors to balance wet weather potential 
deliveries against drought episode shortages is determined by each purveyor's capability 
to store excesses in time of plenty against periods of drought. These are matters under the 
control of the individual purveyors, not at all under the control of DWR. So it is 
somewhat presumptuous of DWR to declare what the reliability of delivery is for 
individual purveyors. The ability of a specific purveyor to balance wet year deliveries 
against dry years is very specific to the purveyor and entails facilities that are totally 
under the control of the purveyor and not DWR. The best that DWR can do to help local 
purveyors ascertain water supply reliability is to offer delivery capabilities over a wide 
range oflocal conditions. This report falls far short of that requirement. 
The conditions of drought are the most stressful for local purveyors. The degree 
of stress is determined by the dependence they place on SWP deliveries. If for example, a 
purveyor depends totally on SWP water, that is, it is his only source, then his greatest 
concern is what can be delivered in any given year. According to DWR's calculations 
that could be as low as 19%. If on the other hand the problem were getting through a 6 
year drought, the reliability, according to DWR, would be about 40%. These are of 
course DWR's definitions of reliability which are really average deliveries over these 
respective drought time spans, one year and six years. 
The question that is posed is what determines a local purveyor's reliance on SWP. 
Clearly, it is his ability to use other sources of supply at his disposal and his ability to 
store wet year deliveries for use in drought periods. These capabilities vary immensely 
among purveyors and the DWR report makes no references to these capabilities. So how 
can DWR proclaim what delivery reliability is for any given purveyor? Without explicit 
inclusion of local capabilities in the calculations it is impossible. 
The criticisms above all deal with DWR's misinterpretations of "reliability" and 
the fact that they do not take into account local capabilities which are indispensable to 
any calculation of reliability to be used by local planning authorities. There is still the 
question of how good the "simulation" tools are. 
Simulation Methodology 
As noted above the DWR "simulation" is really an ensemble of computerized 
tools developed to calculate the amount of water that can be exported from the Delta in a 
given year. The calculations use the 73 year runoff record in the Central Valley to capture 
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the extremes of conditions likely to be encountered in operating the SWP as well as the 
CVP. The only portion of these calculations that is truly a simulation is the hydrology of 
the Sacramento Valley. Here DWR has gone to great pains to simulate the likely runoff to 
the Delta from a given annual precipitation input and the expected withdrawals, 
consumptive uses, and return flows occurring in the valley for a given level of 
development. The simulations accept as givens the gauged runoffs of the main streams as 
they exit the mountains, an amount of flow that dominates the inputs. The simulation tries 
to mimic the withdrawals that farmers make and the expected losses from those 
withdrawals and the consequent return flows. These are important determinations, 
especially during dry years when there is little excess runoff. How they calibrate these 
effects is not discussed in their report. 
From previous presentations on DWR's predecessor simulation, DWRSIM, it was 
shown how the simulation comes quite close in its long term averages to the actual 
measured flows into the Delta for the 73 years in the record. What was not shown is how 
they can know for each year what the "measured flow" is into the Delta. It is also of 
interest that DWR's attempt to verifY its simulation cites the estimate of flow into the 
Delta in 1983, the peak year, as 69 million acre-feet per year. In another DWR document, 
the EIR for the "State Water Project Supplemental Water Purchase Program", the annual 
flow into the Delta for that year is cited as 62 million acre-feet per year. The importance 
of this estimate is vital because the verification runs show that the simulations reproduce 
this estimate with very high accuracy, perhaps more so than any other point in the 
simulation. If the lower estimate is more correct it indicates that the simulation may 
have significant bias. 
Because the 1983 total runoff into the Delta as calculated by the simu1ation is in 
such close correspondence to the value maintained by DWR as the measured value, leads 
to the specu1ation that DWR may have used the 1983 point as a calibration standard. This 
might be okay if they knew for sure what the measured flow into the Delta was that year 
but it is highly unlikely that in 1983 they could have measured all the flows into the 
Delta. In particular, in that unprecedented flood year, it is hard to imagine that they could 
have measured the flows across the Yolo Bypass or even the through the Sacramento 
Ship Canal not to mention all the small creek flows into the Delta that usually can be 
ignored in a normal or dry year. It becomes quite clear that for estimating SWP ability to 
deliver when it is really needed, that is, in dry periods, corroboration of extreme flood 
events is not the issue. Because DWR steadfastly refuses to disclose how it calibrates its 
simulation let alone its refusal to calibrate its ensemble of models, it is very difficult to 
have any confidence in these results. If the results in the report are to have any value 
they must be accompanied by documentation demonstrating the simulation's ability 
to reproduce the historical record and the simulation must be given peer review. 
Another concern with the simulation and the verification results that DWR has 
disclosed in the past is the failure to demonstrate accuracy in reproducing monthly flows. 
It is clear that the capability to pump from the Delta is tightly circumscribed by the State 
Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB). These constraints are actually articulated in 
numbers of days of allowable pumping at specified maximums if certain conditions 
prevail. Clearly, the amount of water that can be pumped depends critically on the state 
of many of the simulation's variables that are expected to vary from day-to-day if not 
month-to-month. What use then is a verification presentation that only shows that annual 
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flows are reproduced within an acceptable fidelity? If the simulations were calibrated 
properly, such calibrations should show that they can reproduce the monthly, or 
even daily, flows with sufficient fidelity to allow confidence in its ability to predict 
what can be delivered within the SWRCB constraints to the contractors. The 
SWRCB constraints should be the guide in calibration so that the model can 
produce fidelity during those time when pumping is allowed. 
The annual amounts that the simulation calculates and are available to the 
contractors are actually the result of what the simulation calculates for certain critical 
monthly periods when the SWRCB rules allow pumping. It is significant to note that the 
ordinary peak monthly flow which occurs in May is also the period when most pumping 
is restricted. Accordingly, May is not so important to the calculation of how much can be 
pumped but it certainly is important if one is only interested in showing correspondence 
with the annual record. By this means, the simulation may appear to do well on annual 
calculations while its record for monthly flows can vary significantly in the critical 
months when pumping is allowed. In short, DWR must show accurate reproduction of 
monthly flows if this simulation is to be useful at all for export calculations. 
The export calculations are the result of exercising a linear program which 
delineates the constraints imposed by the SWRCB. Within those constraints the export 
model is used to maximize the amounts to be exported. It is typical of a linear program to 
define a domain of allowable solutions and the objective function determines which of 
the potential solutions is selected. It is possible that within those same export constraints 
the model could generate a quite different set of solutions if the objective function were 
stated as "determine the export flows given a maximum Delta flow desired for fishery 
health." In other words, the objective function reflects the priorities among the possible 
solutions. In this instance, it favors only exports. 
The same observation may be made of some of the critical flow parameters used 
in the hydrology simulation of the Sacramento Valley. From what has been learned to 
date, it seems that some diversion parameters may be set to favor water going to the Delta 
rather than for use in the Valley. 
It is also observed that the hydrology does not clearly distinguish the priority of 
diversions in the Valley. It is well known that there is a large set of riparian diverters 
whose water rights precede those of the CVP and SWP. Therefore, it would seem to be a 
matter of extreme interest to keep track of these priority users in the simulation and report 
their diversions as a specific category. This is not done so there is little insight as to how 
dry and critically dry deliveries are affected by these prior rights. And more importantly, 
it should be of paramount interest how these priority demands are met on a monthly 
basis. 
The essence of the claims by these prior rights holders in the Valley is that their 
claims effuctively truncate the historical hydrologic record such that what remains after 
serving the prior rights is what the CVP and SWP must work with. The effect is a 
marginal hydrologic record with much greater variation as the input to the export 
calculations. 
One of the most significant diversions in the Valley is for rice farming, a very 
water intensive crop. It is also a characteristic of this crop that withdrawals are much 
greater than actual consumptive use such that a large amount of this withdrawn water is 
returned to the river. However, the timing of return may be several months after 
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withdrawal which, because of the aggregate amounts involved in rice farming, may 
affect the simulation significantly. Our understanding of the simulation is that it does 
not treat this effect with any fidelity. 
There are many aspects of the simulations that deserve analysis beyond the 
meager discussion in the report. Most are essential to establish how faithfully the 
simulation can reproduce known data. This is usually done when the simulation is 
calibrated, an effort for which this simulation (or model) is deficient. This is the accepted 
method of demonstrating the computer model's absolute accuracy, an indispensable 
requirement if it is to be used to calculate delivery reliability. This report should not be 
circulated further; it should in fact be withdrawn until the model has had 
calibration and peer review. 
The Role of Local Facilities 
One of the most significant errors in DWR's logic involves the implicit 
assumptions it makes regarding the use of unstated local facilities. Most specifically, the 
simulation makes the assumption that if the model says the water can be pumped 
from the Delta and there is capacity in the aqueducts to deliver it to local entities 
demanding it as part of their Table A amount, then that water is added to the 
annual total that DWR maintains it can deliver reliably. 
In many instances, the water that is said to be available at a given time really can't 
be used to meet final demand as seen by the local contractor. The simulation just assumes 
that the local entity has some means to store water that is immediately available so that it 
can be used when demanded. In this way the model implicitly assumes that wet year 
deliveries can always be balanced against dry year deliveries; that is the only way the 
model can show a 75 or 76% capability. It is also the basis for the unbelievable 
conclusion that the only reason the project has not delivered more water in the past is 
because it wasn't demanded. In other words, if more water is demanded the project will 
deliver more. This is certainly not its history. 
Table 1 has been developed from data appearing in the reliability report and from 
DWR's bulletin series 130. The table presents in the first column the annual requests 
from the contractors, according to bulletin 130, for the years 1992 through 2000. The 
second column displays the actual Table A deliveries as shown in Appendix D of the 
reliability report. Columns 3 and 4 present the simulation results for demands and 
deliveries as shown in Appendix B, Table B-3, ofthe report. Only 3 years, 1992-1994, of 
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1995 3.164 1.889 
1996 2.687 2.206 
1997 2.977 2.291 
1998 3.335 1.607 
1999 3.419 2.521 
2000 3.617 2.705 
Avgs. 3.391 2.049 3.726 2.659 
What is immediately clear from the data shown in Table 1 is that the simulation is 
not very accurate when compared to the historical record. It also demonstrates that the 
notion that the contractors have not asked for enough water is disingenuous. If the year 
1991 had been included the results would have been even worse. Furthermore, the 
simulation results in the last two columns are based on DWR's year 2001 hydrology and 
level of development, which is close enough in time to the period of interest so that 
differences in predicted levels of development cannot explain the poor capability of the 
simulation. It is interesting to note that in this 9 year period when requests (i.e., 
"demands") are typically well above 3.0 MAF, the project has managed only slightly 
over 2 MAF per year in deliveries. How then are we to believe a simulation that grossly 
over estimates the capability of the project? Is this difference due to the assumptions 
DWR makes regarding the availability oflocal storage facilities? 
In reality, many local entities have little or no storage means. If the local entity 
depends solely on SWP deliveries such that the amount depended on can not be delivered 
in any given year, then the amount depended on is not the reliable amount and the entity 
is at risk. If the local entity has say an end-of-line equalizing reservoir of fair capacity, 
that entity may be able to store several years of wet year deliveries to be used in pertods 
of drought. The report presents several levels of drought; one year, two consecutive 
years, three consecutive years, on up to the longest prolonged droughts of six years. 
Using this data alone, one can deduce using mass balance how much storage is needed to 
balance deliveries, first through just the drought period so that the average shown in the 
report for that period is justified, or if a higher average is desired, how much storage is 
needed to accumulate wet year deliveries sufficient to obtain a higher average in the 
drought. In summary, it is the local entity and his facilities that determines how much 
SWP water can be counted on, not simply DWR's assumptions. 
If the simulation's results as shown in the report are even close to accurate, it 
clearly shows that for many entities the average dependable delivery will be close to 
40% (the averages shown for the two worst six year droughts) and even for this average 
there will of necessity be a requirement for some local equalizing storage. In instances, 
where SWP is the sole source of water, say for housing, the worst year of delivery is the 
dependable supply which according to the simulation~s results is 19% but closer to 13% 
if the historical record is to be believed. 
Two of the largest contractors as measured by Table A amounts are MWD and 
Kern County Water Agency (KCWA). Both of these entities have storage means, a large 
reservoir in the case of MWD and a large ground water basin for Kern. They may have 
capabilities to store substantial wet year deliveries for balancing against dry years. 
However, the report does not demonstrate that either of these is sufficient to produce a 75 
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or76% average delivery. And even if that could be shown, there remains the question of 
what the average deliveries would be for the remaining contractors. Just because MWD 
and Kern can achieve average deliveries is of little importance to the other contractors. In 
other words, there is no one average for the project that is appropriate for all contractors. 
It is presumptuous for DWR to so state. 
Article 21 Water 
A disturbing feature of the simulations is the instances during dry years where it 
shows Article 21 water being available. Article 21 water is interruptible and in effect is 
surplus water. The question is how can there be surplus water available during a dry year. 
We have learned that this quirk comes about because the model in this instance is not 
constrained by whether the year is going to be dry or not. The only criteria, as we 
understand them, are whether or not all Table A amounts at that instance in time are 
being met and if there is excess flow in the Delta that can be pumped. One of the 
requirements is that all the SWP reservoirs are full, a condition they try to achieve in the 
fall when the SWRCB allows heavy pumping if the year is not critically dry. The fall is 
too early to tell if the water year will be dry but the determination is established by 
whether the previous year was or was not critically dry. This allows the circumstance that 
heavy pumping may be allowed in the fall when heading into a dry year, but may very 
well result in filling the reservoirs, especially San Luis. Clearly, excess is evaluated 
against the SWRCB constraints. 
But if it is reasonably guessed that the year will be dry, it seems more prudent to 
try and save this excess water to be released at a more propitious time, or find a different 
mechanism to declare the conditions for allowable pumping in the fall. One method of 
handling excess flow that comes to mind is to declare it Environmental water simply free 
to the environment. The history of the project to date has shown that the SWRCB rules 
are not adequate to protect fish; therefore asswning that because the SWRCB rules are 
met water can be declared excess is not in the best interests of the environment. 
Carryover and Makeup Water 
The report shows in its output summaries deliveries in categories of "Carryover'' 
and .. Makeup." It is not clear how the SWP implements carryover since most of the 
operating criteria are geared to diversions when available. Is carryover water actually 
stored in either Oroville or San Luis? The same can be asked about "Makeup" water. 
Where does it come from? Is it subtracted from subsequent Table A deliveries? The 
report should explain these categories in terms that make the model outputs 
understandable. 
We request that these comments and the responses to them by DWR become a 
formal part of the SWP Delivery Reliability Report as an appendix. These comments are 
submitted on behalf of the Citizens Planning Association of Santa Barbara County. 
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Respectfully submitted by: 
~1(. 
Arve R. Sjovold 
Citizens Planning Association 
916 Anacapa St. 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA-- THE RESOURCES AGENCY GRAY DAVIS, Governor 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
1416 NINTH STREET, P.O. BOX 942836 
SACRAMENTO, CA 94236-0001 
{916) 653-5791 
Mr. Arve R. Sjovold 
Citizen's Planning Association of 
Santa Barbara County, Inc. 
916 Anacapa Street 
Santa Barbara, California 93101 
Dear Mr. Sjovold: 
March 24, 2003 
Thank you for your comments of October 21, 2002, on the Draft State Water 
Project Delivery Reliability Report. We welcome the interest this draft report has 
generated and are pleased to provide a response to your questions and concerns. 
The Department of Water Resources released the report to assist local water and 
planning agencies and the State Water Project contractors in meeting the requirements 
of Senate Bills 221 (Chapter 642, Statutes of 2001) and 610 (Chapter 643, Statutes of 
2001 ). These laws link certain land-use decisions with the determination of local water 
supply sufficiency. For the 29 SWP water contractors and the many water agencies 
receiving water from them, information contained in the report is an important 
component of the analyses necessary to determine this sufficiency. The SWP Delivery 
Reliability Report provides the SWP contractors and the general public with the best 
information available on the delivery ability of the SWP. 
Your comments focus on the adequacy of the analytical methods used to 
develop the information contained in the report. In particular, you state the computer 
simulation model used to develop the information, CALSIM II, should be calibrated 
against the historical record. The Department has undertaken an evaluation of the 
adequacy of CALSIM II for estimating SWP delivery ability. It consists of a simulation of 
a recent drought period, a simulation of a longer historic period, a sensitivity analysis of 
the key parameters of CALSIM II, and a peer review conducted by the CALFED Science 
Program. Attachment 1 describes the study and results of the comparison of CALSIM II 
results with actual SWP deliveries for the most recent drought period (1987-1992). 
Attachment 2 describes the historical project operations study. The sensitivity analysis 
and peer review are expected within the year. Information on the evaluation will be 
posted on the web (http://swpdeliverv.water.ca.gov) as it becomes available. 
Responses to the other specific comments you have provided are contained in 
Attachment 3. 
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DWR plans to finalize the SWP Delivery Reliability Report in the near future. We 
recognize that this is an ongoing process and plan to revise the report frequently. We 
commit to involving the public in the discussions and analyses regarding the sufficiency 
of CALSIM II. In addition, we encourage the exploration of alternative methods of 
evaluating SWP delivery ability or different ways of using CALSIM II for this evaluation. 
DWR is committed to working with all interested parties and the Modeling Work Group 
of the California Water Plan Update 2003 with the expectation that the next report will 
be improved and have greater support. 
Your letter, as well as all others commenting on the draft report, and the 
corresponding responses will be included in an appendix to the final report. In addition, 
they are posted on the State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report website 
(http://swpdeliverv.water.ca.gov). 
Thank you for your comments. If you wish to discuss this further, please call me 
at (916) 653-1099. For technical information, please contact Francis Chung, Chief of 
DWR's Bay-Delta Office Modeling Support Branch, at (916) 653-5924. 
Attachments 
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Sincerely, 
Xfltlierine P. 1\f[{y 
Katherine F. Kelly, Chief 
Bay-Delta Office 
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CALSIM II Evaluation 
DWR's Bay-Delta Office is currently undertaking a "historical project operations 
study" to investigate the accuracy of the model's water supply estimates. The purpose 
of the historical project operations study is to compare CALSIM II results with historical 
operations and investigate the source of any differences in historical and simulated 
performance. The historical project operations studies is part of a larger 
CALSIM II evaluation process. Other components of this evaluation will include a 
survey of stakeholders; a model peer review by leading academics and practitioners; 
and a sensitivity analysis on model inputs and parameters. Initial results from the 
historical project operations study are expected to be available by March 2003. 
The historical project operations study, conducted by DWR will compare 
CALSIM II model results to recent historical operations for water years 1975 to 1998. 
This 24-year period includes both the 1976-77 and 1987-92 droughts. It also includes 
water year 1998 that is one of two years for which detailed analysis of historical water 
supply and demand is being conducted as part of the California Water Plan Update 
(Bulletin 160-03). 
For the historical project operations study, input to the current CALSIM II model 
will be changed to reflect historical conditions. The inflow hydrology will be revised to 
reflect historical rather than current or projected level of development. Demand will be 
calculated for the historical land use, based on DWR's land surveys and county 
commissioners' reports, rather than a fixed level of development. Project contracts and 
entitlements will be changed to their historical level. Lastly operation logic will be 
changed to reflect the changing regulatory base line such as the release of the State 
Water Resources Control Board 1995 Water Quality Control Plan and State and federal 
biological opinions for Delta smelt and Chinook salmon. 
The study will be limited in geographical scope to a dynamic operation of the 
Sacramento Valley, the Delta, and CVP-SWP facilities south of the Delta. Delta inflows 
from the San Joaquin Valley and the East Side Streams will be fixed at their historical 
level. In dry years when the system is system is supply limited, the SWP target 
demands (including North Bay Aqueduct and Coastal Aqueducts) will be set equal to 
the historical requests. In wet years when the system is demand driven, target 
demands will be set equal to historical deliveries. Similarly for the CVP historical 
requests or annual contract amounts will be an upper bound on CVP deliveries. 
Modeling of the CVP-SWP system and areas contributory to the Sacramento-
San Joaquin Delta requires considerable input data. The majority of the data relates to 
either system inflows or demand data for the 73-year period of simulation. As described 
in page 7 of the report, DWR has committed to undertake a sensitivity analysis on SWP 
water delivery reliability. This analysis would examine the effects of certain 
assumptions, parameters and input data on model results. The aim of the sensitivity 
analysis is to identify the input data that most strongly affect model results so that future 
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work within the Department can be focused on refining estimates of these key 
determinants. 
The current representation of groundwater in CALSIM II is only a first step 
towards developing a fully integrated groundwater surface water model. The 
Department is currently developing the Central Valley Groundwater Surface water 
Model (CVGSM) with the eventual aim of linking this model to CALSIM II to study 
impacts of surface water operations, groundwater pumping and land use change on 
groundwater elevations. The current groundwater model component of CALSIM II 
affects surface water operations through the calculation of the stream-groundwater 
interaction. There is considerable uncertainty about the magnitude of this interaction. 
In areas with high groundwater levels, groundwater inflow to streams is a function of 
groundwater head. In areas of low groundwater elevation where stream seepage flows 
to the groundwater, there is an assumed hydraulic disconnect between the stream and 
the aquifer so that seepage is independent of groundwater elevation. It is 
acknowledged that groundwater elevations are not accurately modeled in CALSIM II. 
As calculated by CALSIM II, groundwater inflows to the stream system in the upper 
Sacramento Valley average 255 taf/yr. Stream losses to groundwater in the lower 
Sacramento Valley average 40 taf/yr. This compares with an average annual 
Sacramento River inflow to the Delta (at Freeport) of approximately 16 maf/yr. 
In any discussion on model "calibration" it is important to remember that 
CALSIM II is a mass-balance accounting model and not a distributed hydrologic model 
that simulates a physical process. It is also important to understand that the hydrology 
development is based on historical gage data. Valley floor accretions and depletiOJlS 
are calculated as closure terms in a hydrologic mass balance calculated for each 
Depletion Study Area. The accretions represent local ungaged runoff into the stream 
system and are calculated based on gage data for stream inflows and outflows across 
the hydrologic boundary and estimates of urban and agricultural consumptive use of 
applied water within the region. The accretions and depletions also contain all the 
errors in the mass balance stemming from poor gage data or incorrect estimates of 
groundwater extraction or agricultural and urban water use. True calibration techniques 
can only be applied to a few components of the CALSIM II model, such as the Artificial 
Neural Network used for determining flow-salinity relationships in the Delta and the 
multi-cell groundwater model. 
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Comparison of Historical and CALSIM II Deliveries for 1987-1992 
As explained on page 6 of the draft report, past deliveries cannot accurately 
predict future deliveries. There have been continual, significant changes in the factors 
that determine State Water Project water delivery, including water demand. SWP Water 
contractors' requests for water have increased in recent years and 2001 is the first year 
that requests exceeded 4.0 million acre-feet per year (as shown in the attached 
Figure 1). 
The 2001 model study used for the draft report assumes that current water-use 
conditions, including water demands, exist for each year analyzed in the 73-year model 
study. Since the 2001 model study includes water demands that are significantly higher 
than historical levels, modeled water deliveries often exceed historical deliveries. One 
exception to this would be during dry periods because supply, not demand, determines 
the amount of water delivery. 
Historical values for SWP Table A deliveries from the Delta have been compared 
to the Table A delivery values of the 2001 model study for the dry period of 1987 
through 1992 to assess how well CALSIM II simulates supply-limited conditions for a 
recent period. This comparison requires three adjustments to be made for the results to 
be comparable. One adjustment is made to the historical delivery data and two are 
made to the conditions assumed for CALSIM II. 
The historical delivery data are adjusted to be comparable to the model results 
as follows. Historically, a portion of the annual water allocation is carried over in SWP 
storage facilities and delivered in the following year. The CALSIM II model does not 
currently have criteria and procedures to allow carryover of allocated water from one 
year to the next. To make the historical data comparable to model data, the historical 
Table A delivery data was adjusted to show all the "carryover water'' being delivered in 
the year of allocation rather than the following year. The adjusted historical and 2001 
model study deliveries for the 1987 through 1992 dry period are compared in Figure 2. 
The modeled average delivery for this period is 1 ,670 taf/yr compared to the 
historical average of 2,030 taf/yr in CALSIM II format. 
The two adjustments made to CALSIM II are 1) changing the regulatory 
requirements for Delta operation to match the ones in place during 1987-92, and 
2) adjusting the reservoir storages at the beginning of the period to match those that 
actually existed at that time. 
The 2001 model study in the draft report includes regulatory constraints that were 
not applicable to the 1987-1992 period (State Water Resources Control Board Decision 
1641 ). For comparison purposes, a special 2001 model study was completed with the 
regulations that were in effect at that time (Decision 1485). As shown in Figure 3, this 
study produces higher SWP deliveries than the original study with the D-1641 
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constraints. The study's modeled average delivery for this period is 1 ,910 taf/yr, 
compared to the average of 1,670 taf/yr for the original study. A comparison of the 
revised study results with the historical deliveries is shown as Figure 3. 
Modeled SWP demand for 1986, a wet year just before the dry period, is 
3,345 taf compared to the historical request of 2,364 taf. As a result of this higher 
model demand, modeled SWP storage at the beginning of the dry period is 
approximately 420 taf lower than the historical SWP storage. The modeled storage at 
the end of the dry period is essentially the same as the historical value. There is, 
therefore, an additional420 taf of supply that would have been delivered in the model 
and the CALSIM delivery amounts during the dry period should be adjusted accordingly. 
To adjust for the 420 taf difference in storage, 70 taf was added to the modeled delivery 
for each of the six years in the dry period. This adjustment raises the average model 
delivery for the dry period to 1,980 taf/yr, 50 taf/yr lower than the historical average of 
2030 taf/yr (Figure 4). 
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The State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report 
Attachment 3 
RESPONSES TO COMMENTS 
Modeling of drainage flows from rice fields is not modeled accurately. 
DWR's Consumptive Use model is used to calculate irrigation demands for 
paddy rice for each of the Depletion Study Areas covering the Sacramento Basin. 
During the growing season rice fields are flooded to control weed growth. In the CU 
model water applied for flooding in April and subsequent months is treated as a 
consumptive use. The fields are assumed to be flooded to a depth of nine inches. The 
water recovered by draining the fields in September is added to the time series of 
accretions for each basin. 
The quantity and timing of irrigation demands represent average planting and 
harvesting conditions in each DSA. Return flows from rice drainage average 
approximately 70 taf/yr from a total of 485,000 acres of paddy rice assumed at the 2001 
level of development. Over the last few decades there have been substantial changes 
in the quantities of water diverted for rice production. Applied water demands have 
dropped as irrigation efficiencies have increased. More recently fall flooding of rice 
fields for decomposition of rice straw has been adopted as an alternative to burning. 
Irrigation demands for rice are currently being reviewed and it is anticipated that model 
demands will be adjusted for the CALSIM II runs required to support the California 
Water Plan Update 160-03. 
Calsim II weights in objective function favor exports. 
Operation of the Central Valley Project- State Water Project system must 
consider a diverse set of objectives that include fishery protection and recreational 
needs as well as flood protection and water supply. These objectives cannot be 
quantified in simple commensurate units as required for linear programming. The 
traditional approach is to include only one objective in the objective function and 
incorporate all other objectives as constraints set at user-specified levels. In CALSIM II 
many of the regulatory criteria that govern project operations are modeled as hard 
constraints that must be met for a solution to be feasible. Other objectives, such as 
competing contractual water demands and balancing storage between reservoirs are 
achieved through assigning weights to flows through specific arcs of the network. The 
absolute value of weights is arbitrary, but their relative size dictates priorities in 
allocating water. The weights are chosen so that prioritized goals are met sequentially 
and optimization continues until no further goals can be satisfied without degrading 
previously satisfied goals. The weight structure in CALSIM II ensures that minimum 
instream flows and Delta outflow requirements are met prior to water deliveries. The 
constraint set in CALSIM II ensures that senior water rights and Sacramento in-basin 
use is satisfied prior to exports. The only sense in which the structure of the LP 
formulation "favors" exports is that deliveries and storage targets south of the Delta 
have a higher priority than environmental flows over and above current statuary 
requirements or discretionary agreements. 
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The modeling makes an implicit assumption regarding the availability of local 
storage facilities. 
The monthly model demands are based on historical data and information 
received from SWP contractors. Under some contracts, project water is delivered 
according to a monthly pattern that assumes the individual contractor will provide local 
storage facilities when using SWP water to meet local water demand. 
An example is provided in the report illustrating how the information could be 
analyzed for a district that does not have facilities to accommodate its full SWP delivery. 
(Small Pipe Irrigation District) 
Article 21 water should not be delivered in a dry year. 
Article 21 may be available regardless of year classification, as long as the four 
conditions stated in the SWP Delivery Reliability Report are met. 
Explain the water delivery categories of carryover and makeup. Where is 
carryover stored? Where does makeup water come from? 
Pursuant to the long-term supply contracts, the DWR has offered contractors the 
opportunity to carry over a portion of their allocated water approved for delivery in the 
current year for delivery during the next year. The carryover program was designed to 
encourage the most effective and beneficial use of water and to avoid obligating the 
contractors to use or lose the water by December 31 of each year. Normally, carryover 
water is water that has been exported during the year, not delivered to the contractor 
during that year, and remains stored in the SWP share of San Luis Reservoir to be 
delivered during the next year. 
Deliveries under Article 148 ("make-up" water) are undelivered allocated Table A 
amounts from the previous year, which may be delivered in the subsequent year, 
depending on the overall SWP delivery capability. Potential sources of this water are 
surplus flows in the Sacramento-San Joaquin system, releases from Oroville Reservoir, 
or storage in SWP reservoirs along the California Aqueduct. 
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CITIZENS PLANNING ASSOCIATION OF SANTA BARBARA COUNTY, INC. 
916 Anacapa Street, Santa Barbara. CA 93101 
phone 805-966-3979 z~; fax 805-966-3970 
http://www.citizensplanning.org 1lii info@citizensplanning.org 
Comments on DWR's 
Draft State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report 
By: Carolee Krieger 
Co-Chair, Citizens Planning Association's Water Committee 
October 19, 2002 
The primary task ofThe State Water Project (SWP) Delivery Reliability Report (The 
Report) is to give land-use planners and the public, through the SWP contractors, an 
accurate idea of how much water will be available from the SWP for building homes, 
sustaining agriculture and supporting businesses. The draft Reliability Report dated 
August 2002, by the State Department of Water Resources (DWR), is misleading and 
contradictory. It needs to be revised. 
-The Report contains inaccurate numbers for purposes of planning development-
If, as the foreword to the Report states, DWR is trying "to assist the contractors of the 
SWP in assessment of the adequacy of the SWP component of their overall water 
supply," then it is imperative the contractors, planners and the public, who will be using 
this Report as a definitive document, be given a clear and accurate set of figures and 
percentage reliability in Table A. Long range plans, such as the state mandated Urban 
Water Management Plans, require accurate information in order to know if water will be 
there for new housing subdivisions and businesses. 
-Examples of how this report contains flawed assumptions and conclusions-
Mature Entitlements: 
Katherine Kelly, Chief of the State Water Project Planning Department, stated at the 
Public Hearing in Santa Barbara, that the Report establishes that "all entitlements 
matured in the 1990's." We believe this is not true. We believe that the vast majority, 
about 95% or more, of entitlement amounts "matured" (when they were brought on line 
by DWR) in the early 1980's. DWR Bulletin 132's for the 1980's and 1990's 
substantiate this. While Ms. Kelly is technically correct because the Santa Barbara/San 
Luis Obispo entitlements did not ''mature" until 1997, these entitlements represent less 
than 3% of the total entitlements for the State Water Project. For Ms. Kelly to make the 
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statement that she did, misleads the planners and the public in understanding the 
information in the Report. 
Reliability and Delivery: 
As Barbara McDonnell, DWR Division Chief, acknowledged at a meeting on September 
8th 2002 in Sacramento to discuss this Report, 50% reliability should be used for 
planning new housing developments. 50% of 4.1 million acre feet (MAF) is 
approximately 2 MAF of water a year for the entire SWP. This is higher than the average 
ofthe actual water delivered by the SWP in the most recent 11 years. From 1991, the 
worst year of the last extended drought, to 2001, the average annual actual delivery from 
the SWP was 1.86 MAF. 
75% of the SWP water is currently for urban use; 25% goes to agriculture. Urban users 
require a much higher standard of accuracy for water availability. Page 17 of the Report 
says "higher SWP reliability will be desired for permanent crops like orchards and 
vineyards." What about "permanent crops" like houses? People and homes can not be 
"fallowed" for a year or two and go without water the way crops can. It may happen that 
in the next 2 years a new set of Monterey Amendments to the SWP will be finalized. If 
they reflect the original intent of the 1996 Monterey Amendments, there will be no 
formal distinction between urban/industrial water and agricultural water. This will make 
accurate reliability forecasts even more critical for long range planning for development. 
Historic Deliveries 
The deduction on page 16 of this Report is seminal and misleading when compared to 
actual historical deliveries over the past 20 years or even the most recent 11 years of 
1991-2001. The Report states that, based on the simulations and modeling, 66% of the 
4.13 MAF (2.70MAF) will be available 75% ofthe time and 83% of the 4.13 MAF (3.40 
MAF) will be available 50% of the time. The average annual Table A deliveries from 
1991-2002 is 1,856,909 AF a year (or 1.86 MAF a year). The actual 1.86 MAF is much 
less than even 50% of the Table A 4.23 MAF (2.1 MAF=50%) "minimum project yield" 
(pre Monterey SWP contracts) or even the post Monterey Amendment "maximum project 
yield" of4.173 MAF(2.0 MAF=50%) [p.C-1 Appendix C]. This would confuse and 
mislead even the most diligent planner or citizen. 
Appendix D gives the actual SWP historical deliveries. We have been assured by 
Katherine Kelly, DWR Chief, Office ofSWP Planning, that the 1991 actual delivery 
figures will be included in the final SWP Reliability Report in this appendix. 
To say that •'past deliveries cannot accurately predict future deliveries (p.6)" is 
misleading. When planning for urban/industrial development, reliability must be 
considered for the long range life of housing projects and businesses and should be 
conservatively calculated. Actual deliveries from the recent past, 1991-2001, are a good 
gauge of what the SWP can do. The SWP has been approximately 96% complete since 
the early 1980's. Certainly from 1991 to the present, the full4.23 MAF Table A amount 
should be taken as the baseline demand. Based on what the SWP has actually delivered 
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from 1991-2001 ( 1.86 MAF), even using 50% reliability (2.0 MAF) for housing 
developments and businesses, delivery forecasts may not be conservative or safe enough. 
For simulations to be credible, it is our understanding that the assumptions used must be 
able to have the model reflect an accurate historical record of actual deliveries. This 
Report does not do this. Page 10 of the Report suggests this will be attempted in the 
future; but in the meantime, the present Report is fatally flawed by this lack. The 
simulations in Table B-3 through B-5 in the appendix reflect almost twice the amount of 
water than what was actually delivered in the recent worst drought year or 1991. This is 
very misleading and reflects the inaccuracy of the simulations used for this Report. 
Simulations must be subject to peer review to be credible. I do not believe this has been 
done in this case; peer review is essential to make the Report credible. 
"Table A is used to define each contractors proportion of available water supply the 
Department will allocate and deliver to the contractor." (p. 5 paragraph 2, Level of 
Demand). Because Table A is just a proportional amount, not a definitive amount, the 
Table A total amount should reflect the amount of water available in the worst case (i.e. 
drought) scenario with the understanding that the actual deliveries would be ratcheted up 
proportionately based on what was actually available at the time of delivery. IfTable A 
reflected the worst case scenario (i.e. 1991, .SMAF actually delivered), the "paper 
water" problem described in the PCL v DWR 3ra District Appeal Court decision would no 
longer exist. Planners would not be misled by contract amounts that could never be 
fulfilled and better planning for future urban development would occur. 
Appendix C discusses SWP Table A and further states that "Table A is simply a tool for 
apportioning available supply and cost obligations under the contract." (p.C-1). IfTable 
A is "simply a tool", then the total AF amount for Table A should not matter as long as 
the proportional division among the 29 contractors was accurate. The percentage 
component would still be there for allocating anything above the worst case situation. 
And planners, who might not fully understand all the nuances of this complex Report or 
the very long and complex contracts, would not be misled. In 1960 when the SWP was 
conceived, 4.23 MAF a year for the "minimum delivery" was a stab in the dark, a "wish 
and a prayer" according to the judges in the 3rd District Court of Appeal decision. We 
now know that the true "minimum yield" of the SWP is .5 MAF (1991 actual deliveries.) 
Table 3, SWP Delta Average & Dry-Year Table A Deliveries (p.l2) and Table B-2, SWP 
Delta Dry-Year Deliveries (p.B-2) are both very misleading. First, the figures in Table 3 
and those for Table B-2 are identical. This is misleading because the Tables, by their 
titles, are supposed to reflect different weather conditions. Second, and more 
importantly, if a planner were to use these Tables, he or she would very likely conclude 
that the SWP was "on average 72%-75% reliable, even in the worst times. This flatly 
contradicts the conclusions on p. 16 and in Appendix B-3 which state, "that in 75% of 
the years, the annual delivery reliability is estimated to be at or above 66% of full Table 
A amounts or 2.73 MAF. Similarly, annual delivery reliability during 50% of the years is 
estimated to be at or above 83% of full Table A or 3.43 MAF'' (p. B-3). 
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These numbers are confusing and do not even come close to reflecting what the SWP can 
and has actually delivered in the immediate past. The average annual actual SWP 
delivery from 1991-2001 is 1.86 MAF. So if planners and the public are actually 
counting on getting 3.43 MAF 50% of the time, they are out ofluck and the homes and 
businesses will not have enough water. Stated another way, using the DWR 3.43 MAF 
number but changing it to 100% of the time, the new number for reliability is 1.72 MAF 
and is available 100% of the time (increase their 50% to 100% and divide 3.43 in half 
to correspond to come to 1.72) would be more conservatively accurate.) 
The Metropolitan Water District Entitlement 
There is another major flaw with the numbers in this Report. The Metropolitan Water 
District (MWD) is entitled to half, 50%, of whatever the DWR can make available 
through the SWP. That is the proportional share for MWD. Historically, MWD has not 
ever taken its full share. This has drastically changed with the recently Federal mandated 
cut back to MWD's Colorado River water. The Report alludes to this on page 6 but does 
not appear to have calculated this into the figures in the simulations and models. With 
MWD taking its full share of available supply, all the other South of the Delta contractors 
(26 of the 29) will be getting a quantifiably lesser amount of water. This Report should 
include this scenario. 
-The Report ignores the effect of the Appellate ruling in PCL v. DWR-
The Report is not based on the pre-Monterey (1995) SWP contracts and as a result the 
Report contains inaccurate reliability numbers. :J 
The September 15, 2000 decision by the 3rd District Court of appeal in PCL v DWR, set 
aside the Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the Monterey Amendments to the SWP 
and required DWR to complete a new EIR. The new EIR has not been completed at this 
time and there is no certainty as to what the new amendments coming from this EIR will 
cover. DWR is currently in settlement negotiations with the plaintiffs over the September 
15,2000 decision by the 3rd District Court of Appeal. 
Effect of the Monterey Amendments and Articles 18(a) and 18(b) 
Because of the 3rd District Court of Appeal decision on September 15, 2000 in PCL v 
DWR, DWR must prepare a new EIR for the so called Monterey Amendments to the 
SWP contracts. Implicit in this new EIR will be the analysis of the pre-Monterey SWP 
contracts; especially a thorough analysis of Article 18(a) and Article 18(b) as they 
relate to SWP reliability. The analysis of Articles 18(a) & 18(b) must be a part of this 
Reliability Report as there is presently no final EIR for the proposed Monterey 
Amendment changes to the existing contracts. Nowhere in the existing Reliability Report 
is there any reference to the analysis of Articles 18(a) & (b) as being part of the 
background for this Report. This is a fatal oversight. 
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-The Report and the Media-
Local agencies and planners have been confused and misled by The Report. 
Unfortunately, the reliability numbers in this Report have already been used by the media 
and by the Lake Castaic Water Agency to say that there is plenty of water for the 
Newhall Ranch development of22,000 new homes. The Agency based this assumption 
on this draft DWR Reliability Report that says the SWP is 70%- 75% reliable. On 
October 10, the Daily News of Santa Clarita staff writer, Kathleen Sweeney, reported, 
"By using a computer model and 73 years of data, the state concluded that the State 
Water Project, using existing facilities and operated under current regulations, can deliver 
70 percent to 75 percent of the primary contractual supply now and in the future, the 
report said." This is considerably more than the SWP has EVER delivered on a reliable 
basis in its entire existence. 
Another instance of this Report being used in a misleading way occurred on October 7th 
at the Public Hearing held by DWR in Santa Barbara. Robert Almy, head of the Santa 
Barbara Water Agency, stated that SWP water was 76% reliable for development in 
Santa Barbara. He did this after Katherine Kelly from DWR explained that the 
percentage reliability figures were contingent on whether a contractor could take all the 
water when it was offered by DWR and store it in local facilities. There is NO such local 
storage available for Santa Barbara. 
In addition to requesting clarification and modification of The Report as outlined above, 
we would like to have the following questions addressed: 
Additional Questions: 
There is some discussion about Article 21 water (seep. 8 & 11); the so called "surplus" 
water. Please answer the following questions regarding Article 21 water: 
l. What determines when Article 21 water is available, over and above the 4 
conditions listed on page 11? 
2. How many times (please give specific dates) has there been Article 21 water 
actually not taken? 
3. What are the historic actual deliveries of Article 21 water from 1977-2001? 
4. How does the Environmental Water Account affect Article 21 water? 
5. If Article 21 water were stored in the Kern Fan Element (owned by DWR pre 
Monterey Amendments), would this, in fact, increase the SWP overall reliability to 
all South of the Delta contractors (26 of the 29 contractors)? 
Some further questions: 
1. How does the 1994 Bay Delta Accord Agreement (where 800,000 AF of water is 
to be withdrawn from the SWP and CVP [combined] for the environment in 
times of drought) affect the reliability ofSWP water? 
2. IfDWR is not accurate and contractors base Urban Water Management Plans and 
other plans on faulty information, is DWR liable? Who is accountable for 
accurate information? 
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3. How are SWP, CVP water and local Kern River water separated at the Delta for 
accounting purposes? 
4. How does the simulation model track water? Does the water tracked include groundwater as 
well as surface water? How is the groundwater measured? 
5. Where does the water for the SWP originate?. What are all the sources of water 
used in the simulation and models for this Report? 
We would like to formally request that these comments and questions, along with all 
others submitted, and the responses by DWR become a formal part of the SWP Delivery 
Reliability Report as an appendix. Given that so much potential development depends on 
this Report.1 the public and planners need to see what the public's concerns are and how 
DWR addresses these concerns. These comments are submitted on behalf of the Citizens 
Planning Association of Santa Barbara County. 
Respectfully submitted by: Carolee K. Krieger 
Citizens Planning Association 
916 Anacapa Street 
Santa Barbara, CA 93101 
Ph: (805) 966-3979 or (805) 969-0824 
Email: ca roleekrieger@cox.net 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA-- THE RESOURCES AGENCY GRAY DAVIS, Governor 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
1416 NINTH STREET, P.O. BOX 942836 
SACRAMENTO, CA 94236-0001 
(916) 653-5791 
Ms. Carolee K. Krieger, Co-Chair 
March 24, 2003 
Citizen's Planning Association's Water Committee 
of Santa Barbara County, Inc. 
916 Anacapa Street 
Santa Barbara, California 93101 
Dear Ms. Krieger: 
Thank you for your comments of October 19, 2002, on the Draft State Water 
Project Delivery Reliability Report. We welcome the interest this draft report has 
generated and are pleased to provide responses to your questions and concerns. 
In general, you believe the draft report misleads planners and the public by 
presenting estimates of the delivery ability of the State Water Project that are much 
higher than deliveries that have been made in the past. The studies contained in the 
report use a computer simulation model, CALSIM II. The simulation covers a 73 year 
period, 1922-1994, which contains a wide range of wet periods and dry periods. The 
studies account for current environmental regulation of exports and, depending upon 
the study, contain estimates for current or projected levels of SWP demand. I believe 
that you would agree that more water would be delivered in a wet year now, when SWP 
demand is near the 4 million acre-feet per year level, than in a wet year in the late 
1970s, when the demand was near 2 maf/yr. Your point is that the estimated amounts 
are just too large to be credible, given the operational experience over the past 1 0 to 
20 years. 
During the late 1980s and much of the 1990s, there was great operational 
uncertainty for the SWP. The reductions in SWP exports due to "take" limitations for 
fish protected under the Endangered Species Act had a very significant impact on the 
delivery ability of the SWP. This uncertainty was so great that it led to the signing of the 
Bay-Delta Accord ( 1994 ), which defined measures for environmental protection and 
regulatory stability, and the implementation of the CALFED Program. Since 1994, the 
Department of Water Resources and the associated CALFED agencies have 
implemented actions to significantly reduce SWP operational uncertainties. These 
include additional operational requirements for fish protection, implementation of the 
Environmental Water Account, and greatly improved coordination between DWR, the 
Bureau of Reclamation, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the National Marine 
Fisheries Service, and the Department of Fish and Game. 
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2001 is the first year that contractors' requests exceeded 4.0 mat. Since the 
2001 model study includes water demands that are significantly higher than historical 
levels, modeled water deliveries often exceed historical deliveries. The demands 
assumed in the model simulations serve as the upper limit for SWP deliveries. The 
simulation will export as much as allowable to meet the assumed demand. Therefore, 
during wet times, the amount of delivery is often controlled by the assumed demand. 
During dry periods, the assumed demands do not control the amount of delivery 
because water supply is the limiting factor. A good way to analyze how well CALSIM II 
simulates water system operations and other legal uses of water within the Sacramento 
Valley, therefore, is to compare the results of the 2001 study to a recent dry period. 
A comparison of adjusted historical and CALSIM II deliveries for the 1987-1992 
dry period is attached (Attachment 1 ). It illustrates two things. First, the Delta 
protection standards currently in place, per the State Water Resources Control Board's 
Decision 1641, are more restrictive to operations and reduce the allowable amount of 
SWP export when compared to those in place prior to 1994. Secondly, the study 
shows, once the previous standards (SWRCB Decision 1485) are used by CALSIM II to 
simulate the system and the results are adjusted for differences between the actual and 
modeled values for storage at the beginning and end of the period, the average water 
deliveries estimated by CALSIM II are very close to the actual historic amounts 
(50 taf/yr lower). This is an important conclusion that should help improve general 
confidence in using CALSIM II as an analytical tool. It does not, however, address the 
accuracy of the results for other hydrologic periods. This task will be undertaken in the 
model evaluation effort. 
In the draft report, DWR committed to an evaluation of the adequacy of using 
CALSIM II for estimating SWP delivery ability. This effort is underway and consists of 
the simulation of the recent drought period ( 1987 -1992), a simulation of a longer historic 
period (described in Attachment 2), a sensitivity analysis of the key parameters of 
CALSIM II, and a peer review conducted by the CALFED Science Program. The entire 
evaluation is expected to be completed within a year. 
Attachment 3, "Model Water Accounting and Water Rights," addresses your 
question regarding the method used in CALSIM II to track water sources and uses. 
Attachment 4 responds specifically to other questions and comments contained in your 
letter. 
DWR plans to finalize the SWP Delivery Reliability Report in the near future. We 
recognize that this is an ongoing process and plan to revise the report frequently. We 
commit to involving the public in the discussions and analyses regarding the sufficiency 
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of CALSIM II. We encourage the exploration of alternative methods of evaluating SWP 
delivery ability or different ways of using CALSIM II for this evaluation. DWR will work 
with all interested parties with the expectation that the next report will have greater 
support. 
Your letter, as well as all others, commenting on the draft report and the 
corresponding responses will be included in an appendix to the final report. In addition, 
they are posted on the State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report website 
(http://swpdeliverv.water.ca.gov). 
Thank you for your comments. If you wish to discuss this further, please call me 
at (916) 653-1099. For technical information, please contact Francis Chung, Chief of 
DWR's Bay-Delta Office Modeling Support Branch, at (916) 653-5924. 
Attachments 
Sincerely, 
1(atlierine P. :I(f[{y 
Katherine F. Kelly, Chief 
Bay-Delta Office 
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Comparison of Historical and CALSIM II Deliveries for 1987-1992 
As explained on page 6 of the draft report, past deliveries cannot accurately 
predict future deliveries. There have been continual, significant changes in the factors 
that determine State Water Project water delivery, including water demand. SWP Water 
contractors' requests for water have increased in recent years and 2001 is the first year 
that requests exceeded 4.0 million acre-feet per year (as shown in the attached 
Figure 1 ). 
The 2001 model study used for the draft report assumes that current water-use 
conditions, including water demands, exist for each year analyzed in the 73-year model 
study. Since the 2001 model study includes water demands that are significantly higher 
than historical levels, modeled water deliveries often exceed historical deliveries. One 
exception to this would be during dry periods because supply, not demand, determines 
the amount of water delivery. 
Historical values for SWP Table A deliveries from the Delta have been compared 
to the Table A delivery values of the 2001 model study for the dry period of 1987 
through 1992 to assess how well CALSIM II simulates supply-limited conditions for a 
recent period. This comparison requires three adjustments to be made for the results to 
be comparable. One adjustment is made to the historical delivery data and two are 
made to the conditions assumed for CALSIM II. 
The historical delivery data are adjusted to be comparable to the model results 
as follows. Historically, a portion of the annual water allocation is carried over in SWP 
storage facilities and delivered in the following year. The CALSIM II model does not 
currently have criteria and procedures to allow carryover of allocated water from one 
year to the next. To make the historical data comparable to model data, the historical 
Table A delivery data was adjusted to show all the "carryover water'' being delivered in 
the year of allocation rather than the following year. The adjusted historical and 2001 
model study deliveries for the 1987 through 1992 dry period are compared in Figure 2. 
The modeled average delivery for this period is 1 ,670 taf/yr compared to the 
historical average of 2,030 taf/yr in CALSIM II format. 
The two adjustments made to CALSIM II are 1) changing the regulatory 
requirements for Delta operation to match the ones in place during 1987-92, and 
2) adjusting the reservoir storages at the beginning of the period to match those that 
actually existed at that time. 
The 2001 model study in the draft report includes regulatory constraints that were 
not applicable to the 1987-1992 period (State Water Resources Control Board Decision 
1641 ). For comparison purposes, a special 2001 model study was completed with the 
regulations that were in effect at that time (Decision 1485). As shown in Figure 3, this 
study produces higher SWP deliveries than the original study with the D-1641 
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constraints. The study's modeled average delivery for this period is 1,910 taf/yr, 
compared to the average of 1,670 taf/yr for the original study. A comparison of the 
revised study results with the historical deliveries is shown as Figure 3. 
Modeled SWP demand for 1986, a wet year just before the dry period, is 
3,345 taf compared to the historical request of 2,364 taf. As a result of this higher 
model demand, modeled SWP storage at the beginning of the dry period is 
approximately 420 taf lower than the historical SWP storage. The modeled storage at 
the end of the dry period is essentially the same as the historical value. There is, 
therefore, an additional420 taf of supply that would have been delivered in the model 
and the CALSIM delivery amounts during the dry period should be adjusted accordingly. 
To adjust for the 420 taf difference in storage, 70 taf was added to the modeled delivery 
for each of the six years in the dry period. This adjustment raises the average model 
delivery for the dry period to 1 ,980 taf/yr, 50 taf/yr lower than the historical average of 
2030 taf/yr (Figure 4 ). 
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CALSIM II Evaluation 
DWR's Bay-Delta Office is currently undertaking a "historical project operations 
study" to investigate the accuracy of the model's water supply estimates. The purpose 
of the historical project operations study is to compare CALSIM II results with historical 
operations and investigate the source of any differences in historical and simulated 
performance. The historical project operations studies is part of a larger 
CALSIM II evaluation process. Other components of this evaluation will include a 
survey of stakeholders; a model peer review by leading academics and practitioners; 
and a sensitivity analysis on model inputs and parameters. Initial results from the 
historical project operations study are expected to be available by March 2003. 
The historical project operations study, conducted by DWR, will compare 
CALSIM II model results to recent historical operations for water years 1975 to 1998. 
This 24-year period includes both the 1976-77 and 1987-92 droughts. It also includes 
water year 1998 that is one of two years for which detailed analysis of historical water 
supply and demand is being conducted as part of the California Water Plan Update 
2003 (Bulletin 160-03). 
For the historical project operations study, input to the current CALSIM II model 
will be changed to reflect historical conditions. The inflow hydrology will be revised to 
reflect historical rather than current or projected level of development. Demand will be 
calculated for the historical land use, based on DWR's land surveys and county 
commissioners' reports, rather than a fixed level of development. Project contracts and 
entitlements will be changed to their historical level. Lastly operation logic will be 
changed to reflect the changing regulatory base line such as the release of the State 
Water Resources Control Board 1995 Water Quality Control Plan and State and fedaral 
biological opinions for Delta smelt and Chinook salmon. 
The study will be limited in geographical scope to a dynamic operation of the 
Sacramento Valley, the Delta, and CVP-SWP facilities south of the Delta. Delta inflows 
from the San Joaquin Valley and the East Side Streams will be fixed at their historical 
level. In dry years when the system is system is supply limited, the SWP target 
demands will be set equal to the historical requests. In wet years when the system is 
demand driven, target demands will be set equal to historical deliveries. Similarly for 
the CVP, historical requests or annual contract amounts will be an upper bound on CVP 
deliveries. 
Modeling of the CVP-SWP system and areas contributory to the Sacramento-
San Joaquin Delta requires considerable input data. The majority of the data relates to 
either system inflows or demand data for the 73-year period of simulation. As described 
in page 7 of the report, DWR has committed to undertake a sensitivity analysis on SWP 
water delivery reliability. This analysis would examine the effects of certain 
assumptions, parameters and input data on model results. The aim of the sensitivity 
analysis is to identify the input data that most strongly affect model results so that future 
1 
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work within the Department can be focused on refining estimates of these key 
determinants. 
The current representation of groundwater in CALSIM II is only a first step 
towards developing a fully integrated groundwater surface water model. The 
Department is currently developing the Central Valley Groundwater Surface water 
Model with the eventual aim of linking this model to CALSIM II to study impacts of 
surface water operations, groundwater pumping and land use change on groundwater 
elevations. The current groundwater model component of CALSIM II affects surface 
water operations through the calculation of the stream-groundwater interaction. There 
is considerable uncertainty about the magnitude of this interaction. In areas with high 
groundwater levels, groundwater inflow to streams is a function of groundwater head. 
In areas of low groundwater elevation where stream seepage flows to the groundwater, 
there is an assumed hydraulic disconnect between the stream and the aquifer so that 
seepage is independent of groundwater elevation. It is acknowledged that groundwater 
elevations are not accurately modeled in CALSIM II. As calculated by CALSIM II, 
groundwater inflows to the stream system in the upper Sacramento Valley average 255 
taf/yr. Stream losses to groundwater in the lower Sacramento Valley average 40 taf/yr. 
This compares with an average annual Sacramento River inflow to the Delta (at 
Freeport) of approximately 16 maf/yr. 
In any discussion on model "calibration" it is important to remember that 
CALSIM II is a mass-balance accounting model and not a distributed hydrologic model 
that simulates a physical process. It is also important to understand that the hydrology 
development is based on historical gage data. Valley floor accretions and depletions 
are calculated as closure terms in a hydrologic mass balance calculated for each 
Depletion Study Area. The accretions represent local ungaged runoff into the stream 
system and are calculated based on gage data for stream inflows and outflows across 
the hydrologic boundary and estimates of urban and agricultural consumptive use of 
applied water within the region. The accretions and depletions also contain all the 
errors in the mass balance stemming from poor gage data or incorrect estimates of 
groundwater extraction or agricultural and urban water use. True calibration techniques 
can only be applied to a few components of the CALSIM II model, such as the Artificial 
Neural Network used for determining flow-salinity relationships in the Delta and the multi 
cell groundwater model. 
2 
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Model Water Accounting and Water Rights 
CALSIM II has the ability to track water throughout the system by splitting 
network arcs into sub-arcs. For example a delivery to a certain region within the 
Sacramento Valley may be sub-divided into deliveries to Central Valley Project 
water service contractors and senior water right holders (Settlement contractors). 
Once water reaches the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta there is no 
differentiation between different water types or sources. Water available for 
export at the Delta is calculated as Delta inflow less the required Delta outflow to 
meet regulatory standards, less in-Delta consumptive use. Water available for 
export is shared between the CVP and State Water Project according to the 
formula defined in the Coordinated Operations Agreement. 
The COA, authorized by U.S. Congress and signed in 1986, is a 
permanent agreement between Reclamation and The Department of Water 
Resources to coordinate the operations of the CVP and SWP. Its purpose is to 
ensure each project obtains its share of water from the Delta while meeting 
obligations to protect other beneficial uses of water in the Sacramento Valley and 
the Delta. Coordinated operations also increase the overall efficiency of the 
projects. The agreement was negotiated in the context of regulatory 
requirements stipulated by SWRCB D-1485. Both projects have responsibilities 
to meet "in-basin use" within the Sacramento Basin and must share the available 
water for export at the Delta. In-basin use covers all legal use of water in the 
Sacramento Basin including project storage withdrawals to meet contract 
demands, in-Delta consumptive use and required Delta outflow for maintaining 
Delta water quality standards. 
Balanced water conditions exist in the Delta when upstream releases from 
project storage plus unregulated flows equals the water supply needs of the 
basin plus project exports. Under these conditions COA defines a sharing 
formula for meeting in-basin use and for the partition of excess flow. The 
responsibility for meeting in-basin use with storage withdrawals is shared 
75 percent for the CVP, 25 percent for the SWP. The capture and/or export of 
excess flows are shared 55 percent for the CVP, 45 percent for the SWP. A 
project's share of surplus flows includes project storage increase (after 
accounting for Trinity River imports into the Sacramento River) and Delta 
exports. Any water that is not used by one project is available for use by the 
other project or flows into San Francisco Bay as Delta surplus. Implementation 
of COA is simplified in CALSIM II. The model operates to COA sharing formulas 
to the extent possible within each time-step. Imbalances may occur due to 
pumping or capacity restrictions but are not carried forward to the next time step. 
In reality, CVP and SWP operators will track and attempt to reconcile these 
imbalances later in the year. 
Areas upstream of the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta are divided into 
hydrologic basins or units known as Depletion Study Areas. Sacramento Valley 
1 
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demands are calculated for each DSA based on current or projected land use 
estimates. With the exception of the Greater Sacramento metropolitan area, 
agricultural demands are lumped together with outdoor urban water demand. 
Indoor urban water use is only modeled in the Sacramento region. Elsewhere 
indoor urban water use is not modeled as it is non-consumptive. Demands are 
classified as CVP project, SWP project, or non-project. Non-project demands 
correspond to riparian and appropriative water right holders. CVP project 
demands are sub-divided into several classes based on contract type; service 
contractors are differentiated from settlement contractors (senior water right 
holders). Similarly, SWP senior water rights holders on the Feather River are 
differentiated from SWP contractors. Demands may be represented as a time 
series, varying by month and year, or more simply as twelve repeating monthly 
values. 
The split between project and non-project demands in CALSIM II was 
determined by comparing the project acreage within each DSA to the total crop 
acreage within each DSA. These ratios are then applied to the total demand to 
determine the project and non-project demand components. The following table 
lists the percent project I non-project spilt for each Sacramento Valley DSA: 
p . tl ro)ec non- . t rt pro)eC SPII 
DSA Project% by Non-project % 
land area by land area 
10 19 81 
12 75 25 
15 66 34 
58 90 10 
65 12 88 
69 70 30 
70 71 29 
Project and non-project water is separately tracked within the Sacramento 
Valley. Non-project demands cannot be met from water released from storage in 
project reservoirs. Otherwise surface water availability is the only limiting factor 
in meeting non-project demands. Diversions to meet project demands are limited 
by the contract amount less any imposed annual deficiencies or cuts in allocation 
as specified in the terms of contract and dynamically calculated each year by 
CALSIM II. 
Groundwater pumping is only available to meet local agricultural and 
municipal and industrial demands. In the Sacramento Valley minimum annual 
groundwater pumping is specified for each of the seven DSAs to represent 
farmers and urban municipalities that do not have access to surface water. 
Otherwise groundwater is treated as a secondary or contingent supply to surface 
water. Source water to meet local demands is allocated according to the 
following priorities: 
2 
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• Demands are first met by groundwater pumping, up to the minimum 
specified volume; 
• Demands are subsequently met by surface water diversions: 
• up to the contract amount for project demands; 
• and up to surface water availability for riparian demands 
(unimpairing river flow for project storage operations); 
• Any difference between supply and demand is met by additional pumping, 
no shortages occur. 
Minimum groundwater pumping volumes for each DSA are based on 
historical groundwater pumping for water years 1981-1993 as estimated by the 
Central Valley Groundwater Surface water Model. 
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Responses to Comments of Carolee K. Krieger 
Citizen's Planning Association of Santa Barbara County, Inc. 
(Letter dated October 19, 2002) 
Comment: A reliability of 50 percent should be used for planning new housing 
developments. 
Response: The State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report contains the best 
information currently available on the delivery capability of the State Water Project. It 
does not analyze how specific local water agencies integrate SWP water into the 
management of their water supply. Integration of the various supplies available to a 
local area involves decisions traditionally done at the local level. The Department of 
Water Resources believes it is appropriate that local officials continue to fill this role. 
Comment: Include 1991 deliveries in Appendix D. 
Response: Historical deliveries for all years beginning in 1968 will be included in 
Appendix D of the final report. 
Comment: The 1991 delivery of 0.5 million acre feet reflects the true minimum 
delivery. 
Response: The SWP Table A delivery of 549 taf in 1991 is lowest amount the project 
has delivered in a drought period. Future minimum deliveries will depend not only on 
the severity of the drought but also the allocation process in effect at that time and 
decisions regarding carryover storage. 
Comment: The modeling did not assume the appropriate demand for Metropolitan 
Water District (50 percent of total). 
Response: The MWD demands for the 2001 Study and the 2021A Study were 
obtained from MWD and are often less than their Table A amount. The 20218 Study 
assumes that MWD demand is at their maximum Table A amount of 2,011.5 taf every 
year. 
Comment: The effect of the Monterey amendments and Articles 18(a) and 18(b) is not 
taken into account. 
Response: The SWP will be operated pursuant to the Monterey Amendments and new 
amendments pending completion of a new EIR addressing the Monterey Amendments 
and termination of the related litigation. If the operational rules change at that time, they 
1 
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will be reflected in future analyses. The impact of the amendments upon the delivery 
ability of the SWP will be analyzed in the Environmental Impact Report. 
Comment: What determines when Article 21 water is available, over and above the 4 
conditions listed on page 11? 
Response: All conditions related to the delivery of Article 21 water are contained on 
page 11 of the draft report. 
Comment: How many times (please give specific dates) has there been Article 21 
water actually not taken? 
Response: From 1994 through 2001, the availability of Article 21 supplies exceeded 
the SWP contractors' requests for this type of supply. During 2002, all available 
Article 21 supply was allocated amongst participating contractors. 
Comment: What are the actual historical deliveries of Article 21 water from 1977 to 
2001? 
Response: The historical annual SWP Article 21 deliveries for 1968-2002 will be 
included in the final report. 
Comment: How does the Environmental Water Account affect Article 21 water? 
Response: The EWA program cannot adversely impact SWP operations, including the 
availability of Article 21 water, as stated in the CALFED Record of Decision. 
Comment: If Article 21 water were stored in the Kern Fan Element (owned by DWR 
pre Monterey amendments), would this increase the SWP overall reliability to all South 
of Delta contractors? 
Response: During excess conditions any additional storage downstream of the Delta 
would increase the overall delivery capability of the SWP. 
Comment: How does the 1994 Bay-Delta Accord agreement affect the reliability of 
SWP water? 
Response: During the late 1980s and most of the 1990s there was great operational 
uncertainty for the SWP. The reductions in SWP exports due to "take" limitations for 
fish protected under the Endangered Species Act had a significant impact on the 
delivery ability of the SWP. This uncertainty lead to the signing of the Bay-Delta Accord 
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(1994), which defined measures for environmental protection and regulatory stability, 
and the implementation of the CALF ED Program. Since 1994, DWR and the associated 
CALFED agencies have implemented actions to significantly reduce SWP operational 
uncertainties. These include additional operational requirements for fish protection, 
implementation of the Environmental Water Account and greatly improved coordination 
between DWR, the Bureau of Reclamation, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the 
National Marine Fisheries Service, and the Department of Fish and Game. 
Comment: If DWR is not accurate and contractors base Urban Water Management 
Plans and other plans on faulty information, is DWR liable? Who is accountable for 
accurate information? 
Response: DWR puts out information that is, to the best of its ability, accurate. DWR 
takes pains to set forth the tools and assumptions it employs in making its estimates, 
and expressly recognizes the inherently speculative nature of predicting future water 
supply. There is no legal basis for liability under these circumstances. 
Comment: Where does the water for the SWP originate? What are all the sources of 
water used in the simulation and models for this report? 
Response: SWP water originates from project water rights on the Feather River, 
surplus water in the Delta and Kern River inflow to the California Aqueduct. These are 
also the sources of SWP water for model simulations described in the report. 
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CITY OF ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA 
Planning Department 
October 31, 2002 
Attention: SWP Water Delivery Report 
California Department of Water Resources 
P. 0. Box 942836 
Sucra::nento, California 94236-0001 
RE: Water Project Delivery Reliability Report 
Thank you for the opportunity to review the above-referenced document. City staff has reviewed 
the document and has no comments at this time. 
Please forward any subsequent public notices and/or environmental documents regarding this 
project to my attention at the address listed below. 
If you have any questions regarding this response, please do not hesitate to contact me at 
(714) 765-5139, Extension 5738. 
Sincerely, 
cY-fr2-
tJ"ustin R. PD.ers ~ 
Planner 
200 South Anaheim Boulevard 
P.O. Box 3222, Anaheim, California 92803 • (714) 765-5139 • www.anaheim.net 
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DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
1416 NINTH STREET, P.O. BOX 942836 
SACRAMENTO, CA 94236-0001 
(916) 653-5791 
Mr. Justin R. Powers 
Planner 
City of Anaheim 
Post Office Box 3222 
Anaheim, California 92803 
Dear Mr. Powers: 
The State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report 
GRAY DAVIS, Govemor 
February 3, 2003 
Thank you for your comments of October 31, 2002, on the Draft State Water 
Project Delivery Reliability Report. We welcome the interest this draft report has 
generated. 
Your letter, as well as all others, commenting on the draft report and the 
corresponding responses will be included in an appendix to the final report. In addition, 
they are posted on the State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report website 
(http://swpdelivery. water .ca.gov). 
The Department of Water Resources plans to finalize the SWP Delivery 
Reliability Report in the near future. We recognize that this is an ongoing process and 
plan to revise the report at least every two years. 
If you need additional information or would like to discuss this further, please call 
me at (916) 653-1099. For further technical information, please call Francis Chung, 
Chief of DWR's Bay-Delta Office Modeling Support Branch, at (916) 653-5924. 
Sincerely, 
1(atlierine P. 1(e[(y 
Katherine F. Kelly, Chief 
Bay-Delta Office 
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CITY OF MONTEREY PARK 
320 West Newmark AvL'J?u~ Monb!rq P11rk, Ca/lfom/11 91754-2896 
.. _, .-.·.·-
November 1, 2002 
Ms. Katherine Kelly 
Department of Water Resources 
Attn: SWP Water Delivery Report, Room 215-37 
PO Box 942836 






&nj.amin "Ffiinl<" Venli 
RE: THE STATE WATER PROJECT DELIVERY RELIABILITY REPORT-
COMMENTS ON DRAFT REPORT 
Dear Ms. Kelly: 
NOV -5 2002. 
The City of Monterey Park appreciates the opportunity to review and provide comments on the 
subject report. The City of Monterey Park has been an active San Gabriel Valley advocate regarding 
the water supply and quality that is eventually drawn for the City. Although the City does not rely 
directly on State facilities for providing our residents and commercial businesses with water, any 
reductions related to water replenishment programs in this area would adversely affect our community 
as it pertains to existing conditions and future growth and development. Accordingly, delivery of 
adequate water supply for this region is imperative and supported. 
Recently, City Public Works staff has worked with consultants on the modeling for future water 
demand by the City, and can be forwarded to you upon request if pertinent to the State's analysis. 
If you have any questions regarding the above stated comments, please feel free to contact Angel 




C: Ron Merry, Director of Public Works 
Angel Marquez, Water Utility Manager 
Maria Baldenegro, Assistant Planner 
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DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
1416 NINTH STREET, P.O. BOX 942836 
SACRAMENTO, CA 94236-0001 
(916) 653-5791 
Mr. Ray Hamada 
Planning Manager 
City of Monterey Park 
320 West Newmark Avenue 
The State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report 
February 3, 2003 
Monterey Park, California 91754-2896 
Dear Mr. Hamada: 
GRAY DAVIS, Governor 
Thank you for your comments of November 1, 2002, on the Draft State Water 
Project Delivery Reliability Report. We welcome the interest this draft report has 
generated. 
Your letter, as well as all others, commenting on the draft report and the 
corresponding responses will be included in an appendix to the final report. In addition, 
they are posted on the State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report website 
(http://swpdeliverv.water.ca.gov). 
The Department of Water Resources plans to finalize the SWP Delivery 
Reliability Report in the near future. We recognize that this is an ongoing process and 
plan to revise the report at least every two years. 
If you need additional information or would like to discuss this further, please call 
me at (916) 653-1099. For further technical information, please call Francis Chung, 
Chief of DWR's Bay-Delta Office Modeling Support Branch, at (916) 653-5924. 
cc: (See attached list.) 
Sincerely, 
'l(j;ttlierine P. 1(e{{y 
Katherine F. Kelly, Chief 
Bay-Delta Office 
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February 3, 2003 
Mr. Ron Merry 
Director of Public Works 
City of Monterey Park 
320 West Newmark Avenue 
Monterey Park, California 91754-2896 
Mr. Angel Marquez 
Water Utility Manager 
City of Monterey Park 
320 West Newmark Avenue 
Monterey Park, California 91754-2896 
Ms. Maria Baldenegro 
Assistant Planner 
City of Monterey Park 
320 West Newmark Avenue 
Monterey Park, California 91754-2896 
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Mr. Steve Macaulay 
Chief Deputy Director 
California Department of Water Resources 
1416 Ninth Street 
P.O. Box 942836 
Sacramento, CA 94236 
Dear Steve Macaulay, 
August 29,2002 
I have just had the opportunity to look at the Draft August 2002 report "The State 
Water Project Delivery Reliability Report." I greatly appreciate the effort that has gone 
into this assessment and expect that a final report will be tremendously important for 
long-term policy decisions. 
Nevertheless, the current report has some serious problems. Some of these may 
be simple problems with the way that the report describes the modeling and results; but 
some are apparently problems with the modeling work itself. 
In particular, the level of delivery reliability projected in the model for 2001-2021 
(such as summarized in Tables 1-3), appear to be far higher (around 3 MAF or more) 
than actual average historical deliveries (closer to 2 MAF). This result strongly suggests 
that the (i) model is not calibrated properly, (ii) that it fails to include some important 
factors, or (iii) that some conditions have recently changed that are taken into account in 
the model, but that are not reflected in the historical data. It is not possible, given the 
information in the report, to determine which of these possibilities is correct. 
I also note that no comparison of model and historical deliveries is presented in 
the report- a flaw that makes it impossible for the reader to evaluate model calibration. If 
there is a problem with model calibration, it calls into question the applicability of the 
CALSIM estimates for a wide range of other policy efforts, including the ongoing 
Bulletin 160 work. This needs to be addressed, quickly and clearly. 
I urge that the report be modified to include (i) explicit assessment and calibration 
of the model in the context of actual SWP deliveries; (ii) a revised set of model runs if the 
model calibration proves bad; and (iii) explicit discussion/explanation of why the report 
suggests that it will be possible for the SWP to produce reliable deliveries substantially 
higher (perhaps 50% higher) than long-term historical deliveries. If the model proves 
incorrect, policies based on this report's results could be seriously in error. 
I appreciate the opportunity to offer comments and I look forward to seeing a 
revised Reliability Report. 
Sincerely, 
Dr. Peter H. Gleick 
! 
654 1 JTH STREET. SUITE 104 
OAKLAND. CA 94612. U.S.A. 
WWW.PACIN5T.ORG 
PRINTED ON 1 00"'. RECYCLED PAPER 
0 E;!} 
PHONE: 510 251·1600 
FAX: 510 251-2203 
E-MAIL: PISTAFF@PACIN5T.ORG 
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DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
1416 NINTH STREET, P.O. BOX 942836 
SACRAMENTO, CA 94236--0001 
(916) 653-5791 
Dr. Peter H. Gleick 
Pacific Institute 
654 13th Street, Suite 1 04 
Oakland, California 94612 
Dear Dr. Gleick: 
Tbe State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report 
GRAY DAVIS, Governor 
March 26, 2003 
This is in response to your comments of August 29, 2002 to Mr. Steve Macaulay, 
Chief Deputy Director of the Department of Water Resources, on the Draft State Water 
Project Delivery Reliability Report. 
Time has been taken to develop additional technical information to respond to 
your, and other's, concern that the level of delivery reliability projected by the draft 
report is questionable because it is much greater than the historical deliveries of the 
State Water Project. You state this situation calls into question the validity of the results 
and, because no comparison of the model results with historical values is presented in 
the draft report, it is impossible for the reader to determine the credibility of the results. 
In the draft report, DWR committed to an evaluation of the adequacy of using 
CALSIM II for estimating SWP delivery ability. This effort is underway and consists of a 
simulation of a recent drought period, a simulation of a longer historic period, a 
sensitivity analysis of the key parameters of CALSIM II and a peer review conducted by 
the CALFED Science Program. Attachment 1 contains the analysis comparing 
CALSIM II results with actual SWP deliveries for the most recent drought period 
(1987-1992). The entire evaluation is expected to be completed within a year. 
The 1987-1992 comparison illustrates two things. First, the CALSIM II study 
contained in the report estimates average deliveries during this period to be significantly 
lower than the corresponding historic average. This difference is primarily due to 
stricter Delta water quality standards. Delta protection standards currently in place, per 
the State Water Resources Control Board's Decision 1641, are more restrictive to 
operations and reduce the allowable amount of SWP export when compared to those in 
place during the drought. Secondly, the study shows, once the previous standards 
(SWRCB Decision 1485) are used by CALSIM II to simulate the system and the results 
are adjusted for differences between the actual and modeled values for storage at the 
beginning and end of the period, the average water deliveries estimated by CALSIM II 
are very close to the actual historic amounts (50 taf/yr lower) . 
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Dr. Peter H. Gleick 
March 26, 2003 
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This is an important conclusion that should help improve general confidence in 
using CALSIM II as an analytical tool. It does not, however, address the accuracy of the 
results for other hydrologic periods. This task is being done under the simulation of the 
longer historic period. 
DWR plans to finalize the SWP Delivery Reliability Report in the near future. We 
recognize that this is an ongoing process and plan to revise the report frequently. We 
commit to involving the public in the discussions and analyses regarding the sufficiency 
of CALSIM II. Your letter, as well as all others, commenting on the draft report and the 
corresponding responses will be included in a appendix to the final report. In addition, 
they are posted on the State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report website 
(http://swpdeliverv. water.ca.gov ). 
Thank you for your comments. If you wish to discuss this further, please call me 
at (916) 653-1099. For technical information, please contact Francis Chung, Chief of 
DWR's Modeling Support Branch, at (916) 653-5924. 
Attachments 
Sincerely, 
'l(fltlierine P. 1{e[(y 
Katherine F. Kelly, Chief 
Bay-Delta Office 
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Comparison of Historical and CALSIM II Deliveries for 1987-1992 
As explained on page 6 of the draft report, past deliveries cannot accurately 
predict future deliveries. There have been continual, significant changes in the factors 
that determine State Water Project water delivery, including water demand. SWP Water 
contractors' requests for water have increased in recent years and 2001 is the first year 
that requests exceeded 4.0 million acre-feet per year (as shown in the attached 
Figure 1 ). 
The 2001 model study used for the draft report assumes that current water-use 
conditions, including water demands, exist for each year analyzed in the 73-year model 
study. Since the 2001 model study includes water demands that are significantly higher 
than historical levels, modeled water deliveries often exceed historical deliveries. One 
exception to this would be during dry periods because supply, not demand, determines 
the amount of water delivery. 
Historical values for SWP Table A deliveries from the Delta have been compared 
to the Table A delivery values of the 2001 model study for the dry period of 1987 
through 1992 to assess how well CALSIM II simulates supply-limited conditions for a 
recent period. This comparison requires three adjustments to be made for the results to 
be comparable. One adjustment is made to the historical delivery data and two are 
made to the conditions assumed for CALSIM II. 
The historical delivery data are adjusted to be comparable to the model results 
as follows. Historically, a portion of the annual water allocation is carried over in SWP 
storage facilities and delivered in the following year. The CALSIM II model does not 
currently have criteria and procedures to allow carryover of allocated water from one 
year to the next. To make the historical data comparable to model data, the historical 
Table A delivery data was adjusted to show all the "carryover water'' being delivered in 
the year of allocation rather than the following year. The adjusted historical and 2001 
model study deliveries for the 1987 through 1992 dry period are compared in Figure 2. 
The modeled average delivery for this period is 1 ,670 taf/yr compared to the 
historical average of 2,030 taf/yr in CALSIM II format. 
The two adjustments made to CALSIM II are 1) changing the regulatory 
requirements for Delta operation to match the ones in place during 1987-92, and 
2) adjusting the reservoir storages at the beginning of the period to match those that 
actually existed at that time. 
The 2001 model study in the draft report includes regulatory constraints that were 
not applicable to the 1987-1992 period (State Water Resources Control Board Decision 
1641 ). For comparison purposes, a special 2001 model study was completed with the 
regulations that were in effect at that time (Decision 1485). As shown in Figure 3, this 
study produces higher SWP deliveries than the original study with the D-1641 
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constraints. The study's modeled average delivery for this period is 1 ,91 0 taf/yr, 
compared to the average of 1,670 taf/yr for the original study. A comparison of the 
revised study results with the historical deliveries is shown as Figure 3. 
Modeled SWP demand for 1986, a wet year just before the dry period, is 
3,345 taf compared to the historical request of 2,364 taf. As a result of this higher 
model demand, modeled SWP storage at the beginning of the dry period is 
approximately 420 taf lower than the historical SWP storage. The modeled storage at 
the end of the dry period is essentially the same as the historical value. There is, 
therefore, an additional 420 taf of supply that would have been delivered in the model 
and the CALSIM delivery amounts during the dry period should be adjusted accordingly. 
To adjust for the 420 taf difference in storage, 70 taf was added to the modeled delivery 
for each of the six years in the dry period. This adjustment raises the average model 
delivery for the dry period to 1 ,980 taf/yr, 50 taf/yr lower than the historical average of 
2030 taf/yr (Figure 4). 
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Figure 1 
SWP Contractor's Table A Request versus 2001 Model Study SWP Table A Demand 
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Historical SWP Table A Delivery versus 2001 Model Study SWP Table A Delivery 
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Historical SWP Table A Delivery versus 2001 D-1485 Model Study SWP Table A Delivery 
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October 28, 2002 
Ms. Katherine Kelly 
California Department of Water. Resources 
P.O. Box 942836 
Sacramento, CA 94236-000 I 
Dear Ms. Kelly, 
OCT 3 1 : I 
WtrRes/Pianning 
Assoc/SWC Plan 
This letter provides comments on DWR's draft SWP Delivery Reliability Report, dated 
August 2002. Overall, the report is well written, explaining complex water supply and 
delivery issues in simple language. The Department should be congratulated for 
producing this report, which will no doubt be invaluable to water districts in the SWP 
service area in their implementation of responsibilities under SB 221 (Kuehl) and SB 610 
(Costa). The Agency would like DWR to consider the following points in development of 
the final report. 
• Some individuals and organizations have requested the Department evaluate the 
potential impacts of climate change in this reliability report. The Agency feels this 
first report should focus on the reliability ofthe SWP without climate change. The 
merits of including climate change in subsequent report updates can be debated later. 
We understand that the California Water Plan (Bulletin 160-03) will undertake some 
evaluation of the potential impacts of climate change on the state's water system. 
That information may be useful for subsequent updates of the reliability report. The 
report should state that the potential impacts of climate change are not factored in, 
but that the future time frame being analyzed (2021) is still short-term enough that 
climate change is not expected to have significant influence. 
• When comparing the 200 I run with the 2021A and 2021 B runs, the 2021 runs show 
the system can deliver more water (expressed as a percentage of entitlement) than 
under 2001 conditions in over 40 years out of74 years of hydrology. Intuitively, it 
seems that the system should be able to provide less water in 2021 than in 2001, 
because the demands on the system and the upstream depletions are both higher. It 
may be that the modeling results arc correct. If so, the report should explain why this :c' 
is so. 
• A stated reason for the apparent reduction in average water delivery reliability over 
previous studies is the belief by DWR technical staff that a "new method" for 
calculating Delta outflow requirements is better than the "old method." While this 
• 
represents a more conservative study, the one-line explanation of why DWR chose :3 
this new method is insufficient and needs expansion. 
The simulation period was 1922-1994, which concludes at the end of the 1987-1994 
drought. The subsequent wet period of 1995-2000 is very important for evaluating 
the rebound of groundwater projects from the 1987-1992 dry cycle. The Agency 
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• The 2001 simulation was done using the variable demand feature of the CALSIM model. The Agency 
would like to see a 2001 simulation added which uses the fixed demand feature of the model. The 
fixed demand level should be the current demands for entitlement (roughly 3.6 MAF). This will allow 
comparisons to be made ofboth 2001 and 2021 availabilities under both assumptions. The Agency 
understands that the variable demand feature attempts to reduce SWP demands in wet years, when 
local supplies depress demands on the SWP. This has implications for carryover storage and Article 
21 availability. However, when expressed as a percentage as done in the draft report, it also has the 
tendency to understate actual SWP entitlement availability. In a wet year, the S\VP has the capability 
of delivering 100% of entitlement, even if demands for entitlement are less. Comparing the 202lA 
and 2021B simulation results bears this out. The Agency has the ability to import and beneficially use 
large amounts of SWP water even in wet years, due to our extensive groundwater recharge facilities. 
Therefore, fixed demand simulations generally make more sense for the Agency's uses. 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the draft reliability report. If you have any 




Thomas N. Clark 
General Manager 
cc: Member Unit Managers 
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Mr. Thomas N. Clark 
General Manager 
Kern County Water Agency 
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The State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report 
February 14, 2003 
Bakersfield, California 93302-0058 
Dear Mr. Clark: 
GRAY DAVIS, Govemor 
Thank you for your comments of October 28, 2002, on the Draft State Water 
Project Delivery Reliability Report. We welcome the interest this draft report has 
generated and are pleased to provide a response to your questions and concerns. 
Your comments request that the report should: 
1. Include a statement that global warming is not expected to have a significant 
influence on SWP deliveries by 2021; 
2. Explain why deliveries are estimated to increase over the next twenty years;: 
3. Provide more detail on the superiority of the "new method" for estimating Delta 
outflow requirements; 
4. Extend the simulation to the year 2000 and 
5. Include a fixed-demand 2001 study 
Responses to these requests follow: 
1. Climate Change: The potential effect of climate change over the next twenty 
years on the quantity and quality of SWP deliveries is unknown at this time. 
Information regarding the potential effects is being developed through the Water 
Plan Update 2003. This information will be incorporated into the next version of 
the Delivery Reliability report, expected in 2004. 
2. Delivery amounts increase from 2001 to 2021: SWP modeled deliveries in many 
years are higher in the 2021 studies than in the 2001 study because the 2021 
studies have higher SWP demands. The average SWP demand from the Delta 
is 3,712 thousand acre-feet in the 2001 study, 4,026 taf in the 2021A study and 
4,133 taf in the 2021 B study. Additional factors affecting deliveries include 
upstream depletion, precipitation-runoff and groundwater pumping. For the 
modeling of upstream depletion, the Sacramento Valley is divided into seven 
hydrologic units known as depletion study areas. The total 73-year average 
annual modeled depletion for the seven areas is 4,749 taf for the 2001 study and 
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3. 
4,875 taf for the 2021A study, an increase of 126 taf per year. This average 
annual increase in depletion is projected to be offset by an increase in 
precipitation-runoff of 145 taf per year primarily attributed to increased runoff 
from urbanization. In addition, average annual groundwater pumping is projected 
to increase by 77 tat in the 2021A study compared to 2001 study. The attached 
document provides additional information on upstream depletion (Attachment 1 ). 
Improved method for calculating Delta outflow: The attached document explains 
why ANN is considered better than the G-model for calculating Delta outflow 
requirements (Attachment 2). This discussion will be contained in an appendix 
and referenced in the body of the report to direct readers to more detail on the 
subject. 
4. Extending hydrologic input to year 2000: Hydrologic input is updated periodically 
but, due to delays in the availability of the field data and the amount of staff time 
required to develop the input, the simulated period lags present time by several 
years. We are currently updating the CALSIM II database to include the years 
1995-1998. 
5. Fixed-demand 2001 study: You requested that we provide another 2001 
simulation with demand fixed at a level of roughly 3.6 maf. Except for 
Metropolitan Water District demand, the 2001 study contains the assumption that 
SWP demands are fairly close to full Table A amounts in most years. SWP 
agricultural demand for the 2001 study averages 98 percent of Table A and is 
assumed to be 100 percent of Table A in 60 of the 73 years. Agricultural 
demand is reduced to 80 percent of Table A in seven years and reduced to 
96 percent of Table A in another six years based upon the Kern River flow. SWP 
M&l demand, other than MWD, is assumed to be at 98 percent of Table A for all 
years of the 73-year study period. MWD demand for the 2001 study was 
provided by MWD and averages 81 percent of Table A. Given the agricultural 
demand characteristics of the 2001 simulation, we believe the three studies 
contained in the report should provide sufficient information for planning 
purposes. 
The Department of Water Resources plans to finalize the SWP Delivery 
Reliability Report in the near future. We recognize that this is an ongoing process and 
plan to revise the report at least every two years. 
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Your letter, as well as all others, commenting on the draft report and the 
corresponding responses will be included in an appendix to the final report. In addition, 
they will be posted on the State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report website 
(http://swpdeliverv.water.ca .gov). 
Thank you for your support and comments. If you wish to discuss this further, 
please call me at (916) 653-1099. For technical information, please contact 
Francis Chung, Chief of DWR's Bay-Delta Office Modeling Support Branch, at 
(916) 653-5924. 
Attachments 
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Upstream Depletion 
Estimates of demands and water use are part of the hydrology development for 
CALSIM II. Areas upstream of the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta are divided into 
hydrologic basins or units known as Depletion Study Areas. These depletion areas are 
categorized as valley floor areas and rim basin areas. Because valley floor areas are 
more complex, have large demands, and need to be integrated with the operation of the 
CVP/SWP they are represented in CALSIM II in much greater detail than rim basins. 
Flows from rim basins are determined prior to simulating CALSIM II and are input as a 
fixed time series. The attached map shows the delineation of the DSA boundaries. 
The land use acreage used to develop water demands for each DSA is based on 
the desired Level of Development. Fixed levels of land use are used to determine water 
demands for the existing (normalized year 1995) and future (year 2020) LOD. The table 
below contains land use assumptions for each DSA in the Sacramento Basin. Levels of 
development between 1995 and 2020 are estimated by linear interpolation. 
Sacramento Basin, Valley Floor Land Use {acres} 
1995 2020 Difference 
DSA Urban Agriculture Urban Agriculture Urban Agriculture 
58 67,400 37,400 110,000 33,700 42,600 -3,700 
10 21,800 188,000 33,300 199,600 11,500 11,600 
12 7,900 370,100 12,800 386,000 4,900 15,900 
15 3,400 279,200 4,800 279,800 1,400 600 
69 49,900 392,400 81,000 384,800 31 '100 -7,600 
65 38,100 265,400 61,100 255,600 23,000 -9,800 
70 180,500 126,800 284,600 108,100 104,100 -18,700 
54 17,900 297,700 28,800 291,300 10,900 -6,400 
55 24,900 135,300 35,700 126,400 10,800 -8,900 
Total 411,800 2,092,300 652,100 2,065,300 240,300 -27,000 
Source: DWR, Bay Delta Office, CU model input for use in CALSIM II, based on Bulletin 
160-98 data. 
Water consumption for different land use categories is calculated using DWR's 
Consumptive Use model. The CU model simulates monthly soil moisture conditions 
over the 73-year period of simulation for 12 different agricultural crop categories, urban 
irrigated landscape and native vegetation for each DSA. Based on minimum soil 
moisture requirements the CU model calculates the Consumptive Use of Applied Water 
for the irrigated land use categories. M&l demands are not fully addressed in the CU 
model. A large portion of M&l demands are non-consumptive and therefore not 
considered by the CU model. M&l diversions can have a large influence on reservoir 
operations and have, therefore, been included in CALSIM II for the American and Lower 
Sacramento rivers. M&l water diversion requirements are determined based on recent 
historic diversions for existing LOD and contract amounts for future LOD. 
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The CU model uses a very simple approach to estimate outdoor urban water 
demands. The urban land use classification combines residential, commercial and 
industrial sectors. The total urban acreage is subsequently proportioned between 
"lawns", "vacant lots" and "impervious surfaces". To calculate the consumptive use of 
these three land types, the following assumptions are made: 
• Consumptive use of lawns is identical to irrigated pasture; 
• Consumptive use of vacant lots is identical to native vegetation; and 
• All precipitation on impervious surface results in runoff, i.e. zero consumptive 
use. 
The CU model assumes 10-15% of CUAW is lost to the system as non-
recoverable losses. The CU model is also used to adjust the historical rainfall runoff 
due to any land use change. The table below contains average annual irrigation 
demands by crop and DSA as calculated by the CU model. The total average annual 
depletion (CUAW and non-recoverable losses) for the Sacramento Valley floor at 2001 
LOD is 4,749 taf/yr compared to 4,875 taf/yr at 2020 LOD. 
Consum12tive Use of AJ2J2Iied Water {ac-ft/ac} 
DSA Alfalfa Citrus Cotton Field Grain Truck Orchard Pasture Rice Sugar Toma- Vines 
Beets toes 
10 2.6 1.6 1.4 0.2 1.3 2.2 3.0 3.5 2.0 2.1 1.8 
12 2.8 2.0 1.5 0.3 1.4 2.2 3.1 3.6 2.1 2.0 1.9 
15 2.8 2.0 1.5 0.3 1.3 2.2 3.2 3.6 2.1 2.0 
58 2.3 1.4 1.3 0.1 1.2 2.1 2.7 1.7 
65 2.7 1.5 0.2 1.4 2.2 3.1 3.6 2.1 2.0 1.7 
69 2.6 2.0 1.4 0.2 1.3 2.2 3.0 3.5 2.0 1.9 
70 2.7 1.5 0.2 1.3 2.3 3.0 3.5 2.1 1.9 1.9 
55 lowland 1.9 1.3 0.0 0.9 1.3 2.6 3.4 1.5 1.2 1.2 
55 u~land 2.9 1.6 0.3 1.7 2.4 3.0 3.6 2.3 1.9 1.9 
Notes: Blank values indicate that the crop is not grown in the region. 
ReEorted urban CUAW is based on an assumed irrigated landsca~e area of 25% 
The current figures in the SWP Delivery Reliability Report are based on 
Bulletin 160-98 land use estimates. The next revision of the report, planned in 
approximately two years, will be based on revised estimates in the California Water 
Plan Update 2003. 











During the growing season rice fields are flooded to control weed growth. In the CU 
model water applied for flooding in April and subsequent months is treated as a 
consumptive use. The fields are assumed to be flooded to a depth of nine inches. The 
water recovered through draining the fields in September ( 1.5 to 2.0 inches) is added to 
the local water supply as an accretion. The quantity and timing of irrigation demands 
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represent average planting and harvesting conditions in each DSA. Return flows from 
rice drainage are added to the time series of accretions for each basin. Return flows 
average approximately 70 taf/yr from a total of 485,000 acres of paddy rice at the 2001 
LOD. Over the last few decades there have been substantial changes in the quantities 
of water diverted for rice production. Applied water demands have dropped as irrigation 
efficiencies have increased and farmers have switched to varieties with shorter growing 
periods. More recently fall flooding of rice fields for decomposition of rice straw has 
been adopted as an alternative to burning. Irrigation demands for rice are currently 
being reviewed and it is likely that model demands will be adjusted for the CALSIM II 
runs required to support the California Water Plan Update 2003. 
Map attachment 
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Modeling Delta Salinity and Delta Outflow Requirement 
Upstream reservoir operations, as modeled in CALSIM II, are often 
dependent on Delta salinity standards. The salinity in the Delta cannot be 
modeled accurately by the simple mass balance routing and coarse timestep 
used in CALSIM II. DWR's Delta Simulation Model (DSM2) is a one-dimensional 
hydrodynamic model capable of simulating flow, stage, and water quality 
throughout the Delta. However the upstream reservoirs and operational 
constraints cannot be modeled in the DSM2 model. An Artificial Neural Network 
(ANN) has been developed by DWR that attempts to faithfully mimic the 
flow-salinity relationships as modeled in DSM2, but provide a rapid 
transformation of this information into a form usable by the CALSIM II model. 
The ANN is implemented in CALSIM II to constrain the operations of the 
upstream reservoirs and the Delta export pumps in order to satisfy particular 
salinity requirements. Prior attempts to develop flow-salinity relationships for 
statewide planning models were based primarily upon operator experience or 
historical measurements. The first attempt to implement Delta outflow 
requirements for particular salinity targets was the Minimum Delta Outflow (MOO) 
curves that were primarily based upon operator experience. Curves were 
developed that specified required Delta outflow given a level of export, salinity 
target, and Delta Cross Channel gate position. The required Delta outflow 
increased in a nonlinear fashion as the export level increased. The MOO 
procedure was used in the previous statewide planning models developed by 
DWR. 
Contra Costa Water District's G-model relates salinity at various locations 
in the Delta to the net Delta outflow, as well as the prior history of net Delta 
outflow. The use of antecedent outflow conditions was a significant step forward 
in the development of flow-salinity relationships. The G-model is based on 
historical observations of flow and salinity in the Delta and uses an equation 
similar in form to the advection-dispersion equation for salinity transport. The 
parameters required for the solution of this equation are determined by field 
measurements at the locations of interest. The equation may be solved for a 
required Delta outflow given a particular outflow history (G value) and desired 
salinity. 
The MOO curves were developed to demonstrate that at different levels of 
pumping a nonlinear relationship of Delta outflow exists for the same salinity 
target. However, the curves did not account for antecedent conditions in the 
Delta. The G-model improved upon the prior model by including the antecedent 
outflow condition, but did not account for the flow patterns within the Delta. In 
reality, cross-channel gate operation, export levels, Sacramento and 
San Joaquin River inflows, and channel depletions all affect the salinity regime in 
a slightly different way. For example, for a Delta outflow of 20,000 cfs the export 
level could be 10,000 cfs with inflows of 30,000 cfs or exports of 5,000 cfs with 
inflows of 25,000 cfs. The resulting salinity is the same in both cases with the 
1 
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G-model, since the dependent flow parameter (Delta outflow) remains the same. 
Similarly, a change in the cross-channel gate position would not affect the 
resulting salinity in the prior models since the Delta outflow is not affected. 
The ANN developed by DWR attempts to statistically correlate the salinity 
results from a particular DSM2 model run to the various peripheral flows and gate 
operations. The ANN is "trained" on DSM2 results that may represent historical 
or future conditions. For example, a reconfiguration of the Delta channels to 
improve conveyance may significantly affect the hydrodynamics of the system. 
In such a case, the MOO curves and G-model may not represent the new 
flow-salinity relationships since they are based on historical measurements or 
experience. The ANN, however, would be able to represent this new 
configuration by being retrained on DSM2 model results that included the new 
configuration. Thus, by accounting for the major flow and operational parameters 
as independent parameters rather than aggregated Delta outflow, and the ability 
to better represent future modified conditions in the Delta, the ANN is a 
significant improvement over the existing models. 
The current ANN predicts salinity at various locations in the Delta using 
the following parameters as input: Sacramento River inflow, San Joaquin River 
inflow, Delta cross channel gate position, and total exports and diversions. 
Sacramento River inflow includes Sacramento River flow, Yolo Bypass flow, and 
combined flow from the Mokelumne, Cosumnes, and Calaveras rivers (East Side 
Streams). Total exports and diversions include State Water Project (SWP) 
Banks Pumping Plant, Central Valley Project (CVP) Tracy Pumping Plant, North 
Bay aqueduct exports, Contra Costa Water District diversions, and net channel 
depletions. A total of 148 days of values of each of these parameters are 
included in the correlation, representing an estimate of the length of "memory" in 
the Delta. 
In order for the ANN model to mimic DSM2 it must be calibrated and 
validated. This process, referred to as training, is based on a data set from a 
DSM2 simulation. The data used for this training process comes from a 16-year 
DSM2 simulation based on the Delta perimeter flows from a CALSIM II model run 
for a 2001 level of development under 01485 requirements. Ten years are used 
for calibrating, and the remaining six years are used for validation. 
A full-circle analysis is performed after the training and implementation 
process to ensure the ANN is properly reproducing the flow-salinity relationship 
predicted by DSM2. The full-circle analysis compares the salinity predicted by 
ANN to those produced by DSM2 when the CALSIM II simulation's Delta 
perimeter flows are used as inputs to the simulation. Ideally, these salinity 
comparisons would produce identical results, but due to the inherent nature of 
such statistical models they differ to some degree. 
2 
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October 30, 2002 
Director Tom Hannigan 
Department of Water Resources 
1416 Ninth Street 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
Dear Director Hannigan: 
MICHAEL J. MACHADO 
v 
COMMJTT££5 
BANKING COMMERCE AND 
INTERNATIONAL TRADE 
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AGRICULTURE AND WATER 
RESOURCES 









CENTRAL VALLEY ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT 
DELTA RESOURCES AND 
DEVELOPMENT 
CHAIA 
INTERNATIONAL TRADE POLICY 
AND STATE LEGISLATION 
I have asked the California Research Bureau to comment on the Draft State Water Project {SWP) 
Supply Reliability report because questions are being raised by many in the water community 
regarding the conclusions of the report. With outstanding questions still not addressed, it will be 
difficult to make progress on many of the critical water issues facing the state. 
• Local development could be hampered if, when complying with SB 221 (Kuehl) and SB 610 
(Costa) or California's Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), there are significant disputes 
over current and future water supplies. 
• Conclusions ofCalFed's Integrated Storage Investigation (lSI) will be suspect given that the 
same model is used in both the lSI and the SWP Reliability reports. 
• Future statewide bonds for increasing water supply will be in jeopardy, if opponents can 
credibly challenge the underlying analysis. 
It is critical that the final SWP Reliability report has widespread support. Until the Department 
of Water Resources (DWR) resolves concerns raised, the report seems premature and could lead 
to additional water challenges in the future. 
Senator, Fifth District 
MJM:bw 
Cc: Jonas Minton, Department of Water Resources 
Lucinda Chipponeri, Department of Water Resources 
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Comments on the Department of Water Resources' 
Draft State Water Project Supply Reliability Report 
Dennis O'Connor, Assistant Director 
California Research Bureau 
November 1, 2002 
The Department should be commended for attempting to accurately describe the State 
Water Project's (SWP) supply reliability. If Californians are to plan effectively for their 
water future, it is important to that we describe our water supply reliability accurately and 
thereby avoid basing decisions on assumptions about water that exists only on paper. 
However, as these comments show, the Department's attempt so far falls short of this 
goal. 
Senator Mike Machado asked that the California Research Bureau comment on the Draft 
State Water Project Supply Reliability Report (Report). He did so because there appears 
to be a lack of widespread confidence in the conclusions of the report. In particular, 
many think the modeling behind the report overstates the supply reliability of the SWP. 
u: tbi'i t'i ttt.l.l!, t..b.eo. i..t~.'it.e.:ad r.tt a ·~et wat.f"..t" ~tllhl.e.m.., \ll(f! mlfbht b.av.e. a "qbet \ll(at~t" 
problem. 
What Does The Report Say? 
The purpose of the report is to "assist the contractors of the State Water Project in the 
assessment of the adequacy of the SWP component oftheir overall water supplies."" It 
does so by constructing delivery probability charts for the SWP. These charts show the 
probability of the SWP delivering from the Sacramento~San Joaquin Delta a given 
quantity of water for a given year under a given set of conditions. 
The Department calculated delivery probability charts for two years, 2001 and 2021. For 
both years, the Department assumed the current water facilities continue to operate as 
they do now. That is, no new water facilities would be added or removed, there would be 
no changes in operating rules or regulatory restrictions, etc. The only thing that would 
change between the two years is the "level of development"; that is, the amount of water 
used upstream of the Delta. That amount changes between 2001 and 2021 based on 
assumptions about future population growth and development. For both years, the 
Department assumes "variable demand"; that is, contractors will change the amount of 
water they request based on how wet or dry the year is. In addition, the Department 
created a delivery probability chart for 2021 that assumed all contractors requested their 
full "Table A" or contractual amount. (Table A amounts were formerly known as 
entitlements.) 
• California Department of Water Resources. The State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report, Draft. 
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In addition to Table A amounts, the Department also calculated delivery probabilities for 
Article 21 water. Article 21 water, also known as surplus water, refers to water that is 
available once all SWP demands are met. This means the reservoirs are full, all Table A 
requests are met, and there is still water legally available to export from the Delta. 
The result of all this analysis was a series of delivery probability charts. The figure 
below shows the delivery probability chart for the 2001 level of development. The chart 
shows Table A delivery on the left axis, and the corresponding percent of full Table A 
contractual amounts on the right. The bottom axis shows the percent of time one would 
expect to receive a given quantity of water. The chart shows that for the 2001 level of 
development, the SWP would be able to deliver at least 804 thousand acre-feet (taf) of 
water 100 percent of the time- 804 taf is the minimum the SWP would ever deliver. The 
most the SWP would be able to deliver would be 3,845 taf. The median delivery is 3,297 
taf. As the chart shows, the median delivery is the amount of water that corresponds to 
the 50 percent probability level. This means that for the 200llevel of development, half 
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Figure 8·1 Study 2001 SWP Delta delivery reliability 
Similar charts were created for 2021 level of demand with contractor demands that vary 
with the weather and for 2021 with full Table A demand. 
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Figure 1 SWP Delta delivery probability (Table A} 
How Did The Department Estimate The Delivery Probabilities? 
To estimate the delivery probabilities, the Department used a model called Calsim II. 
Calsim II is a complex linear programming model that attempts to mathematically 
simulate the operations of the SWP and the Central Valley project. To do this, Calsim II 
has a large set of equations that describe how all the various rivers, dams, canals, 
diversion points, discharge points, etc. all relate to each other. It has another large set of 
equations that describe the rules for operating the various water facilities - when to create 
flood control storage, when to reduce delta exports to meet water quality regulations, etc. 
Calsim II then associates with these equations data that describe the particular point in 
time under consideration. For the draft reliability report, those data describe the level of 
development in 2001 and 2021. 
To develop the delivery probabilities, Calsim II is then asked the following question. 
Assuming all of these relations and conditions for 2001 stay the same, how much water 
would be available for export from the Delta if, instead_ of2001 's weather pattern, we had 
1922's weather pattern instead. Then, given how full the reservoirs would have ended up 
after 1922's weather pattern, what would happen if we then we had 1923's weather 
pattern, 1924's weather, and so on. The following chart shows the Calsim II results for 
2001 level of development. 
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2001 :\lodeled Deli•ery 
By Yeor 
The basis for the delivery probability chart becomes clear when these data are sorted 
from low to high. 
2001 :\1odeled Delivery Sorted From Low To High 
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Why Do People Question the Results? 
People have raised a litany of concerns with the results. Some of these concerns are more 
valid than others. The major concerns seem to be: 
• Recent deliveries were lower than the modeled 200 I conditions. 
• 2021 does not seem to reflect any growth in upstream consumptive use. 
• Calsim II has not been calibrated, tested, or otherwise verified. 
• The results appear inconsistent with previous estimates and models. 
• Calsim II is not being used as designed. 
Each of these concerns is discussed in turn, with a short assessment of their legitimacy. 
Recent deliveries were lower than the modeled 2001 conditions. 
Chart I (attached) shows historic Table A deliveries along with the modeled maximum, 
minimum, and median level for 2001 conditions. Recall that under 2001 conditions, half 
the time one would expect to receive more than the median level, half the time less. As 
Chart 1 shows, not once has the SWP delivered Table A water equal to the median rate. 
So, many think Calsim II over estimates the SWP's delivery reliability. 
Part of the problem is that Calsim II calculates Table A deliveries slightly differently 
from those reported in Bulletin 132. For example, Calsim II counts water contractors 
carryover in the year it is created, not the year it is delivered. That is, Calsim delivers 
water whenever it has the capacity, with no allowance for a contractor's desire to carry 
water over to the next year. The difference between actual Table A deliveries as reported 
in Bulletin 132 and as calculated in Calsim II is shown in Chart 2. 
Chart 3 shows the actual Table A deliveries, adjusted for how Calsim II treats carryover, 
along with the modeled maximum, minimum, and median level for 2001 conditions. 
Once placed on an apples-to-apples basis, the adjusted Table A deliveries still look low 
compared to the modeled 2001 delivery reliability. Only once do deliveries reach the 
median rate- the amount the model says would be deliver half the time. And as shown 
in Chart 4, the picture doesn't change much when Article 21 (surplus) water is included. 
Recent experience seems lower than modeled 2001 conditions. So, Calsim TI continues 
to look like it overstates the delivery reliability of the SWP. 
A strong counter to the argument that Calsim II exaggerates the SWP's reliability would 
be that the reason the SWP hasn't delivered that much water in the past is because the 
contractors haven't asked for that much water. However, this doesn't seem to be the 
case. Chart 5 shows Actual Table A deliveries and contractors requested delivery. As 
the chart shows, on 9 occasions requests have been higher than the median rate, only 
once has the median rate been met. In fact, only once in the last 12 years has the SWP 
been able to deliver 95 percent or more of contractor requests. Again, Calsim II looks 
like it over estimates SWP reliability. 
Nor does water year type seem to explain the discrepancy. Chart 6 is the same as 
Chart 5, except the water year type (Sacramento River Index) is shown above each 
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delivery amount. It shows, for example, that 1998 was a wet year, contractors requests 
were greater than the median rate, yet contractors received only half of their requested 
amount (as defined by Calsim II). 
What the chart does not show, is that because of the heavy snow pack and spring runoff 
in 1998, the contractors did not want all of the water they had initially requested. They 
cut their demand, including carryover water, to just under I. 7 million acre feet (mat). 
However, the modeling didn't foresee this possibility. The modeling assumptions varied 
demand between 3.0 and 4.1 mafbased on weather. The 3.0 mafdemand used in the 
wettest years was well above the l. 7 maf ultimately demanded by the contractors in 1998. 
This suggests that the modeling assumptions might be part of the reason Calsim II seems 
to overstate delivery reliability. 
While many try to compare the modeled 2001 reliability against historic SWP operations, 
it is not really appropriate for much of the period. As previously noted, Calsim II 
assumes there are no changes from 2001 in the physical and operational aspects of the 
SWP. Yet in the early history of the SWP, many facilities were not constructed. For 
example, the big pumps at Edmonston Pumping Plant didn't start pushing water over the 
Tehachapis until 1971. Also, Contractors' contractual claims for delivery as reflected in 
Table A were greatly diminished in the early years- it wasn't until 1990 that Table A 
amounts exceeded 4.0 maf. And, regulatory rules governing the Sacramento-San Joaquin 
Delta have also changed over the years. The current governing rules, D-1641, weren't 
issued unti11995. Consequently, comparing modeled 2001 reliability against actual 
deliveries is somewhat misleading much beyond the last few years. 
So, lets look at recent years. Following the notion of water year further, Chart 7 is the 
2001 modeled delivery, sorted by water year type (Sacramento River Index). This way 
one can compare recent years to the appropriate water year type reliability. The first 
thing one notices is that the median level for below normal years is higher than the 
median level for above normal years and is nearly the same as for wet years. Common 
sense would suggest that the median level in below normal years would be less than the 
level for above normal years. This suggests something odd is going on within Calsim II. 
Water year 2001 was classified "dry" and contractors requested Table A deliveries of 
- over 4.1 maf. Chart 8 shows actual2001 Table A deliveries (adjusted) compared to 
modeled 2001 dry year reliability. It shows that 2001 deliveries were less than the least 
amount Calsim II would say would ever be delivered in a dry year. However, one would 
expect 2001 deliveries to be greateflli~ lowest dry year. 2001 was not the driest dry year 
- 1932 was. Also, 2001 followed an above average year, which itself followed five 
consecutive wet years. Consequently, the beginning storage in 2001 ought to have been 
much higher than in 1925, which followed the driest year modeled, or 1932, which 
followed a 3 year period of dry and critically dry years. This is further evidence that 
Calsim II overstates delivery reliability. 
0 
Water year 2000 was classified as "above normal." Chart 9 shows actual200J' Table A 
deliveries compared to modeled 2001 above normal year reliability. It shows that 2000 . 0 
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<;.] pr<JCtJci.!o~ L::::-.:~;,;. • mighl oi!.Xpl~i;:, \\·hy, as d:.s:u:.~eC. in t:::::: :;Jrr.!'.·i:.J•J:. :-.r.!c~ior., 
•c~kl:.r.ion.:~l •..;.p""lmam dL~"'.'l::'lcp:J:cnt i::-, :1:(!!1 d·.•:! not ::.ff::-.;,;t Jcy yo;:::.r J~livt'ry r>diub11ily lli•J 
m:.J•.h:lmig;h: ;:;;:;\':! dliS'J.mi.:'U ~br~r. mvr!! {';fC•IJr:,rlwater wu;.,:]cl, bt;) r.n.:.m:;Jt'::J l!.: ;:"tlct ~.ny 
i!.:>;;,.L,md ~.tld:~i·:..~::at up:ilr~<uli d1~man:l. "Jhis :~. am:·th~r ;~a~011 ·,o,.'hi C :.tbim U ;Jpp:;;u:;:,: h; 
e ·.·~r:>(:1.r.t' S: \'v'P :.l·d i ·•~;y w1if~)~ll7}'. 
·1 hi! rE)~uln appeat· in consh;£cnf with pre;; lou!; !:'Stimlllfe":: anrl ml;ldt:,!~'). 
The nK•t::thly timl!'!>Eeps '.l.seci by Cals:m li o~·..::;csrim.J.tcs d.::-lta ::xr.ort v,·h::-n 
cn:r.::pa;ed :o thl!' d;;:d;· times~r-'s w~;;::l ill DV..'R D..:: Ita S.l~.ulatiorj Morlcl i,D'.VJ.i:DSI\~21. 
A:-; not.ed in th::- Ln-IJdta S~orage Pr-;::..g~il.m'£ Druft R~·p(,.ot! Qfl {~~l?t'fJ!i:"UI s.· •. di..·:~. 
JE !i("'.'~i"(J ri· J").t~~ ·oi)/' L"~··:~·{)",•l il bor.re (~.J·~d bt:thJ"w'l lh~.:· t?!.;)tHJ.!.~).: /J;.J:!..ti /:,·.i·~~ \"l.,;. (~ di· .. ·,~P) i dJ.' 
rht,."i ~~,.~dH::\~!".~ r111s Jf:·ai•r; [Je.'f'a ~~:; r~:) ~\'1:) ;;ff ~:·d ~·.'!. :i:{~ 
't:f.:t.~ }Jhr~l'itJJ;>JtZIHJ,'i f:; ~·hv·.r...-n ;,•r i;J)(;.-.·rf;/ ·:5. M..Jit?T•} t}~•? .tlit)tifhJ).: (.t·'va~~'ag!? 
l2n~oa~!;·;,, t.",;.;;ort•.':!1 Oir. claf.•;," m!'J&J~~llin' ::.ln:;u.11 J::.• bi! cor;:i.!.S((~k~l!j:.~.; lr,ij·•·•:'r ~A-!Jn ~Ju:J.7e [i-! ~hf! 
tt~WIIk(? mo:!•.>l. t~,tC(~pr/or· Ai.4g'U.rt. Tlit·law£'r ~'XfR.wf~.> ,·m.··,·~~~r:tM)' {r.'lpa:.~t .:M !ht>; at.!t~~<!Jl 
~if:~;~ t. t.,!ri!l'$ . 
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[ [;] L•. j',)f~~ ..• ~tL1~1~.:1 IIi l:.:>o.~l•.) 'T-.. S!lld) -~ 
----· 
[II f;cil.U~(' ·6. r~rn::.t.:.ce-LLi:J..:····I!., tbc m::.nthly L;Jl:s.im n a::::r.:.:ts <Ire I<Jbeled El»p~t'ts_.")tu(:::l'l 
<J::d (ilt"i; ~1-.c le:ft ·nar :fD:- ~ad1 ::~cr.rh. Thr;:; 1.laily m::,~~,.~et re:.:;ultl> ill'!! ~~~.b~11;)d E."r:.pii:::_Stud;.-2 
:l=~d (ilri! :·c,c ri~~c:.t har fur 1K1Ch r;-.c:nth. Tb..: r::.cdcl~. ~l:'!':trly d:s:J,!gl't!..: o;: ::-·,;_~)or: i~~'•?lllc:.r:y. 
h.·">U"•"<''' 9 W:! de, not kno•,;,: w[lkh mou•d c:~or:~ C]t:•5cl}' s;,:t:UJ.£11:.'$. :.~C\J~! Col;?"-t";.i.y. 
CL:.tsbj:] ~1I&C sh-:-~w;;. hish:::r ..icH~t cxporL ·;.:.a:p;;1c:;y whc:r:, i:llmp.l:ed r.c :i~c r~st•lts of 
DV.lRS[).-1,, th<' ~"lrz:iccessor l::J C;,·:sim H. Ci!s:<.~ir.: Lak<: '\Vater Ag::n~;}', iu ~hc:.r 
TJJI.;:Hl'·'lra.tc:r M:tn<i_i!;o:.:tw;;m ?:.::.n, u:;ed D\\lRSIM, ;.;::~l!';;t~:r:ti!.l:: :1:eir· S".VP d~~li'-'•::!1)' 
Th-::ir $~'!aLy~,is lih .. ~··H·~! tha: undr:r 2020 cond1t:.cm~, · • ..-:r.h m; Cet<J!l.!};t~~ :o cx:litin.~ 
._:,, .. ;:J_?c:rat~r.og. bUI.es, (b,~ <)U'>;.:.:::::um cl.~ll'~~el}' ihcy could ::x.t"~·~:· '"'I)Uld l;r: j11s: O't.'f!!: 
:;'0~~ .• nf tl1e1r mi!.xirmrm !@bl~ A d:=lin:rit:s Thi$ 1:; signi:fir.:Jj~(.y !1Ht'~r.."!;ct :ron: tl::.e 
(:;;,lsim H r.::,;.ults, .,..,Hch :s.ho""-' th~y !!hoolJ CXJl<:r:E to rv.:ce]'/t.; W~1 pc:cnt o:'~hcrr 
111J"<;:rt1U::.l T:tblt! A deJivcric:s n.e<.~dy ~·:J p~rccnt .:;.f the time. Agam, th·:! r:..c;icl...; ;;:r::lr~y 
disagn::·:!' em expur:. c:Jpi.!.CH)'· Hm"e'·er, OJlCC a.g~in we Lit;:. not k::~o·..,.· .,.·hkh mndcl mor:! 
cto:;.c:ly s·.r.::ulates <:l(.:~u~;l export ·~apadly. 
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Ci15{:Jih: J.:likl! WatH A•a·lhrJri.t~· 
2 02•J Cond~~ !.i~>mi 
S1,11o.:· \\":ttL•i Proi<·~;.·~ D'i.'~t .. ,..ri'-''li 
3(1% 44% 59% 7:.% 
Pr<J~Oibillh' of Oe'*'WfiCtlC~ 
Cai~fi~~ l~k~· \V?.iiC':· A.gt!I!'Y· 1ti~"Ji} fi~braJI .l~·~:ci" .1./;.J~~·~L~~:"!'h. P.(t't 2lt(ttt. p 1-~:l. 
('a1Sci,lll;1 U i"l Mt ib.e]ng ~1sedl :l:i- dcl!LI.lii!.:Ul. 
C[tl:;im H wa:<:. dC.";I!;'r,cd m a::s·.v~r t~~e f•:.1J..:n''ing type ot· qu.::-;tlnn. Gi·.·~n !hat ~,.·e h:we <~ 
.,,.·it:::, sor::.i:'thin;:!;. ~r.:.~h a;;: ru..::c~ing (!:;:!~·~ ",/i,"O)~~~r;- .quali'::y· =-~quire::-!C:7l'.;.:;, wCJu.l::l 
nuk1.ny; l ,;-;p::-;.;tf:.c Cn.J:::[_;I\! LU !tt<;" sy:,rcm, ~mel·. il'i :!.dd1::g :t :;'!!"!';C"rvai::, m;ake ~he prub]e::!l 
h~:.~r.>::- :Ji:" '•'r"t..:r.se? Tu <J:t;;·..-.:~r !h·:~ q1:c;!;1in:::, Cl!.c.slm l.i is ftr:-<t :J>~l"lP ;:.nd run ~o r~pr:o::>t'nli.n~~ 
{h~· ·o~.'i!.y Lh~ ~~r~l:'.:!:l: i.:; ~:urr::mt~y Tlw; t:i !l:!tcr.cd. lw :as th.:!: "b<1~~" ~:nwl~.t:.:.>r::. Th-.!.n Lb~ 
Ul()u.;:-1 i:i ~;~djti~lt~lll'.J repr.e.s.t;',( ~he 5p.:-;:ific cbngc unJ:::r·;;·:.>miJ~;:r;.l~i·;):~. Thi~ j::i :.:a:~tlu C3L~ 
''with p.rojt'i...:~'' :;.in:ulati.u~t. Then dl:' Jc:~1:lt~ Qfthe :wo "imK~aLb:c~ a~ co:np;.Jre([ tu see i:-
Lh~ J:m.:p• . .'!;r.!O 1J::.tn.~;~ 111<.1~~~.::- ih~ng bcr:c: r;.r w11r.".c-. 
C"-:s::;-, Cl \V:1s ;.c;.t d.:::::i!]m!d L::. be us:::d r.·::. c~t;:~t:t:s1·l iJ.bs.ol'.it;!' 11."':·.;.;!).\' o:' c·..:ports, a:; tt i!\ 1:' 
th ;~ :~t::p\:•rt. t''\. ~ ::"',8JtJ:::1 ::;: ~hC' }~~!]'(!( fi."li'~~r."'i rst~Ur:!~,!.,p~· .)~j·~ !UTip!{;)~15; 
l: -:.} ;trh"'FUiCi .. ~·. 01~·~! t~:-tL!:J~{J( .'1 b.J !Ui.!:£l iii ·~ C!'JntparLn'ii't' .~~<lf..' The rJ'!l.).~lifJ .ii~(lnf zl l ~f~trr.: 
PnJ}f!Ci" (H'Wnl(!,'.i· ... ~~ sir.'iil!ati'mt are camp.:~red ia ll;E;' resi~l!s ~{a ·• s·i'7':ilifiH;·oli, .~o 
f:,lt"~·( .. ,.,,.t;.itH:" rhr.~ ~·,.~-·rt''li't!t!!a,• r?j}P.c.tr;. r;:{ a. p.ruje,_·t. Tl1e re·:;~I • .-M·t. .l:"'ur,•J ;:.,.· s~:ng~'e :t:m·r,rl.u·fi(.·.r.; /'fi't.:. •. ~o· 
ti!'~r! ~'i:i"l..\~""l",';;,\1·ril') l"J..j.'r..ft... .. !lf!'r~.{ (}1!:; tt\'rll:t ~JJ')f!TUlf!J.f!.\",{!Jr· G. $.l'Jf.X.ijJ.c .,M~Uiih Or .~·"e~U", br.a !;.bO~,!(~~ 
,\1'(-."~ih:. jS:.!~tl!:!}.f .r~.~~.r:~uJ~l'!f!J?iS. 30. }{)/)] 
·~'/hen ·.:sed t::: tl::.!! :;):::.p-:..~:aLi·•-t mo:1c. It L:<. at Jca;;t possi:,le t~.a.L .;,~:-.;: sys'.<::malis..' prablem 
··,<:~ :~: Lho:: n.:~:Jd . .,.·uu lc '\.:<~"t·;:i! 1 fl:,l~·~, n:hcr r,.ut." T;·_, s :s ::~:)t th•: ~·" ,:.; , . .,. hi:!n u.s,.;d :t.J 
~~!.:tbb;h i.!J:;;o:•.;.tt! :r::vd~ of exp·~·r.s., ali it w<~;;: in 1he Lh;;..:\. :di:f:.i::J~· n::r.;:J:;,, 
PeopJ.:: :~r:;- unC.ers-::tr.d.:t'::o~y ;,;·:m..zernc:t-: \Yhcne .. ·c:r a mod.;:! !S u:-;:!C in il. '•'·'i.'iY o;.Hff~:;r:.nl f:om 
:hi\ f.::.r •.vhid"l it W:J.5 d.1:.!>i~n-:!G. This i~ espe;:i;d~y e:uc when ~1;;! diffi.:;~:jt ~.tse (If th-e 
::nnctd ha::> not been i;.r.:omusty !:Vii.lu.;~t:d. \Vitnout ~:;ting m 1 • .r:ncr~•d~c verify.ing C::'!lsirr, 
II, it k:; -~~:;.;:;ply not p-:1ssible w f!o'JO\'~l ··.rihcfhc:: c-r :::.ct the mcdd":; r..::s·:lr.& an~ tcliiJ!bLe when 
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Th:! ?rnc-c·~=~1 i n,g iU".! ~h'l! mos~ frii!q U~fl'tl ::--· 1"':1>:: nr.i<:~~ed ccncc-tt"f; '"' itll the dr.il fl re;n.:•rt. 
l:fe.•.vt::'•'<'i. ~3itiri.:! ilf{! m:.L-::;: uth:!n!. Th:'!''>~ io.::ludc 
• The "k•.'!;)lo.f \.lr:···{:.lop:ne.ru'' estim.;tte w;;1s b.;~sed en the otl:-cnm::ir.!!d B•~ll(:tin 16•:J-9S. 
(Jn,~ ot' the :::rilitisrm abO'Jt Bulle[ ill 160-9£!: Wll.!) thac 1t ;;:.••.::;estimated ur:::~2:n w;;~:cr 
·;k;r:,.~,·:(l, in.:.:luJiu.!l, C1rt.il':i 'b.p~tr:!:un gfthe IJeh:t. ~ec:~.·.:.so: ·::.fth~:<{! (;rlticis11:s, th:::- nexl: 
c.:'l<:i•)f'l of BuUccin 16G '""'ill uo:;e s different p::-acel>s f"c·r est~rmtLing urban >.o,·.at::r 
dc:nt:Hld. CcniS<~<l u~ntl y, f~e: concern.::; about ·~;.sin~ r.b; D:J I Le-ti n 163 "';t8 e:Hirna£1!:~ ~~'o!m 
J::gt:inu.te, th(I~Lf:M ~):,e cf::cct lln Ct:]lYi!.!I)' reliil.bilil)' j~ 't~i'IO:::~tliti!l 
• (h:,c cillnnot e·vtluaC(: the r.e:asom!ibi~j~y of 51.:\'P dl::llu•; exports '"Hhout alsoloc·ki:lg i'l; 
::te CVJl expon~. 1';.'1l!".;;e e:;timales a;:~ .:~ot r'{:pOr~d: -~ad tile US Burcilu ot' 
R:xl<!irr:.:llti·:;"J!!l ha~ r.rnt done I! sirnEhr exercise. It i:; j)C·~:SIIJ.Ic that nne :rca~on S\;~,l? 
d~hver::.• re:::ab1::cy seems h~~h is that tf:c mo.:,c: cs:;cncta11y wok wJ.ter :Tom the CVP 
~m;J ddi ·•e:rec it tl S '.VP. .,~Vi6c·n: sec in,& ti::.c: mode led C91rts fe-r lm: h pr::Jj~c~:i-. c·:r.~ 
simply ::armot k:.uw .. 
• Th-e D~pi.l.rtm::nt'.s puKi.; expliltltlttC•IlS tbr why fl:.e :r:;-:.nd::l lli rll!'::<~r::.]·::- rel:r soldy on Lht,; 
mudi:!ling ::snal;.,si:s. Theoo ~~:'IS bcc:n t~o (ril~Sid~ cor:"abnra1i;)t:1 •::.f Lhe rnu--;Jel .rr.!£u1~:ii. 
This::::. :~.n i::;sr:~:: .;J{ c!!:.Ebility, !'lnd a~am :<;:!:!m:'ii. k:gitima~c. 
"' C<~h;:::n n: <~::.sum~s chm ~3:.c sys';'~~l11 i.:; ::-tm ••toy ~;!:.e bc·:;.k." H..:·•,\ e;·,·~.r, lh.;:·r~ •1ru 
rhrt:~.:!rClh e:-;:~mpl~s: '~Nb~:rc til~ =";.'~tcr::~ 'if.',J..=; not run "b,:.· ':.:>O·~·k'' v.·ith Oft>;):· 
:;.~m:l~t.i!.n( ;;cn::.:(j,uen..::cs ::-nmrle, 1990 opl!r::tling d~:~~~:i.i01H ''be(' r.:~(!,{ r.ll,~:~ 
\\ o~~ld t:.otlc.;.: •1a:Jthtt cri:i,-;ally d:o:.'f' ye~r m l99L. Tbi~ li!;;;d ~·J di~as.r.::ous c:on.Z.tt~CI'.5 ir 
1. 991 '•:O..rhi:c tl!i:;; iii it lcgitlma:{!' criticisw,. it is U{.Jr. c=.:rmin r.r!H th¢ me: d....- ling wo·.:f:1 
rcc;_urre: o;or~c: ~<JtT~c:t~rm. lt mjghL be lhi!.l lhe op.::cJiJ.r.o:·s t;mp1y nc:cd ti:;.i,l~)·.;,.· r.!:e 
.;1pc-rat:r,;?; n:lcs ~(:; mmc d·;)sdy. 
• (';;,;;<;in:, H doo.::s r;or rn;:ld::l c'.Li.;Jilrmmts .aL pll.mp!i fc1 ~xcc;::..:::ms the t::~l~c: limit5 ct 
.:!:nrl:u.lf!Crc•~ spc-d~:s.. Yet thts o~:t.::urs S'-lm~!wh;;,{ freq·~cmly T:!.rs mi&ht b¢ a;:: otte-r 
TCF.lSOTI \\'hy de::~ V·Crj relia'!>iLLly <tj)p~ars higb.. 
• C:c:.z.il'l:'l. ~I :!.5Hiff.CS '.\'ilt~r dc:~ve-red a:ny ttm~ uf year ::sus::: fiJI TO a)] <:-CnTrl<!tO!S. T~tis 
m:c;ht b~ tlli,~ fo; ~.~;;:-.·ro:;:•rdit:m '•~'a.tt!r Distrit:t ufSu-.thi.!rn C:::tlit~::.mia r1~:;d til..:: Ken: 
Ccun~y Vv'!Her Ar.HhNi:y .'Is h:~N:: LHHl2>LUr<1~'t! i~ :·ll)f. t:uc r>:.r ctb~i 
..::.::mtL'i\Cf.C•fS i.1:5 S::lnt;.~ H;d:ara. Ctmnly. Ag;:.m, lhi~ of r.;:e;; r..;:;·J.h!l'i 
\'l.·hy tho;: mod!!Lcu d.::H•tcl}· :di:~.hil";,y se-em.s w h·.-t! b~:::~:n O'i!:':h:!S.[im::ncd. 
• le~i:.laLur:: b<:~:; had ~n~di·:)~t:: tc-.:;t:imony that Lhe hi~t:,:~ri;: \\'l.::.t£h{:r panem j.:; fl(.l LClig(:r a 
!eJj<Jble indi~<Jif,)r oft~H! futlLr'.!. Ye::, the sirnulatkm wo:.s bast!!.! cnti.rcly en l!i:&t·;-:.ri.;: 
hydru lu!:;y. A ::l:dL fro~n :.no'"'' tn :more rain pre:Jjo.:tt!J t:y (:Ji::);lro::oet$tli li'.'.;:l';J.Ld ta.·.·::-
::_,[g cons.equeJ:~;!!S< for dr.~lt.l export~. Howevt:r, j1 i~ :u'Jt dt!l~ th:J.t !i'llch eff::::t!i '"''oukl 
:_,e n{.lli ttl;,ibLt! by 2 :)2 L 
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,.. R:~..;{'tn .:r-e:us <Jr~ c:;Jt in.;:lucte:d in ;r~nalysi~ th:! simuliHi:.Jr: ig;ao.r11s 1995-2(•G I. '.V(Iil{; 
H il:'.c,&ht bt' u:r.r~:.1L~:ic to ~X~)t.~C! all £~1C d::11~1 £1e~ess~:;y f<Jt' in(~h.1,j;::-1g ~000 or 2:JO L ~..-:o 
b·~.:;n c:c:·•d<Jpt:d }'tl, Lt dOt:S SCL":!'";; r;::t')Qtlllble !0 c;r.;pcct <'!Ma fbr t'tc 'JIJ:; tC· 'be indu&::C.. 
• A.t son::e nf the p·:~hilc hr:iefirJg!i, (~:e D,;:panrnm~.'s c:.;p;~n.ltions for tt:crl!!IS.cd 
reli:thihty ir.. f;Ltu;e 11!..:- •:: .. ::c;ssiunall.y rt!f~rr.:d t~ <1..::1i•.:.·ns or proen'!ln::.S not m·~lud<!<:i i~ 
:mocb::i:::E'.; ;~;,JJch ••s !.nc::ease r::~ulaLury limi£:> u.;:; t•q:;{l['t5 m ne•,,_,. f::~:;:l11tle~ Y:!t, su .. ;;l 
c!:.;;.rta-1:;!-" ';1.-·er.:: n.;:.t ::t pJrt (:•t ~!It! i.J:j.::.]y~i::>, so t::os~ d.l.:l:~gc~ could not be part nf the: 
ro:;;:s:..l:::. fm· higher C.di-.·ery reh:.1':Jili()'. 
·• M;;;o.:;l::. uftl::.:!' datil <Jr~ c.fpuor {jll>Jli.t}·- cspc-.,.i11lly fer grr:rum.lwaLer :5m.!ct">. H :rou 
cl.un'r. ~J,:::k. r.!:.e model i11pU":s tn::: acc:uratl:!', ir. c.;<; d.i:ficuh ~t) a::;:.::ept lhitt tctl!l m0;.!\il: 
t:<ulp ut::. are :~;~:;;.ura:•::!. 
.. Cal~1rn D i::> .:.~beat n~c:.;jcl ~tscd to ~imula~e 'lo\:ha~ Jc;u;,.,;, w be iii llO'fi Ul'.G~:~r 
Thi~ ~u,g~~·i!:> th;.: lfl..::·d.:::l.i:s, mh;::.r:e-:.:i:lit!'d, ·,;.·:::1: .;:lf:i..::·alt to prcdi·~t .:·cn::.i"i_w:::n;::,~.>. 
• D~~:pr1tlrr~e11t C:id nr.:~~ t:-.'k-c te~!intc:,.ny in pub'lic ~u·:JLlt: , .. :~:~:t~\;: :r1cAr t-;,th:~r.=,'l cc,ncer.J?.; 
;;,1.;~·,~~ :11c rtpOi~ b~fnr~ they );.UbmiL Lh:!ir 1-:C•In::te:n:s. 
"' ll-3, colm::-.n b.bdt'd '''rnoJ~I 'r'ii . ti::-.·~·h~ .~i"ITI.l.!'itl" s:!-.r:•'·'·:~ 
lumn i~ 111 f:;;ct 37{J·;;t, All ~3:t.H:1;:,t;1. in the r::pc·rt ne·::J dou!l.lti! 
M:tn;.· 1f!:·::ncic;:;, ''•ill·.:.se lht' S1•r.,:p D<~lh·~l}' El<:li•"J'.)ihty rcpu:-t f.-Jr mimy pur::.:~~.:-:>es [n 
i!.~k:~i;i:r., CJ.hn::-.::. [J l:i ::t:: fC•t' milny ..,·:;.te:r rrvf::!.m ;:.n<tly~t'~. 
• Loc~J I w :tti!'r l!.s.c:~;.: i~s wiJ I ·::.s~ th~ rc: H t~b iIi ty r<:!p;)rt :'br Jm:al p lannh1g p U=lJ·;.'I:>I.':i!. s'.1..::;:1 
as cl:: ... ·:: l1:1p:;;:~ g the U r'::oa.n 1~Va£er t.·ll'lt11Lg·~mcL1t J:l b:::s regu i!l;!C! l:y 1.\' alt'r Cotl.e St!..::{iO(t 
t06HJ. E~'t]c:cnt lo~al pLOl.rmin;a; requifCS cre<hbl~ cstima~e~ of S\VP reliabiliL;. 
• L.;:n~>.11 O:lS:Gih;ii:!~ 1"-'liii!.I">O u;.;:: lh~ I.::;JOrl to CCilltl}' \Yitb th:!' :-cc_uir::m<!nt'i r.f::;;U :lll 
1n·~ S8 (: I•~ The:"e: I:Hv~ r::q•..Ltr:t' •,~o·~1~"'r rtl;li!e!:i :·~· .. :.:!·:t: fy th:.."r~ io; sut'f:c:t!:-.t ·.n;r.!:: 
m.~:~t tl1.~ rc:qn ·cmcnt:. :;.f n~v' d\~ 
• The ca::itor;-,1:;. v •. ·at~T PJa-'1. Ut::d::l1t j)k'tJ)5 ~0 ll$<: Cal:;lm H tc dc . .:.cribe th~ SLilL~··:s '·"~t,~:· 
·m:-td.ui·~,::.s 'L'!.c- Ci.Jiif._:.m~'-'1 "'•"lMCf P1:Jfl i.s ~o guide the sr.ril.tegil;; devdup:::tltl11)f(bc 
S.t11:c-"::,. Wl'.tr:r t:l!'~m:.r:r.::s. 
,. Cal ted 1,s 1•sing Cshiim II i1:i p!11l·Ofws int~t;r:t:ed £.LI..I:ri.!.{:;t: ut'Jif:SligiJit'ion~. Tbo.~ r~~dt of 
th,z:;c u:~:~~:;t~~.J.ti;m:. will be t>t~:·::ommcJ'Idations fhr pul..:::aii.:.J UC'N w(lt~r SUJ,lpl;· pr·:o,;~:.:1s . 
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HQwe;ver, if th.:l delivery ;;e]iab.ility {lft:tc ~PJ..'P i:s C·'>'crs.tatc:d ar..d. Calsur. CJ r~.:::n;)s are 
G,U<:.s.t~on<l"!J]J;!. Lht." ..:uc•:>eq~.tcn·~es w.;:n~l.; b<: !ligni:i,;;:Jlrn. 
• L::h.:3ll!o~;;:l<l:l]t:r,:w!nt could be h~mpc~c:d it', v.'h~n ::nr:npl}ing w1:h SB 6 tO a::d S.B 2l1 
or CEQ.'\, r.;~et..: ~.r~ !>igniiica.nt rll!::jlUter.; rrver curre:::.t and f"'l';.:.r~ ·.vattlr suppli~::.. 
* Con..; I Oiii O.:t~ c f C~tt~d' S lnt:!gr.atl!'cl ;S Lu:r-.1.~~ ~rl'iJ;)s~i:&ati on ([SI) •.•,:~]1 'i.ie S'J sp:>~t g iVtll 
tb;:t11hc s~me n:o.!cl is used u::. t:{)th thi!' IS.I <Jnd th~ SWP Rcli~bili~y 1..::po~1. 
• Furun:: ~t:Jte· .... ~oi~ l:<lnds ftu; in~rea.sing wa~er :;upp]y ....... m be i.njc:op:lrd::;. i:cppcm·::nt5 
.;:;m ;;:r~:'l'ib:.y cha1!cnec til~ uncerlyin.;; ii:mJ.lysis.. 
Solutio us 
A:; t~ll!' Bil.::t-Dc:hal\~ou~lb·,g Fcn:m's Ad h{•c rv~mtdi::~ Pr01'DC:t::'!t~ Committee nor~~d in 
iheir ~~rG:.,~YJl~'i.far ~lJ!.!~er (Uid En~·irOtiJ'.ilt?i~~'Ci.' ~t.todeli.t;~: 
Juti lk.:[;h!): le.:li.t=~t."'!ll JJ1Ll p::;lt"t;(~ll G•'*"(J.'f~fJ~~ ~?/' ( .. Cit'(_~(;r.~i,r ~~'£rf~'r, l~~< :s ;lt~ .. ::J&rrtt~-r:~~ lhar 
~~J.odel."; L!Jiit;.y a t,.~·idt. [;a_;.~ t.,.-:s..~!pJ.l~rr. jr:)!'t! ,:;t~kt~J~!?:~d~1~!I Ct'fl{•r .d(t;,.·t't:rtof'i' ft.:,;:)!~ r.!i(t.~ :· 
-~~r£t,f{: a.lid ~~.-·tni ~'-~{;,· prA-blu:. Jl.fud~r,•;tifJ .o.l·"i'l:~J:J!.itr .~: . .'sten.IJ i:i .~t:t}i:t'~·.~ a ft!lchfli~.::at t'.~j). .. r~:·ise 
tfJ~· ol~i/Jt(..~1i\~':i .'!J_;(t'r:U~lclfn,g !l·r& ft•J ald itll:.-laJUI iJ~cS'. ~'fJ'(}~ru.:y .~}t' U,i..'.t"'ra~!.';).•i'(~ :• ·,•)~ L-! ~. 
m<Jdrd:t lV:cu: be <!£.''-''-'!'r..ip<.lt." (JJ?r/ 1-!.:i•"d' tti ~~>.:J}~\· thar :l} pt<JVfd-.J' G'-5S>o'l·.:ii'l~~~? t!} 1'/t>{~is.·t,ti· 
,~,;~·~1t.(v-;; f}J(.,:t' .·iJ~ &.rru:.d;.'.YI:J. i!l ,t-f3Ci.'i·Olf:1hle. (2) ~.!2/i bt' lru~·.f~"""i:l b~'-"· ft~}f!S(l.J~al;t[(! p.":ft'li.~?l, ('!; 
u"d;}rt::·s.:.~~··l· .fll~,~loP" •'ec~tl ,, ~··al con:::-•.?'"···~ ' .. lor the $JJl'el~ ::· :.u.:r}Urttl~•··rce. - .Pr(~!.')Co~·.'l]~.Jr :1,..1.1 ter 
trr~-.:l [t1~ . .:fro.•:h'1J~Iff~,.!l.J~fc;·,:lt!i.i.r::fi· j;JJ'~JlU~Jl1l, 2,!)09. p 5 
L':::f;:.::t·J.n:ttdy .. (';:.ls~:n U a:! use-d in ::"he dn:Jft S\·VP Ddi··c~· R.~h!Jlbi~ily r~p;;;.•tt th.;;s.;; 
r~4uirt.!rn!.!'nt.s. \~/hilt.! s1..m1.-e ofrh-:: iS$,U.e.~ f'-.J1$.ed abm::t the r~pcd ar~ misplact::t there ~_;;rc 
liLi:J;:, si!i;ni:li.;:;.:~:r..t nil.rn':;.,;r of l(;g.itin::.ar.c concerns. 
Dr:!partm:!'n~'s plan lu hiJlJ pter :fClt'tCW, histc·ri·:: s1r.:culaF.ion, ill:U.l S~JnSi~1i·•ity at1~1Jy5i) ·Of 
Cahim H u; a t!Pt!d start :'J\'-'<lld t·~.;~ono.g corJideno::e, tbc-ugh tb!re ar:; :>0111·~ ~_:u;:~;.;ats.. 
• ·:·;e rcvi!"W eu':. wi~: only suggest ihcr;-; i;;, :~~~methin8 s:r.:.1.:t1J:"'~:.;; .,.. r..:·n,ii. 
w1th (r-,~": rnc·d~l cr tt:) logi~:. It :i:s p<J:Biblt :l:iH tile n;o;icl ·.:-; :;-r!·c.p-:!-rl;· d-::;;;i!:J;::d., Lli.JT ti:t::: 
'!!hl~~r"ying eMil t.'ln;1 ~mumrtio::-.s m~ in !;)tr•)t', ·c!'l·::htg tr: qu~s-:cinnab~.o:: 
p~cr :;cview \\'ill :..ot ~hm~o· fbLs. 
• Tlttt>::; is (:Q[JZ<:ili r:.b.;:lut "''~::n•..i.:ar:ing th<: :cc~m p;>s:. E;-:ildt }'i!lllr'::; c:stirn:!.L!:, will e~plam 
,;.nly i~sdf- H';5ttlt5 :'br ·:J::li! y~a:r do. J~Ot l~C~Cl'.:;arily impL>• an.)·6~:::~g abou~ :::~.c- ;)ccu::-il.<;y 
oj'<1::',y t;.tllo::- y·car In :.;ti:l.l~:,:.Lical ::..er:ms. ~~ ~s cq~~~· ... alent to h:r.·ing 2:ei:O deg1ccs of 
fr;:~de·r.n. 
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• lt i~~ un.-::lear .,..·hat the s~~:r.:d;~r(!; m tb.resh·::~ld tbr .~ceptance u:r rejectiol':l of CIJrrtlrH 
mnd:e-1 approll;h ~!:i. This witl n::-:xl t1.;. be de.rl~· st.at::d bdo:re £h·::- te;;trng process 
begin.:.. 
Jt L:;; :;:riti.:J.I ihlilt this r~pcJt' 5 conclu~lnn:;, have: widcsprc:1d s:.tppcrt. ()nJ.::::;.5 and r,:nril the 
Dcpm:;;ent l~'•i%k.o;JS a concerted <:[fort (O rce.::;oh.•c fhc: ;;:.::m::cm~ of the reporf~ ·~rit1cs to tll'il 
(:ritlc5' ~i!.t.St~~C(~(Nl, HH: c·epQrt !.lCCtt'.~ pr.::-mature:. Fr<!m 2o p·ll.bli-;: ?Uii::y perspective, it h~ 
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Chart 1 
Compared To Historic Table A Deliveries, 
The Modeled 2001 Delivery Reliability Looks High 
(Not once do deliveries reach the median delivery rate) 
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Chart 2 
The Difference Between Actual Table A Deliveries 
As Reported In Bulletin 132 And As Calculated In Calsim II 
(Eg., CalSim II counts carryover water in the year it is created, not the year it is delivered) 
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The Apparent Discrepancy Between Historic Deliveries And Modeled Reliability 
Doesn't Seem To Be An Issue Of Demand Vs. Capacity · 
(9 times requests have exceeded the median rate, 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA-- THE RESOURCES AGENCY GRAY DAVIS, Governor 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
1416 NINTH STREET. P.O. BOX 942836 
SACRAMENTO, CA 94236-0001 
(916)653-5791 
Honorable Michael J. Machado 
Member of the Senate 
State Capitol, Room 3086 
Sacramento, California 95814 
Dear Senator Machado: 
March 11 , 2003 
This is in response to your letter regarding Mr. Dennis O'Connor's comments on 
the Draft State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report. 
Mr. O'Connor's comments describe five major concerns with the report and 
include miscellaneous observations and comments. The five concerns are: 
1. Recent deliveries are lower than the modeled 2001 conditions. 
2. The Year 2021 studies do not seem to reflect any growth in upstream 
consumptive use. 
3. CALSIM II has not been calibrated, tested or otherwise verified. 
4. The results appear inconsistent with previous estimates and models. 
5. CALSIM II is not being used as designed. 
In the draft report, the Department commits to an evaluation of the adequacy of 
using CALSIM II for estimating SWP delivery ability. This effort is underway and 
consists of the simulation of a recent drought period (1987-1992), a simulation of a 
longer historic period, a sensitivity analysis of the key parameters of CALSIM II and a 
peer review conducted by the CALFED Science Program. The entire evaluation is 
expected to be done within a year. The simulation of the recent drought is complete. 
The results of this analysis are included in the following discussion of the concern that 
recent deliveries are lower than the modeled 2001 conditions. The remaining four major 
concerns are also discussed in the following text. Other comments contained in Mr. 
O'Connor's report are addressed in Attachment 4. 
Recent deliveries are lower than the modeled 2001 conditions. 
This concern is expressed in several letters the Department of Water Resources 
received commenting on the draft report. The thrust of the concern is that the study 
results contained in this report for State Water Project deliveries are much higher than 
the amounts of water delivered by the SWP in the past and are, therefore, not accurate 
or reliable. 
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Recent amounts, as well as many historical SWP delivery amounts, are lower 
than the amounts estimated by the 2001 study. This occurs because the 2001 study is 
a projection of deliveries under year 2001 conditions. SWP contractors' requests for 
water have increased in recent years, and 2001 is the first year that contractors' 
requests exceeded 4.0 million acre-feet. Since the 2001 model study includes water 
demands that are significantly higher than historical levels, modeled water deliveries 
often exceed historical deliveries. The demands assumed in the model simulations 
serve as the upper limit for SWP deliveries. The simulation will export as much as 
allowable to meet the assumed demand; therefore, during wet times, the amount of 
deliveries is often controlled by the assumed demand. During dry periods, the assumed 
demands do not control the amount of delivery because water supply is the limiting 
factor. A good way to analyze how well CALSIM II simulates water system operations is 
to compare the results of the 2001 study to a recent dry period. 
A comparison of adjusted historical and CALSIM II deliveries for the 1987-1992 
dry period is shown on Attachment 1. It illustrates that the simulated values for 
deliveries in the draft report are significantly lower than the historical average deliveries; 
however, when the CALSIM II study is adjusted to reflect key conditions existing during 
that period, the resulting average delivery value is slightly lower (50,000 acre-feet 
per year) than the historical average delivery. 
Rather than over-estimating deliveries, CALSIM II appears to slightly 
underestimate deliveries during periods when water supply is low. This is an important 
conclusion that should help improve general confidence in using CALSIM II as an 
analytical tool. 
The Year 2021 studies do not seem to reflect any growth in upstream consumptive use. 
The model does account for growth in upstream consumptive use as well as 
other factors affecting river flows. For the modeling of upstream consumptive use, the 
Sacramento Valley is divided into seven hydrologic units known as depletion study 
areas. The average total modeled depletion for the 7 areas is 4, 7 49 taf/yr for the 2001 
study and 4,875 taf/yr for the 2021A study, an increase of 126 taf/yr. This average 
increase in depletion is projected to be offset on an average annual basis by an 
increase in precipitation-runoff of 145 taf/yr attributed principally to increased runoff from 
urbanization. In addition, average annual net groundwater extraction is projected to 
increase by 61 taf in the 2021A study compared to 2001 study. Attachment 2 and 
Tables 1 through 4 in Attachment 4 provide additional information on land use estimates 
and modeled depletion, precipitation-runoff gain and groundwater pumping for the 2001 
and 2021 studies . 
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CALSIM II has not been calibrated. tested or otherwise verified. 
DWR continually checks CALSIM II to determine if it reasonably simulates water 
operations in the Sacramento - San Joaquin River system. Often this is done with the 
Bureau of Reclamation during the normal course of business and in coordination with 
interested stakeholders. The study comparing historical deliveries with modeled 
deliveries for 1987-1992 is an example of a check that can be done. Rigorous 
calibration techniques can be applied to only a few components of CALSIM II. 
Additional discussion of this concern is contained in Attachment 3. 
The results appear inconsistent with previous estimates and models. 
Mr. O'Connor cites two examples related to estimations of the delivery ability of 
the SWP and state that these are inconsistent with the studies used in the report. The 
first is a comparison of CALSIM II with a model using a daily time-step. CALSIM II uses 
a monthly time-step. The other refers to values contained in the Urban Water 
Management Plan (2000) for Castaic Lake Water Agency that are based upon 
DWRSIM, a predecessor to CALSIM II. 
The results of the daily time-step are different than the CALSIM II results and the 
observation is made that it is unknown which model more closely simulates actual 
export capacity. The choice of the analytical tool depends upon the purpose of the 
analysis. A daily time-step may be useful in certain circumstances where daily level of 
detail is important. In other cases, it may not be appropriate. A daily time-step model 
requires computations to be done for each day of the period of concern. If applied over 
the entire 73-year period, it requires data be developed for each day of every year, 
whether the data exists or not. For example, assumptions must be made about the 
distribution of flows throughout a month to generate assumed daily flows. A monthly 
time-step model may be the most practical tool to analyze long-term trends and 
averages; however, it may describe the system in a way that implies the system is more 
manageable than it actually is. 
DWR estimated the impact that a daily time-step can have upon the Delta 
exports estimates of CALSIM II. The initial modeling work using a daily time-step was 
done for the In-Delta Storage investigations. For the IDS study, a daily time-step Delta 
operational model was developed to assess the impact of daily variations on the 
balance of Delta outflow and the Central Valley Project and SWP exports. The net 
impact to the exports was sensitive to several other assumptions and resulted in a 
long-term annual average reduction of 100 to 200 taf/yr for the CVP and SWP 
combined. DWR is continuing to study the effect of the daily time-step upon long-term 
studies. 
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Regarding the 2000 Urban Water Management Plan for Castaic Lake Water 
Agency, DWR understands that the plan incorporates a more conservative 
interpretation of the results of the referenced DWRSIM study. DWR supports and 
encourages local water agencies to apply the level of SWP reliability they determine is 
appropriate for their areas, taking into account local supplies, other imported supplies, 
demand-management programs and local planning criteria. The SWP Delivery 
Reliability Report should serve as a reference document to help clarify decisions that 
are made at the local level. 
CALSIM II is not being used as designed. 
This comment relates to the fact that CALSIM II studies are best used as 
comparative studies. Although analyses based upon stand-alone studies are less 
certain than analyses using comparative studies, stand-alone studies provide very 
useful information. For example, DWR routinely uses stand-alone studies to develop 
strategies for operating the SWP. This process involves technical judgment and 
knowledge of key elements of the water system. This is the same process DWR 
encourages local water and planning agencies to take when applying the results in the 
report. 
Your letter, as well as all others commenting on the draft report and the 
corresponding responses, will be included in an appendix to the final report. In addition, 
they will be posted on the State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report website 
(http://swpdelivery.water.ca.gov) this April. 
Thank you for your comments and observations. If you wish to discuss these 
responses further, please contact me at (916) 653-7007 or your staff may contact 
Francis Chung, Chief of DWR's Bay-Delta Office Modeling Support Branch, at 
(916) 653-5924. 
Attachments 
cc: (See attached list.) 
Sincerely, 
rrhomas !!Yt. Jfannigan 
Thomas M. Hannigan 
Director 
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Mr. Dennis O'Connor, Consultant to 
Senate Committee on Agriculture and 
Water Resources 
State Capital, Room 406 
Sacramento, California 95814 
Ms. Jennifer Ruffulo 
Research Program Analyst 
California Research Bureau 
900 N Street, Suite 300 
Sacramento, California 95841 
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Comparison of Historical and CALSIM II Deliveries for 1987-1992 
As explained on page 6 of the draft report, past deliveries cannot accurately 
predict future deliveries. There have been continual, significant changes in the factors 
that determine State Water Project water delivery, including water demand. SWP water 
contractors' requests for water have increased in recent years and 2001 is the first year 
that requests exceeded 4.0 million acre-feet (as shown in the attached Figure 1 ). 
The 2001 model study used for the draft report assumes that current water-use 
conditions, including water demands, exist for each year analyzed in the 73-year model 
study. Since the 2001 model study includes water demands that are significantly higher 
than historical levels, modeled water deliveries often exceed historical deliveries. One 
exception to this would be during dry periods because supply, not demand, determines 
the amount of water delivery. 
Historical values for SWP Table A deliveries from the Delta have been compared 
to the Table A delivery values of the 2001 model study for the dry period of 1987 
through 1992 to assess how well CALSIM II simulates supply-limited conditions for a 
recent period. This comparison requires three adjustments to be made for the results to 
be comparable. One adjustment is made to the historical delivery data and two are 
made to the conditions assumed for CALSIM II. 
The historical delivery data are adjusted to be comparable to the model results 
as follows. Historically, a portion of the annual water allocation is carried over in SWP 
storage facilities and delivered in the following year. The CALSIM II model does not 
currently have criteria and procedures to allow carryover of allocated water from one 
year to the next. To make the historical data comparable to model data, the historical 
Table A delivery data was adjusted to show all the "carryover water" being delivered in 
the year of allocation rather than the following year. The adjusted historical and 2001 
model study deliveries for the 1987 through 1992 dry period are compared in Figure 2. 
The modeled average delivery for this period is 1 ,670 taf/yr compared to the 
historical average of 2,030 taf/yr in CALSIM II format. 
The two adjustments made to CALSIM II are 1) changing the regulatory 
requirements for Delta operation to match the ones in place during 1987-92, and 
2) adjusting the reservoir storages at the beginning of the period to match those that 
actually existed at that time. 
The 2001 model study in the draft report includes regulatory constraints that were 
not applicable to the 1987-1992 period (State Water Resources Control Board Decision 
1641 ). For comparison purposes, a special 2001 model study was completed with the 
regulations that were in effect at that time (Decision 1485). As shown in Figure 3, this 
study produces higher SWP deliveries than the original study with the D-1641 
constraints. The study's modeled average delivery for this period is 1,910 taf/yr, 
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compared to the average of 1 ,670 taf/yr for the original study. A comparison of the 
revised study results with the historical deliveries is shown as Figure 3. 
Modeled SWP demand for 1986, a wet year just before the dry period, is 
3,345 tat compared to the historical request of 2,364 taf. As a result of this higher 
model demand, modeled SWP storage at the beginning of the dry period is 
approximately 420 taf lower than the historical SWP storage. The modeled storage at 
the end of the dry period is essentially the same as the historical value. There is, 
therefore, an additional 420 taf of supply that would have been delivered in the model 
and the CALSIM delivery amounts during the dry period should be adjusted accordingly. 
To adjust for the 420 taf difference in storage, 70 taf was added to the modeled delivery 
for each of the six years in the dry period. This adjustment raises the average model 
delivery for the dry period to 1 ,980 taf/yr, 50 taf/yr lower than the historical average of 
2030 taf/yr (Figure 4 }. 
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Figure 1 
SWP Contractor's Table A Request versus 2001 Model Study SWP Table A Demand 
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Upstream Depletion 
Estimates of demands and water use are part of the hydrology development for 
CALSIM II. Areas upstream of the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta are divided into 
hydrologic basins or units known as Depletion Study Areas. These depletion areas are 
categorized as valley floor areas and rim basin areas. Because valley floor areas are 
more complex, have large demands, and need to be integrated with the operation of the 
CVP/SWP, they are represented in CALSIM II in much greater detail than rim basins. 
Flows from rim basins are determined prior to simulating CALSIM II and are input as a 
fixed time series. The attached map shows the delineation of the DSA boundaries. 
The land use acreage used to develop water demands for each DSA is based on 
the desired Level of Development. Fixed levels of land use are used to determine water 
demands for the existing (normalized year 1995) and future (year 2020) LOD. The table 
below contains land use assumptions for each DSA in the Sacramento Basin. Levels of 
development between 1995 and 2020 are estimated by linear interpolation. 
Sacramento Basin, Valle~ Floor Land Use {acres} 
1995 2020 Difference 
DSA Urban Agriculture Urban Agriculture Urban Agriculture 
58 67,400 37,400 110,000 33,700 42,600 -3,700 
10 21,800 188,000 33,300 199,600 11,500 11,600 
12 7,900 370,100 12,800 386,000 4,900 15,900 
15 3,400 279,200 4,800 279,800 1,400 600 
69 49,900 392,400 81,000 384,800 31,100 -7,600 
65 38,100 265,400 61,100 255,600 23,000 -9,800 
70 180,500 126,800 284,600 108,100 104,100 -18,700 
54 17,900 297,700 28,800 291,300 10,900 -6,400 
55 24,900 135,300 35,700 126,400 10,800 -8,900 
Total 411,800 2,092,300 652,100 2,065,300 240,300 -27,000 
Source: DWR, Bay-Delta Office, CU model input for use in CALSIM II, based on Bulletin 
160-98 data. 
Water consumption for different land use categories is calculated using DWR's 
Consumptive Use model. The CU model simulates monthly soil moisture conditions 
over the 73-year period of simulation for 12 different agricultural crop categories, urban 
irrigated landscape and native vegetation for each DSA. Based on minimum soil 
moisture requirements the CU model calculates the Consumptive Use of Applied Water 
for the irrigated land use categories. Municipal and industrial demands are not fully 
addressed in the CU model. A large portion of M&l demands are non-consumptive and, 
therefore, not considered by the CU model. M&l diversions can have a large influence 
on reservoir operations and have, therefore, been included in CALSIM II for the 
American and Lower Sacramento rivers. M&l water diversion requirements are 
determined based on recent historic diversions for existing LOD and contract amounts 
for future LOD . 
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The CU model uses a very simple approach to estimate outdoor urban water 
demands. The urban land use classification combines residential, commercial and 
industrial sectors. The total urban acreage is subsequently proportioned between 
"lawns," "vacant lots" and "impervious surfaces." To calculate the consumptive use of 
these three land types, the following assumptions are made: 
• Consumptive use of lawns is identical to irrigated pasture; 
• Consumptive use of vacant lots is identical to native vegetation; and 
• All precipitation on impervious surface results in runoff, i.e., zero consumptive 
use. 
The CU model assumes 10-15 percent of CUAW is lost to the system as non-
recoverable losses. The CU model is also used to adjust the historical rainfall runoff 
due to any land use change. The table below contains average annual irrigation 
demands by crop and DSA as calculated by the CU model. The total average annual 
depletion (CUAW and non-recoverable losses) for the Sacramento Valley floor at 2001 
LOD is 4,749 taf/yr compared to 4,875 taf/yr at 2020 LOD. 
ConsumQtive Use of AQQiied Water {ac-ftlac} 
DSA Alfalfa Citrus Cotton Field Grain Truck Orchard Pasture Rice Sugar Toma- Vines 
Beets toes 
10 2.6 1.6 1.4 0.2 1.3 2.2 3.0 3.5 2.0 2.1 1.8 
12 2.8 2.0 1.5 0.3 1.4 2.2 3.1 3.6 2.1 2.0 1.9 
15 2.8 2.0 1.5 0.3 1.3 2.2 3.2 3.6 2.1 2.0 
58 2.3 1.4 1.3 0.1 1.2 2.1 2.7 1.7 
65 2.7 1.5 0.2 1.4 2.2 3.1 3.6 2.1 2.0 1.7 
69 2.6 2.0 1.4 0.2 1.3 2.2 3.0 3.5 2.0 1.9 
70 2.7 1.5 0.2 1.3 2.3 3.0 3.5 2.1 1.9 1.9 
55 lowland 1.9 1.3 0.0 0.9 1.3 2.6 3.4 1.5 1.2 1.2 
55 UQiand 2.9 1.6 0.3 1.7 2.4 3.0 3.6 2.3 1.9 1.9 
Notes: Blank values indicate that the crop is not grown in the region. 
Reeorted urban CUAW is based on an assumed irrigated landscaQe area of 25% 
The current figures in the SWP Delivery Reliability Report are based on 
Bulletin 160-98 land use estimates. The next revision of the report, planned in 
approximately two years, will be based on revised estimates in the California Water 
Plan Update 2003. 











During the growing season rice fields are flooded to control weed growth. In the CU 
model water applied for flooding in April and subsequent months is treated as a 
consumptive use. The fields are assumed to be flooded to a depth of nine inches. The 
water recovered through draining the fields in September (1.5 to 2.0 inches) is added to 
the local water supply as an accretion. The quantity and timing of irrigation demands 
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represent average planting and harvesting conditions in each DSA. Return flows from 
rice drainage are added to the time series of accretions for each basin. Return flows 
average approximately 70 taf/yr from a total of 485,000 acres of paddy rice at the 2001 
LOD. Over the last few decades there have been substantial changes in the quantities 
of water diverted for rice production. Applied water demands have dropped as irrigation 
efficiencies have increased and farmers have switched to varieties with shorter growing 
periods. More recently fall flooding of rice fields for decomposition of rice straw has 
been adopted as an alternative to burning. Irrigation demands for rice are currently 
being reviewed and it is likely that model demands will be adjusted for the CALSIM II 
runs required to support the California Water Plan Update 2003. 
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CALSIM II Evaluation 
DWR's Bay-Delta Office is currently undertaking a "historical project operations 
study" to investigate the accuracy of the model's water supply estimates. The purpose 
of the historical project operations study is to compare CALSIM II results with historical 
operations and investigate the source of any differences in historical and simulated 
performance. The historical project operations studies is part of a larger 
CALSIM II evaluation process. Other components of this evaluation will include a 
survey of stakeholders; a model peer review by leading academics and practitioners; 
and a sensitivity analysis on model inputs and parameters. Initial results from the 
historical project operations study are expected to be available by March 2003. 
The historical project operations study, conducted by DWR, will compare 
CALSIM II model results to recent historical operations for water years 1975 to 1998. 
This 24-year period includes both the 1976-77 and 1987-92 droughts. It also includes 
water year 1998 that is one of two years for which detailed analysis of historical water 
supply and demand is being conducted as part of the California Water Plan Update 
2003 (Bulletin 160-03). 
For the historical project operations study, input to the current CALSIM II model 
will be changed to reflect historical conditions. The inflow hydrology will be revised to 
reflect historical rather than current or projected level of development. Demand will be 
calculated for the historical land use, based on DWR's land surveys and county 
commissioners' reports, rather than a fixed level of development. Project contracts and 
entitlements will be changed to their historical level. Lastly operation logic will be 
changed to reflect the changing regulatory base line such as the release of the State 
Water Resources Control Board 1995 Water Quality Control Plan and State and federal 
biological opinions for Delta smelt and Chinook salmon. 
The study will be limited in geographical scope to a dynamic operation of the 
Sacramento Valley, the Delta, and CVP-SWP facilities south of the Delta. Delta inflows 
from the San Joaquin Valley and the East Side Streams will be fixed at their historical 
level. In dry years when the system is system is supply limited, the SWP target 
demands will be set equal to the historical requests. In wet years when the system is 
demand driven, target demands will be set equal to historical deliveries. Similarly for 
the CVP, historical requests or annual contract amounts will be an upper bound on CVP 
deliveries. 
Modeling of the CVP-SWP system and areas contributory to the Sacramento-
San Joaquin Delta requires considerable input data. The majority of the data relates to 
either system inflows or demand data for the 73-year period of simulation. As described 
in page 7 of the report, DWR has committed to undertake a sensitivity analysis on SWP 
water delivery reliability. This analysis would examine the effects of certain 
assumptions, parameters and input data on model results. The aim of the sensitivity 
analysis is to identify the input data that most strongly affect model results so that future 
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work within the Department can be focused on refining estimates of these key 
determinants. 
The current representation of groundwater in CALSIM II is only a first step 
towards developing a fully integrated groundwater surface water model. The 
Department is currently developing the Central Valley Groundwater Surface water 
Model with the eventual aim of linking this model to CALSIM II to study impacts of 
surface water operations, groundwater pumping and land use change on groundwater 
elevations. The current groundwater model component of CALSIM II affects surface 
water operations through the calculation of the stream-groundwater interaction. There 
is considerable uncertainty about the magnitude of this interaction. In areas with high 
groundwater levels, groundwater inflow to streams is a function of groundwater head. 
In areas of low groundwater elevation where stream seepage flows to the groundwater, 
there is an assumed hydraulic disconnect between the stream and the aquifer so that 
seepage is independent of groundwater elevation. It is acknowledged that groundwater 
elevations are not accurately modeled in CALSIM II. As calculated by CALSIM II, 
groundwater inflows to the stream system in the upper Sacramento Valley average 255 
taf/yr. Stream losses to groundwater in the lower Sacramento Valley average 40 taf/yr. 
This compares with an average annual Sacramento River inflow to the Delta (at 
Freeport) of approximately 16 maf/yr. 
In any discussion on model "calibration" it is important to remember that 
CALSIM II is a mass-balance accounting model and not a distributed hydrologic model 
that simulates a physical process. It is also important to understand that the hydrology 
development is based on historical gage data. Valley floor accretions and depletions 
are calculated as closure terms in a hydrologic mass balance calculated for each 
Depletion Study Area. The accretions represent local ungaged runoff into the stream 
system and are calculated based on gage data for stream inflows and outflows across 
the hydrologic boundary and estimates of urban and agricultural consumptive use of 
applied water within the region. The accretions and depletions also contain all the 
errors in the mass balance stemming from poor gage data or incorrect estimates of 
groundwater extraction or agricultural and urban water use. True calibration techniques 
can only be applied to a few components of the CALSIM II model, such as the Artificial 
Neural Network used for determining flow-salinity relationships in the Delta and the multi 
cell groundwater model . 
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Responses to Other Comments from Dennis O'Connor, Assistant Director, 
California Research Bureau 
Comment: Except for the year 2000, historical deliveries are always less than the 
median modeled delivery of 3.3 maf. 
Response: The 73-year median modeled delivery of 3.30 maf is based on year 2001 
level of development including 2001 SWP demand conditions. SWP contractor's 
requests for water have increased in recent years and reached 4.1 maf in 2001 and 
initial requests for 2003 are also 4.1 maf. The highest SWP Contractor's request prior 
to 2001 was 3.6 maf which occurred in the years 1992 and 2000. This request is 
slightly lower than the 73-year median model demand of 3.74 maf. Since the 2001 
model study includes SWP water demand which is significantly higher than historical 
levels prior to 2001, modeled water deliveries often exceed historical deliveries. 
Comment: SWP contractor's Table A requests have been higher than the median 
modeled delivery on 9 occasions. 
Response: Our records show that SWP contractor's Table A requests have exceeded 
the median modeled delivery of 3.3 maf in six years as shown in the following table. 
The years with requests above 3.3 maf are 1991, 1992, and 2000 through 2003. 
SWP Contractor's 
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Comment: SWP has delivered 95 percent or more of contractor's requests only once 
in the last 12 years. 
Response: For the period 1989-2002, the SWP allocated 1 00 percent of the 
contractor's requests in 1989, 1993 and 1996-1999. Project water delivery was 
95 percent of the requested amount in 1989 and 93 percent of the requested amount in 
1996. Project water deliveries in the years 1993 and 1997-1999 ranged from 55 to 
85 percent of the initial requests due to substantial improvement in local water supplies 
after the request was submitted. 
Comment: The minimum model demand of 3.0 maf is well above the 1. 7 maf ultimately 
demanded by SWP contractor's in 1998. CALSIM does not consider that contractors 
might reduce their demand below 3.0 maf. 
Response: Many factors must be considered when estimating the appropriate level of 
SWP model demand for each year including local rainfall in the water use areas. 
Currently, SWP model demands have only been determined through 1994. The wet 
year of 1998 had above normal winter precipitation as well as unusually high rainfall in 
May. Sacramento had 3.04 inches of rain in May 1998 (661 percent of normal) while 
the Los Angeles Civic Center had 3.1 0 inches ( 1 ,940 percent of normal). To the extent 
possible, actual 1998 conditions will be taken into account when modeling 1998. 
Comment: The median model delivery in below-normal years is higher than the 
median model delivery in above-normal years. 
Response: The median model delivery in below-normal years is 46 taf greater than the 
median model delivery in above-normal years. This occurs because the average model 
demand in below-normal years is 164 taf higher than the average model demand in 
above-normal years as shown in the attached Figure 1. In below-normal years, the 
resources are often still available to supply this higher demand. 
Comment: The adjusted historical SWP Table A dry-year delivery of 1.4 maf in 2001 is 
less than all modeled Table A deliveries in years classified as dry. 
Response: The adjusted delivery of 1.4 maf in 2001 does not include 160 taf of water 
allocated in 2001 and carried over and delivered in 2002. This carryover should be 
added to the 1.4 maf delivery to make it comparable to modeled deliveries. With this 
adjustment, the value for 2001 is 1.56 maf, which is slightly higher than the lower bound 
of the modeled delivery in dry years. 
2 
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Comment: The adjusted historical SWP Table A wet-year deliveries of 1.7 maf in 1998 
and 3.0 maf in 1999 are less than all modeled Table A deliveries in years classified as 
wet. 
Response: Modeled deliveries are similar to 1999 in three years classified as wet. The 
wet year of 1998 had above normal winter precipitation as well as unusually high rainfall 
in May. To the extent possible, actual1998 conditions will be taken into account when 
modeling 1998. 
Comment: Why does 2021 delivery exceed 2001 delivery in the exceedance range of 
80 to 85 percent in Figure 1 of the draft report? 
Response: Increased urbanization from 2001 to the 2021 projected level of 
development results in greater precipitation-runoff. Increased 2021 demands will result 
in greater groundwater pumping. These two factors result in higher delivery in 2021 
compared to 2001 in the 80 to 85 percent range of Figure 1 of the draft report. The dry 
years with higher delivery in 2021 compared to 2001 are 1932, 1933 and 1960. The 
modeled depletion, precipitation-runoff gain and groundwater pumping for the 2001 and 
2021 studies for the 1922-1994 study period and each of these years are shown in 
Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. 
Comment: SWP delta exports cannot be evaluated without also looking at CVP delta 
exports. 
Response: DWR and the Bureau of Reclamation, in coordination with public agencies, 
have spent over two years developing CALSIM II. For years, the Bureau and DWR 
used different computer models to conduct planning analyses. The Bureau and DWR 
now agree CALSIM II sufficiently represents the operation of the CVP and the SWP and 
is the best model of its type for analyzing proposed projects. The studies used in the 
report are referred to as Benchmark Studies (May 17, 2002) and have been reviewed 
and accepted by the Bureau and DWR. Summary reports of the results of these 
studies, including the values for CVP exports, are available on the Internet at 
http://modeling.water.ca.gov/hydro/studies/SWPReliability/index.html. 
Comment: CALSIM II assumes water delivered any time of the year is useful to all 
contractors. 
Response: The monthly model demands are based on historical data and information 
received from SWP contractors. Under some contracts, project water is delivered in a 
monthly pattern that assumes the individual contractor will provide local storage facilities 
when using SWP water to meet local water demand. 
3 
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Comment: The historical weather pattern is no longer a reliable indicator of the future. 
Response: The impact of global warming is being evaluated as part of the 2003 
California Water Plan Update (Bulletin 160). The incorporation of the potential effects of 
global warming in estimates of the delivery ability of the SWP is expected to be a topic 
addressed in the peer review and other public discussions regarding CALSIM II. 
Comment: The modeling simulation does not include the years 1995-2001. 
Response: We are currently updating the CALSIM II database to include the years 
1995-1998. The quality-control process for some of the data needed for CALSIM II is a 
slow one. Updating CALSIM II with post-1998 data will be done at a later date. 
4 
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Table 1 
Average Precipitation-Runoff Gain, Depletion and Groundwater 
Pumping for Sacramento Valley Depletion Study Areas 
(1922·1994 average in tat/year) 
2021 Study 
minus 
2001 Study 2021 Study 2001 Study 
Precipitation-runoff gain 4,683 4,828 145 
Depletion 4,749 4,875 126 
Net groundwater pumping 1,217 1,278 61 
Gain - depletion + pumping 1,151 1,231 80 
Table 2 
1932 Precipitation-Runoff Gain, Depletion and Groundwater 




2001 Study 2021 Study 2001 Study 
Precipitation-runoff gain 1,958 2,041 83 
Depletion 5,026 5,144 118 
Net groundwater pumping 1,995 2,085 90 
Gain • depletion + pumping ·1,073 -1,018 55 
Table 3 
1933 Precipitation-Runoff Gain, Depletion and Groundwater 




2001 Study 2021 Study 2001 Study 
Precipitation-runoff gain 1,726 1,871 145 
Depletion 5,190 5,295 105 
Net groundwater pumping -1,966 2,055 89 
Gain • depletion + pumping -1,498 ·1,369 129 
Table4 
1960 Precipitation-Runoff Gain, Depletion and Groundwater 




2001 Study 2021 Study 2001 Study 
Precipitation-runoff gain 3,060 3,221 161 
Depletion 4,788 4,925 137 
Net groundwater pumping 1,263 1,355 111 
Gain - depletion + pumping -465 -349 135 
Note: Precipitation-runoff gain is the stream flow accretion due to local ungaged streams that are not modeled explicitly in CALSIM 11. 
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• METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
Executive Office 
October 23,2002 
Kathy Kelly, Chief 
Department of Water Resources 
Bay-Delta Office 
P. 0. Box 942836 
Sacramento, CA 94236-0001 
Dear Ms. Kelly: 
Comments on the Draft "State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report" 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the draft "State Water Project Delivery 
Reliability Report." The Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (Metropolitan) 
supports the release of this report and believes it is an essential component, in conjunction with 
our "Report on Metropolitan's Water Supplies," for assisting local water agencies in complying 
with SB 610 and SB 221 in southern California. 
We have two suggestions that we believe will make the report more useful to local water 
agencies managing SB 610 and SB 221 issues. These suggestions are provided in the attached 
statement. 
Please feel free to call me at (213) 217-6052 if you have any questions regarding the statement or 
the comments we are submitting. 
V cry tmly you.'"S, 
~11\-~ 
Stephen N. Arakawa 
Manager, Water Resource Management 
WAT:as 
o:\adminwrm\sharedlcorn:s\SWP Reliability Rcport-Transmittalletter.doc 
Enclosure 
700 N. Alameda Street, Los Angeles, California 90012 • Mailing Address: Box 54153, Los Angeles, California 90054-0153 • Telephone (213) 217-6000 
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SWP Delivery Reliability Report 
M~trttptt\\t.-an C\)mmt:nh 
October 2002 
The Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (Metropolitan) supports the release ofthc 
Department of Water Resources (DWR) "State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report." (SWP 
Reliability Report). We believe that it provides important information for local water agencies to 
comply with SB 610 and SB 221 by describing the delivery capabilities of the SWP. This report 
complements the "Report on Metropolitan's Water Supplies" (Metropolitan's supply capability 
report released in February of this year). Together, the two reports will be critical elements oflocal 
agency response to SB 610/221 and Urban Water Management Plans (UWMPs) in southern 
California. 
Metropolitan's 1996 Intergrated Resources Plan: 
The SWP Reliability Report describes what Metropolitan realized during the prolonged drought in 
the late 1980's/early 1990s- that the SWP is highly variable, able to meet demands in wet years but 
subject to limited supply capabilities in dry years. This realization prompted Metropolitan and our 
member agencies to embark on a process called the Integrated Resources Plan (IRP). The IRP was 
an open, collaborative planning process with the goal of improving Metropolitan's reliability 
through a balanced mix of resources. 
Resources developed under the 1996 IRP include conservation, recycling, in-region surface and 
groundwater storage, out-of-region storage, water transfers, and strategic infrastructure investments. 
These resources are essential for managing the variability of the SWP by increasing Metropolitan's 
ability to use the system's full supply capabilities. The combination of SWP supplies and other IRP 
resources provide the regional reliability needed for SB 610 and SB 221 compliance. 
Metropolitan's accomplishments under the IRP include: 
• $2 billion Diamond Valley Lake with 800,000 acre-feet (AF) of storage 
• S 1.2 billion Inland Feeder (soon to be completed) to convey wet year water to storage 
• $155 million for active conservation savings producing about 66,000 AFY (572,000 AF 
region wide from all sources- active, plumbing codes, and price effect savings) 
• $106 million for recycling and groundwater recovery producing about 112,000 AFY 
(220,000+ AF region wide) 
• $183 million in contractual groundwater storage (236,000 AF) 
• Numerous other regional and local projects either existing or in development 
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Additionally, Metropolitan's strategy to advance California's Colorado River Water Use Plan 
includes aggressive water transfer and storage actions to accommodate progressive cuts in 
California diversions over the next 15 years. 
The "Report on Metropolitan's Water Supplies" contains a complete listing of these programs, 
existing and planned, which will be refined as our IRP and UWMP plans are updated. 
Comments on the SWP Delivery Reliability Report 
DWR's report accomplishes its purpose, with the understanding that water utilities in 
Metropolitan's service area must review it in the context of the "Report on Metropolitan's Water 
Supplies." Metropolitan believes the following modifications would enhance the usefulness of the 
report to 1oca1 agencies complying with SB 610 and SB 22l: 
1. Future Infrastructure: DWR's SWP supply capability analysis relies on existing 
infrastructure for both 2001 and 2021. However, both SB 610 and SB 221 allow for 
inclusion of resources that can be reasonably relied upon in the future. CALFED's Record 
of Decision (ROD) includes specific facilities for water supply augmentation and by 2021 
these resources should be in place. Metropolitan recommends that the final report include 
future CALFED ROD water augmentation projects and other efforts such as the Phase 8 
Settlement Agreements. 
2. 2001 Full Capability: The DWR report does not include a full demand study for the 2001 
study period. A full demand study for 2001 would provide the needed picture of what 
supply the SWP is capable of today. Without this, it is difficult for agencies with storage to 
determine the current supply capabilities of the system to convey water for storage. This is 
especially true for southern California with the addition of Diamond Valley Lake, which 
provides 800,000 AF of storage, and the soon to be completed Inland Feeder, which will 
dramatically increase Metropolitan's ability to convey SWP water in wet years. 
Overall, DWR' s SWP Delivery Reliability report achieves its purpose of providing information 
needed for SB 610 and SB 221 compliance. For retailers in Metropolitan's service area, it supports 
Metropolitan's report as conservative, sufficient evidence for imported supply capabilities and 
reliability. Of course retail agencies must also consider their own local supply capabilities to 
develop a complete picture of overall retail reliability in their service area. 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on this important report. 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA- THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
1416 NINTH STREET. P.O. BOX 942836 
SACRAMENTO, CA 94236-0001 
(916) 653-5791 
Mr. Stephen N. Arakawa, Manager 
Water Resource Management 
February 3, 2003 
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California 
Post Office Box 54153 
Los Angeles, California 90054-0153 
Dear Mr. Arakawa: 
GRAY DAVIS, Govemor 
Thank you for Metropolitan Water District's comments of October 23, 2002, on the 
Draft State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report. We welcome the interest this draft 
report has generated and are pleased to provide a response to your comments. 
Your letter requests the report include: 
1. Future CALF ED ROD water augmentation projects and other efforts such as the 
Phase 8 Settlement Agreements and 
2. A full-demand study for 2001 to provide information about what the State Water 
Project is capable of providing today. 
The studies in the draft report can be viewed as conservative estimates for water 
deliveries in that they do not include any projects being sought for the future or pending 
agreements. The studies can also be viewed as overestimates of the delivery capability 
because of the possibility that regulations governing the SWP export operation may 
become more restrictive. The Department of Water Resources has chosen not to 
speculate about these types of elements in this report. The appropriateness of this 
approach can be revisited during the development of the next version of this report. 
DWR has chosen to not include a study that maximizes the demand in every 
year for the current (2001) level of development. MWD demands for the 2001 study are 
based on information we received from MWD which takes into account the effect of 
local weather conditions in southern California. A study simulating 2021 conditions with 
full Table A deliveries assumed to be requested every year is included in the report. It 
is interesting to see that the results are very close to the results of the other studies 
assuming a variable demand. We believe these studies provide sufficient information 
for planning purposes . 
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Mr. Stephen N. Arakawa, Manager 
February 3, 2003 
Page2 
DWR plans to finalize the SWP Delivery Reliability Report in the near future. We 
recognize that this is an ongoing process and plan to revise the report at least every two 
years. 
Your letter, as well as all others, commenting on the draft report and the 
corresponding responses will be included in an appendix to the final report. In addition, 
they are posted on the State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report website 
(http://swpdelivery.water.ca.gov). 
If you need additional information or would like to discuss this further, please call 
me at (916) 653-1099. For further technical information, please call Francis Chung, 
Chief of DWR's Bay-Delta Office Modeling Support Branch, at (916) 653-5924. 
Sincerely, 
1(atlierine Cf". 1(e{[y 
Katherine F. Kelly, Chief 
Bay-Delta Office 
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Qftzen 3Q "'' 
Protecting Health, 
Safety & Democracy 
NOV -5 
Buyers l'p ·Congress Watch· Critical ~lass· GlobaiTradcWatch • Health Research Group • Litigation Group 
Juan Claybrook. President 
11!1/2002 
Thomas Hannigan 
Director, Department ofWater Resources 
By e-mail <hannigan@water.ca.gov> 
Cc: Steve Macaulay <macaulay@water.ca.gov> 
Katherine Kelly <kkelly@water.ca.gov> 
Jonas Minton <jminton@water.ca.gov> 
DWR 
Attn: SWP Water Delivery Report, Room 215-37 
PO Box 942836 
Sacramento, CA 94236-0001 
Re: Support of Comments on "The State \Vater Project Reliability Report" 
:VIr. Hannigan: 
I am \\Tiling in support of the comments made regarding the "The State Water Project Reliability Report" 
in the attached letter. The comments found in this letter address a number of the weaknesses in the findings 
of this report. 
Specifically, as described in the attached letter, the Department of Water Resources could improve the 
quality of the report in major ways. The report relics too heavily upon one computer model. Multiple 
models should be utilized to provide support for the findings in other models. 
The Department should coordinate assessment of both the Central Valley Project (CVP) and the State 
Water Project (SWP) in one document, providing a complete representation of the water resources involved 
in these cooperatively managed programs. The water rights associated with the SWP should also be 
addressed to provide greater clarity in the reliability of the project as well. 
Public Citizen is particularly concerned with the detrimental effects of the so-called "Monterey 
Amendments" on water planning in the state. 
finally, it is vital that environmental limitations are also a component of the assessment, as both 
environmental regulations and restoration will increasingly determine the management of the SWP. 
Thank you for your inclusion of public comments in the ongoing assessment of the SWP, and your efforts 
to continually improve this program. 
Sincerely, y 
~~~YWJ 
California Office Director 
Ralph :'><adcr, Founder 
1615 Broadway, Xinth Floor • Oakland. CA 94612 • (510) 663-0888 • fax:(;to) 663-8569 • W\'lW.citizen.org 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA THE RESOURCES AGENCY GRAY DAVIS, Governor 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
1416 NINTH STREET, P.O. BOX 942836 
SACRAMENTO, CA 94236-0001 
(916) 653-5791 
Ms. Jane Kelly 
California Office Director 
Public Citizen 
1615 Broadway, Ninth Floor 
Oakland, California 94612 
Dear Ms. Kelly: 
April 10, 2003 
This is in response to your letter of November 1, 2002 supporting the comments 
made by Robert C. Wilkinson on the Draft State Water Project Delivery Reliability 
Report. 
The SWP Delivery Reliability Report will be finalized in the near future. We 
recognize that this is an ongoing process and plan to revise the report frequently. We 
commit to involving the public in the discussions and analyses regarding the sufficiency 
of CALSIM II. In addition, a peer review will be conducted by the CALFED Science 
Program to assess the adequacy of using CALSIM II for this purpose. We encourage 
the exploration of alternative methods of evaluating State Water Project delivery ability 
or different ways of using CALSIM II for this evaluation. The Department of Water 
Resources is committed to working with all interested parties with the expectation that 
the next report will have greater support. 
Attached is DWR's response to Mr. Wilkinson. All comment letters and DWR's 
responses to them will be included in an appendix to the final report. In addition, they 
will be posted on the State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report website 
(http://swpdelivery. water.ca.gov). 
If you wish to discuss this further, please call Katherine Kelly, Chief of DWR's 
Bay-Delta Office, at (916) 653-1 099. For technical information, please contact 
Francis Chung, Chief of DWR's Bay-Delta Office Modeling Support Branch, at 
(916) 653-5924. 
Attachment 
cc: (See attached list.) 
Sincerely, 
rtfiomas :Jvl. Jfannigan 
Thomas M. Hannigan 
Director 
EDITOR'S NOTE: 
See page E-153 for the "attached letter" (from John C. 
Wilkinson to DWR) referred to in Jane Kelly's letter. DWR's 
response to Mr. Wilkinson begins on page E-158. 
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October 31, 2002 
Ms Katherine Kelly 
Attention: SWP Water Delivery Report 
California Department of Water Resources 
P.O. Box 942836 
Sacramento, California 94236-0001 
NOV - 5 2t1C:2 
Subject: Comments on the Draft State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report 
Dear Ms. Kelly: 
5750 AlMADEN EXPWY 
SAN JOSE, CA 95118.3614 
TELEPHONE (4081 265·2600 
FACSIMilE (408] 266.0271 
www. scvwd.dst.ca. us 
AN EOUA. OPPOI!:fl.!!'>.ITY t.Wi.CYER 
The Santa Clara Valley Water District (District) commends the Department of Water 
Resources (DWR) for its effort in making available this important information about the 
reliability ofthe State Water Project. The State Water Project is a critical source of 
supply to meet the needs of Silicon Valley's 1.7 Million residents and economy. The 
final Report will be very helpful to us in developing an integrated water resources plarl. 
for Santa Clara County, and in updating our Urban Water Management Plan. 
In regards to the draft Report, we support those comments provided by the State Water 
Contractors Association. You indicated that DWR intends to update the Report every 
two years, or as frequently as needed, and we think that it would be very worthwhile to 
keep it updated. 
We would like to thank DWR for opportunity to review the draft Report, and for holding 
one of the public meetings at our District office. This was an invaluable opportunity for 
South Bay Aqueduct contractors and water users to discuss the reliability of the State 
Water Project, and how those supplies fit into our overall water management. If you 
have any questions about our comments, please call Kellye Kennedy at (916) 448-8497. 
Sincerely, 
Walt Wadlow 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA- THE RESOURCES AGENCY GRAY DAVIS, Governor 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
1416 NINTH STREET, P.O. BOX 942836 
SACRAMENTO. CA 94236-0001 
(916)653-5791 
Mr. Walt Wadlow 
Chief Operating Officer 
Santa Clara Valley Water District 
5750 Almaden Expressway 
San Jose, California 95118-3614 
Dear Mr. Wadlow: 
February 3, 2003 
Thank you for your comments of October 31, 2002, on the Draft State Water 
Project Delivery Reliability Report. We welcome the interest this draft report has 
generated. 
Your letter, as well as all others, commenting on the draft report and the 
corresponding responses will be included in an appendix to the final report. In addition, 
they are posted on the State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report website 
(http://swpdeliverv.water.ca.gov). 
The Department of Water Resources plans to finalize the SWP Delivery 
Reliability Report in the near future. We recognize that this is an ongoing process and 
plan to revise the report at least every two years. 
If you need additional information or would like to discuss this further, please call 
me at (916) 653-1099. For further technical information, please call Francis Chung, 
Chief of DWR's Bay-Delta Office Modeling Support Branch, at (916) 653-5924. 
Sincerely, 
1(atherine P. 1\/{(y 
Katherine F. Kelly, Chief 
Bay-Delta Office 
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State Water Contractors 
455 Capitol Mal!. Suite 220 • Sacramento. CA 95814-4409 
John C. Coburn Genera/Mar.ager (916)447·7357• FAX 447-2734 
October 3 I, 2002 
Ms. Katherine Kelly 
Department of Water Resources 
P. 0. Box 942836 
Sacramento, CA 94236-0001 
Dear Ms. Kelly: 
NOV -5 2002 
Dt:re-c;tors 
Ou.tne L- O.org•son. Ptes;dl!ttt 
Mwrropo;,fttt'i Water fflst::-c! 
d $("-tUft:--em Ciih!OtrJiiJ 
Thom.u N. Clark, V1ce Pres•de!'ll 
K~m Ccv:my W.:tter Agency 
Jim Stubchaer. S«re!.;uy~Tre.lsur~r 
Ct:mt:at Coast Water Av.Utorirv 
Russell E. Fuller , 
Ar;te.~ Vaftey E Kem Water Agency 
ThQmas R. Hurtbutr 
Tol,lfe t-.1-0:tr- B.1sm Wauu Sotage D'St"Jct 
1/>omJs E: Levy 
Coa::n~t.J. \/Jffey Water 01str<et 
o~Tvid s. Okita 
S·:1i..tno Cou"'tr V'latet.A;c~iey 
lfobert C. Sagehotn 
C")f.t4tC L;:ke Wa:er Agency 
Vmce Wong 
Afam~a Ccr; .. mty f:C&WCD. Zan~;- 7 
State Water Contractors' Comments_on Draft State Water Project Deliverv Reliabilitv Report 
The purpose of this letter is to provide comments from the State Water Contractors on the 
August 2002 Draft State Water Project Reliability Report. The State Water Contractors 
organization consists of27 public agencies' that hold contracts or rights for water delivered by 
the State \Vater Project ("SWP"). rvlember agencies of the State Water Contractors supply SWP 
water for drinking. commercial, industrial and agricultural purposes to nearly 22 million people 
(approximately two-thirds of California's population) residing in Northern California, the San 
Francisco Bay Area. tbc Central Valley, the Central Coast and Southern Calif\)mia. SWC 
member:; also provide water to irrigate approximately 750.000 acres of fam1land in the San 
Joaquin Valley. 
Overall, the State Water Contractors would like to compliment D\\I'R on their preparation of an 
easy to understand presentation of a highly technical topic. The report's information on S\VP 
supply reliability will be extremely useful to individual water agencies in documenting their 
\Vater supplies tor purposes of local planning, as vvell as for meeting requirements of Senate Bills 
221 and 610. The repon also does an outstanding job of describing complex computer modeling 
studies in tem1s that can be understood and used by a broad spectmm of the public. 
Although the CALSIM-Il model has sometimes been criticized, the report accuratdy describes 
why direct comparison of model results (that are developed to a specitlc set of assumptions for 
The public agencies that comprise the State Water Contractors are the following: Alameda County Flood Control 
and Water Conservation District, Zone 7, Alameda County Water District, Antelope Valley-East Kern Water Agency, 
Casitas Municipal Water District, Castaic Lake Water Agency, Central Coast Water Authority, City of Yuba City, 
Coachella Valley Water District, County of Kings, Crestline-Lake Arrowhead Water Agency. Desert \Vater Agency, 
Dudley Ridge Water District. Empire-West Side Irrigation District. Kern County Water Agency, Littlerock Creek 
!n·igation District, Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, Mojave Water Agency. Napa County Flood 
Control and Water Conservation District, Oak Flat Water District. Palmdale Water District, San Bernardino Valley 
Municipal Water District. San Gabriel Valley Municipal Water District, San Gorgonio Pass Water Agency, San Luis 
Obispo County Flood Control and Water Conservation District. Santa Clara Valley Water District. Solano County 
Water Agency, and Tulare Lake Basin Water Storage District 
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historical hydrology, regulatory criteria and demands) to actual historical deliveries will 
normally not be possible. As described in the report, actual deliveries to SWP contractors will 
vary in part depending on the amount used by individual contractors. As these amounts have 
grown in recent years, the difference between CALSIM-II reported reliability and actual 
deliveries will be reduced, when assumptions for regulatory requirements, hydrology and other 
factors are similar. The data contained in the reliability report does indicate that actual deliveries 
have increased in recent years and were at 3.2 million acre-feet in 2000. The process being 
proposed in the Reliability Report and the California Water Plan update for evaluating the 
CALSIM-II model appear to be a reasonable response to concerns about CALSIM-11 usage, and 
should serve as a useful means for considering the kinds of ongoing improvements that all 
models need. 
The primary comment of the State Water Contractors on the Reliability Report is related to the 
tables summarizing reliability, which are currently presented as percent of Table A deliveries for 
SWP contractors. Especially for the 2001 condition, this presentation has the effect of indicating 
reduced SWP supply availability for most contractors in many years that water supply and 
capacity would actually have been available. At the 2001 level of development, most contractors 
request full Table A entitlement in all years. The CALSIM-II studies used a variable demand 
that retlects reduced demands for SWP deliveries by some contractors, resulting in less than 100-
percent deliveries being reported for all contractors. While the CALSIM-II studies themselves 
would contain information indicating that most contractors received 100-percent of their 
requested entitlement, the reporting of delivery probability for the SWP as a whole (in Figure 1 
as well as several tables in the report) would frequently indicate that they received less than their 
requests. This concern could be resolved by presenting report conclusions in terms of percent of 
SWP entitlement requested, in addition to percent of Table A, for the 2001 and 2021 simulations. 
An alternative would be to present the CALSIM-II assumed SWP demands used for the 2001 
and 2021A simulations in a report appendix. 
We appreciate the opportunity to review the SWP reliability report and would be happy to assist 
you in follow-up activities if needed. If you have any questions about our comments, please call 
Terry Erlewine at (916) 447-7357. 
General Manager 
Cc: 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA-- THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
1416 NINTH STREET, P .0. BOX 942836 
SACRAMENTO, CA 94236-0001 
(916) 653-5791 
Mr. John C. Coburn 
General Manager 
State Water Contractors 
Tbe State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report 
February 3, 2003 
455 Capitol Mall, Suite 220 
Sacramento, California 95814-4409 
Dear Mr. Coburn: 
GRAY DAVIS, Governor 
Thank you for your comments of October 31, 2002, on the Draft State Water 
Project Delivery Reliability Report. We welcome the interest this draft report has 
generated and are pleased to provide a response to your comments. 
You indicated that, especially for the 2001 study, the presentation of SWP 
deliveries in percent of Table A does not accurately reflect the supply to most SWP 
contractors. To help resolve this concern, you suggested that deliveries be shown in 
percent of demand as well as percent of Table A or that the assumed demands be 
presented in an appendix. The assumed demands for each study will be included in 
Appendix B so that deliveries as a percentage of demand may be calculated. 
The Department of Water Resources plans to finalize the SWP Delivery 
Reliability Report in the near future. We recognize that this is an ongoing process and 
plan to revise the report at least every two years. 
Your letter, as well as all others, commenting on the draft report and the 
corresponding responses will be included in an appendix to the final report. In addition, 
they are posted on the State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report website 
(http://swpdeliverv.water.ca.gov). 
If you need additional information or would like to discuss this further, please call 
me at (916) 653-1099. For specific technical information, please contact 
Francis Chung, Chief of DWR's Bay-Delta Office Modeling Support Branch, at 
(916) 653-5924. 
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1(atlierine P. 1(f({y 
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By e-mail <hannigan@water.ca.gov> 
The State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report 
ROBERT C. WILKINSON 
1428 West Valerio 
Santa Barbara, California 93101 USA 
tel: (1-805) 569-2590 faK: (1-805) 569-2718 
E-mail: wilkinso@lifesci.ucsb.cdu 
Cc: Steve Macaulay <macaulay@water.ca.gov> 
Katherine Kelly <kk.elly@water.ca.gov> 
Jonas Minton <jminton@water.ca.gov> 
DWR 
Attn: SWP Water Delivery Report, Room 215-37 
PO Box 942836 
Sacramento, CA 94236-0001 
RE: Comments on DWR's Draft Report "The State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report" 
Dear Tom, 
I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the department's Draft Report: "The State Water Project Delivery 
Reliability Report" dated August 2002. The points enumerated below are consistent with the conversation I had 
with your staff during the briefing DWR held when the draft was released. Again, thank you for providing this 
opportunity for public input. 
Overview 
This draft report is an important step in the DWR's efforts to plan and manage the state's limited water resources. 
An assessment of the actual amounts of water the state system can reliably deliver to users is long overdue. It is 
critical that the assessment of SWP supply reliability transcend the wishful thinking of the past and accurately set 
forth the physical and legal limits of the system. I applaud your efforts in this regard. 
Though the draft report represents a step in this direction, it is a small step. Unfortunately, the analysis places 
inappropriate confidence in a single computer model as the sole basis for its questionable findings. We are asked 
to believe that the SWP will reliably, on average, provide an additional million acre feet of water (50% greater 
than past performance). The finding defies logic and is inconsistent with the system's actual performance. 
The recommendation presented here, as outlined in greater detail below, is that DWR utilize the approach of your 
own Bulletin 160-03 process, both as a means of improving policy through expanded public input and with 
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specific regard to the use of models (including the same model used in this draft report). As such, DWR should 
withdraw this draft report and start over with a more credible and thorough assessment of system reliability. 
A Step Forward 
I will begin these comments with sincere praise for the changes DWR is making in water policy analysis and 
development. The State Water Plan process is providing a valuable and appropriate forum for dialogue regarding 
critically important water policy issues in California. This planning process, as it is being currently managed, is 
unprecedented in DWR's history. It is an extremely valuable and important contribution for the state. 
The department has appropriately focused this reliability analysis on the SWP itself. As noted in the report, users 
of state water will need to determine for themselves the reliability of their specific supply mixes. An accurate 
assessment of the SWP's capabilities is important for this purpose. 
For the first time, DWR has clearly stated in this report that the SWP cannot reliably deliver "Table A" water, or I 
what used to be referred to as "contract" or "entitlement" water. Many critics ofDWR, and indeed the courts, 
have called for this basic admission and correction. It is helpful for DWR to "commit truth" on this basic point. 
The question then becomes, if not the mythical 4.2 mafy originally envisioned, what amount of water is in fact 
available on a reliable basis? As suggested below, more work is needed to provide an accurate and useful answer. 
DWR also deserves credit for providing a draft document and seeking public input. Again, this is a positive step. 
Further dialogue regarding the basis for an analysis of reliability, including the proper role and application of 
computer models, will certainly enhance both the accuracy and public acceptance of the reliability forecast. I 
would urge you to expand the process of analyzing SWP reliability in the same spirit demonstrated by DWR in 
planning for California's water future. 
Integrate the Reliability Assessment of the SWP and CVP in One Document 
An accurate assessment of the reliability of the state's water supplies is essential. The State Water Project and the 
Central Valley Project extract water from the delta in a coordinated management program- including pumping, 
storage, and conveyance. The reliability of both systems must therefore be examined in an integrated assessment. 
As I understand it, the basic data for both systems is already used in the analysis that DWR staff has undertaken. 
Indeed, it is impossible to separate the two because of the joint operation. Thus, the reliability of the SWP and 
CVP must be presented together so that the impacts of shortages, physical constraints. and legal constraints are 
readily understood. 
Address S\VP Water Rights 
The reliability of the SWP is in part determined by how much water it may legally extract from the delta. As I 
understand it, the state has direct legal rights to something like 25% of the water extracted (based on Feather 
River water and the state's facilities on that watershed). The rest is unappropriated "surplus" water slurped out of 
the delta. If that "surplus" is unavailable to DWR due to uses by more senior appropriators and upstream users 
exercising their legal claims to greater amounts of water, and/or due to water quality, environmental, and other 
legal requirements, the SWP's ability to deliver water will be impacted. 
DWR should clearly outline the actual water rights it holds and the nature of those rights in relation to other water 
rights holders. It should explain the basis for its assertion that surplus water will remain available in the amounts 
it forecasts, and at the times it forecasts its extractions (based on hourly pumping, or at least daily as a start). As 
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part of this analysis, the assumptions it is using regarding all of those more senior and upstream users should be 
clearly identified. What water rights may impact DWR's reliable water supply options, and what water will 
actually be available if those rights holders use their legal amounts? 
All of these factors should be made explicit so that calculations of supply reliability- done by computer models 
or otherwise- may be properly accounted for. 
Address Environmental Constraints on Water Extractions 
Excessive extraction of water from natural systems has caused significant environmental impacts in California. 
Over the past several decades these environmental impacts have led to restrictions on extraction of water from 
various systems including the Mono and Owens watersheds, the Trinity River, and others. Of obvious importance 
to the SWP arc the environmental impacts to the delta as well as up-stream impacts within the watershed. 
During the 1980s, the SWP extracted from the delta an average of about 2 mafy. The condition ofthe delta 
declined during the decade, and several species were seriously impacted. The SWRCB held hearings and 
indicated, to be diplomatic, that the situation was not sustainable. During the 1990s, DWR again extracted an 
average of 2 mafy from the delta. The environmental impacts worsened, and several species were listed. The 
SWRCB was joined by others in its concern. The CALFED process was created in response to the problem. 
Clearly, the declining condition of the delta is not attributable to any one single cause. Just as clearly, the SWP's 
extractions are a critical part of the problem. 
The draft report suggests that on average, half-again more water can be reliably extracted from the delta in the 
future (an average of about 3 mafy) than was extracted during the l980s and the 1990s. DWR's analysis, and 
assertion, must indicate how in the world the SWP can increase its extractions by such a large amount while at the 
same time restoring the species already impacted and avoiding harm to others. (Note that the law requires 
restoration of the listed species, not simply avoiding further harm.) 
Perhaps this is possible with existing facilities as the report asserts. If so, the report needs to explain in detail how 
it can do so. Simply stating that "the model says so" is insufficient. 
Computer Models and Assertions of Reliability 
DWR has based its draft reliability report and its forecasts entirely on a single computer model that was not 
designed for the purpose. CALSIM is not capable of providing robust results for SWP system reliability, and it 
cannot be properly validated. DWR explicitly, and inappropriately, dismisses actual historical data and other 
information that indicates the model results are almost certainly wide of the mark. At the same time, in other 
DWR work, the department has in fact acknowledged serious limitations of this model and the need for 
significant work on model development and testing. It is quite possible that CALSllvf is not even the right model 
design to be used for this kind of reliability analysis. 
As part of the Bulletin 160 process, DWR has facilitated a valuable dialogue regarding the use of computer 
models, and specifically CALSIM- the model used in the draft report. There has been much discussion of 
appropriate- and inappropriate-· uses of models in water policy and planning. It is most unfortunate that even 
while the public advisory committee for Bulletin 160-03 and DWR staff were engaging in this dialogue, DWR 
staff separately used the model in a manner that is directly contradictory to the findings of the advisory group and 
DWR. In short, there is a serious disconnect between what DWR is saying and what it is doing with regard to the 
use of CALSIM. 
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Modeling is useful when the model is properly designed, used for its intended purpose, and when the limitations 
of the model, and limitations of the data used in the model, are well understood and acknowledged. There must 
also be a way to test and validate the results produced by a model to establish a basis for understanding its margin 
of error or range of reliability. The Bulletin 160 process has discussed these issues at length. Unfortunately, there 
arc serious questions regarding CALSIM for each one of the conditions stated: it does not appear that CALSIM 
was designed as a water reliability forecasting tool, it is tht..Tcfore being used in a way it \vas not designed to be 
used, the limitations of the model and the data are potentially significant and are not clearly stated 
(notwithstanding information on the model available on the web), and perhaps most importantly, there is presently 
no Vlay to validate the model. 
Does this mean modeling is worthless? No. It means that modeling must be done properly if the results are to be 
used as a basis for decisions and policy. This takes time. At this point, a model that can predict SWP reliability 
with sufficient accuracy to be relied upon as the sole basis for policy does not exist. With all due respect, DWR 
staff knows this. 
The Illogic of "Demand Constrained~' Deliveries 
The draft report asserts that the rea.<;on more water has not been extracted in the past is that contractors haven't 
asked for it. Therefore, it argues, if more water is demanded, the SWP can deliver an average of 150% of 
historical averages -reliably. 
A cursory examination of contractor requests and actual deliveries during the past decade indicates that this 
assertion in unfounded. Simply put, the reason the SWP has not been delivering more water is not that 
contractors haven't asked for it. It is because the system cannot legally extract that much water. The system is 
constrained by the limits of the water legally available for diversion and by the damage that extractions have 
done. Perhaps additional water can be pumped during floods, as some suggest, but the timing of these pumping 
events \vould need to be modeled with much greater precision than has been done to date. Carry-over storage and 
other constraints also need to be examined in greater detail to provide a more realistic and accurate measure of 
water supply reliability and the actual capacity of the system. 
Conclusion 
The draft report correctly focuses on the SWP's reliability rather than the reliability of local supplies. The report 
acknowledges for the first time that the system cannot deliver "Table A" volumes. This is an important step 
towards a more honest and accurate assessment of system reliability. 
The report misapplies a computer model designed for other purposes to support an assertion that huge increases in 
water extractions are not only possible, but may be reliably counted on for development under new legal 
requirements. By relying exclusively on this computer model, the report fails to provide a reasonable basis for 
establishing reliability of the system. This draft should be withdrawn. 
At a time when public confidence has been understandably shaken by corporate scandals, the energy problems 
California has experienced, and more, it is critical that DWR consider the roles it is playing with regard to water 
policy and assertions of supply reliability. DWR is a purveyor of water. DWR sells water through the SWP. At 
the same time, DWR would like the people of California to believe that it is a neutral and dispassionate source of 
information regarding the reliability of its own system. That trust requires a more rigorous assessment than the 
present draft report provides . 
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For decades D\llR has perpetuated the misconception in its official documents that the SWP could deliver more 
water than it in fact can. The unanimous appellate court decision against DWR in the Monterey Agreement 
litigation makes rather pointed reference to the fact that the SWP cannot deliver the volumes of water that DWR 
has claimed it could, and that this fact should be acknowledged. Indeed, the Monterey Agreement sought to 
eliminate the provision in the contracts that deals with the obvious- the SWP cannot deliver "Table A" volumes. 
This was a key reason for the litigation. One would hope a lesson was learned. 
It is discouraging and disconcerting that DWR would release a draft report that seems to so obviously fall back 
into the realm of wishful thinking. "Our model says so" is not enough to base policy on. The people of 
California deserve more. 
DWR should design and implement a new, open, transparent process to determine the reliability of the SWP 
based on all available information and tools. All of the constraints and variables described above, and others, 
should be discussed in the public dialogue. 
Sincerely, 
Robert C. Wilkinson 
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April 2, 2003 
Santa Barbara, California 93101 
Dear Mr. Wilkinson: 
GRAY DAVIS, Governor 
This is in response to your letter of October 31, 2002 commenting on the Draft 
State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report. 
Thank you for commenting on the report. We appreciate your acknowledgement 
of the significance of this effort to provide clear information on the delivery ability of the 
State Water Project and to seek public discussion of the draft document. Beyond these 
points, you present significant criticisms which center on the use of a single computer 
simulation model (CALSIM II) for the analyses contained in the report. You strongly 
state that the Department of Water Resources should withdraw the draft report and start 
over with a more thorough assessment of system reliability. 
DWR released the report to assist local water and planning agencies and the 
State Water Project contractors in part to assist in meeting the requirements of Senate 
Bills 221 (Chapter 642, Statutes of 2001) and 610 (Chapter 643, Statutes of 2001 ). As 
you know, these laws link certain land-use decisions with the determination of local 
water supply sufficiency. For the 29 SWP water contractors and the many water 
agencies receiving water from them, information contained in the report is an important 
component of the analyses necessary to determine this sufficiency. The SWP Delivery 
Reliability Report provides the SWP contractors and the general public with the best 
information available on the delivery ability of the SWP. 
DWR plans to finalize the SWP Delivery Reliability Report in the near future. 
DWR does not see an inconsistency between the issuance of the report and the 
discussions regarding the use of models being run for the California Water Plan Update 
2003 effort. We recognize that this is an ongoing process and plan to revise the report 
frequently. We have committed to involving the public in the discussions and analyses 
regarding the sufficiency of CALSIM II. In addition, a peer review will be conducted by 
the CALFED Science Program to assess the adequacy of using CALSIM II for this 
purpose. We encourage the exploration of alternative methods of evaluating SWP 
delivery ability or different ways of using CALSIM II for this evaluation. DWR is 
committed to working with all interested parties and the Modeling Work Group 
associated with the California Water Plan Update 2003 with the expectation that the 
next report will be improved and have greater support . 
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The following discussion addresses your specific comments: 
Integrate the Reliability Assessment of the SWP and the CVP into One Document. 
DWR and the Bureau of Reclamation, in coordination with public agencies, have 
spent over two years developing CALSIM II. For years, the Bureau and DWR used 
different computer models to conduct planning analyses. Now, the Bureau and DWR 
agree CALSIM II sufficiently represents the operation of the Central Valley Project and 
the State Water Project and is the best model of its type for analyzing proposed 
projects. 
DWR (the operating entity of the SWP) issued the Draft State Water Project 
Reliability Report. The corresponding information on CVP Delta exports for the model 
studies used for the draft report is presented in the 2001 and 2020 benchmark reports 
released on May 17, 2002. These reports can be downloaded from the modeling 
information linked to the report's website (http://swpdeliverv.water.ca.gov). 
Address SWP Water Rights and Environmental Constraints on Water Extraction. 
The thrust of your concern is that the report may overestimate future SWP 
deliveries as a result of senior appropriators and upstream users exercising their legal 
claims to water or due to water quality, environmental, and other legal requirements. 
Most of the water rights that could affect the SWP are subject to settlement 
agreements where the rights and obligations of users relative to the SWP are quantified 
and fixed. Riparian uses are inherently limited both by the ratcheting downward of the 
area under riparian ownership under the source-of-title doctrine and by the doctrinal 
limitation of riparian rights to non-municipal uses or to uses which do not require 
seasonal storage. Hence, riparian rights in the aggregate will never get materially large1 
and will likely only get smaller. 
A reduction of supply available to the SWP from the exercise of Area-of-Origin 
water rights is possible. Implementing such a claim is expected to require new storage 
facilities, for which local beneficiaries have historically been reluctant to pay. Water 
users on the Sacramento River have recently agreed to share in the responsibility of 
meeting Delta water quality objectives, which will relieve some of the responsibility of 
SWP of this purpose. Under the related program, projects will be developed to provide 
water for farms, cities and fish and wildlife in the Sacramento Valley while also helping 
to meet environmental needs and improve water supplies and quality in other parts of 
the State. 
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It is possible that additional restrictions to protect fish could cause reductions in 
the delivery ability of the SWP. It is also possible that improvements in fish populations 
due to habitat improvements and greater coordination of SWP and CVP operations to 
protect fish could relax existing restrictions or that the construction of improved fish 
protection facilities at the SVVP and CVP export facilities will allow more water to be 
delivered. These activities are being pursued under the CALF ED Program. 
DWR will continue to monitor the status of upstream water use and fish 
populations to assess the reasonability of the delivery reliability forecasts and adjust 
assumptions as appropriate. Possible changes in assumed future conditions can be 
explored by the CALSIM II sensitivity analyses. This effort will be done in close 
coordination with the Modeling Work Group. 
Computer Models and Assertions of Reliability. 
As mentioned earlier, DWR does not view issuance of the report as being 
inconsistent with the discussions within the Water Plan Update 2003 effort regarding the 
use of models. The peer review and plan for analyses regarding the adequacy of 
CALSIM II have been developed in coordination with the Modeling Work Group. The 
current evaluation of the CALSIM II model includes the development of a historical 
project operations study, which will be used to compare the model's water supply,) 
estimates to the historical1975-1998 period. A description of the model evaluation 
process is attached (see Attachment 1 ). 
The Illogic of "Demand Constrained" Deliveries. 
You conclude the rationale put forth in the draft report, that lower demand for 
SWP deliveries is an important reason for less water being delivered in the past, is 
unfounded based upon an examination of SWP deliveries over the past 10 years. You 
assert the restrictions upon what can be exported would prevent the projected amounts 
of water from being delivered. 
The studies contained in the report analyze a 73 year period, 1922-1994, which 
contains a wide range of wet periods and dry periods. The studies account for current 
environmental regulation of exports and, depending upon the study, contain estimates 
for current or projected levels of SWP demand. I believe that you would agree that 
more water would be delivered in a wet year now, when SWP demand is near the 
4 maf/yr level, than in a wet year in the late 1970s, when the demand was near 
2 maf/yr. Your point is that the estimated amounts are too large to be credible, given 
the operational experience over the past 1 0 years . 
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During the late 1980s and much of the 1990s, there was great operational 
uncertainty for the SWP. The reductions in SWP exports due to "take" limitations for 
fish protected under the Endangered Species Act had a very significant impact on the 
delivery ability of the SWP. This uncertainty lead to the signing of the Bay-Delta Accord 
(1994), which defined measures for environmental protection and regulatory stability, 
and the implementation of the CALFED Program. Since 1994, DWR and the associated 
CALFED agencies have implemented actions to significantly reduce SWP operational 
uncertainties. These include additional operational requirements for fish protection, 
implementation of the Environmental Water Account, and greatly improved coordination 
between DWR, the Bureau of Reclamation, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the 
National Marine Fisheries Service, and the Department of Fish and Game. 
One way to investigate how well CALSIM II models the current operational rules 
and restrictions is to analyze a period when supply, not demand, defines the amount of 
water to be delivered. A comparison of adjusted historical and CALSIM II deliveries for 
the 1987-1992 dry period is attached (see Attachment 2). It illustrates two things. First, 
the Delta protection standards currently in place, per the State Water Resources Control 
Board's Decision 1641, are more restrictive to operations and reduce the allowable 
amount of SWP export when compared to those in place prior to 1994. Secondly, once 
the prior standards (SWRCB Decision 1485) are used by CALSIM II to simulate the 
system and the results are adjusted for differences between the actual and modeled 
values for storage at the beginning and end of the period, the study concludes the 
average water deliveries estimated by CALSIM II are very close to the actual historic 
amounts (50,000 acre-feet per year lower). 
This is an important observation that should help improve general confidence in 
using CALSIM II as an analytical tool. It does not, however, address the accuracy of the 
results for other hydrologic periods. This task will be undertaken in the model 
evaluation effort. 
Your letter, as well as all others commenting on the draft report and the 
corresponding responses, will be included in an appendix to the final report. In addition, 
they will be posted on the State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report website. 
We welcome your continued involvement in assessing the adequacy of 
CALSIM II. If you wish to discuss these responses further, please call Katherine Kelly, 
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Chief of DWR's Bay-Delta Office, at (916) 653-1099 or Francis Chung, Chief of DWR's 
Bay-Delta Office Modeling Support Branch, at (916) 653-5924. 
Sincerely, 
rtftomas ~. 1fannigan 
Thomas M. Hannigan 
Director 
Attachments 
cc: Mr. Steve Verigin, Acting Chief Deputy Director 
Department of Water Resources 
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CALSIM II Evaluation 
DWR's Bay-Delta Office is currently undertaking a "historical project operations 
study" to investigate the accuracy of the model's water supply estimates. The purpose 
of the historical project operations study is to compare CALSIM II results with historical 
operations and investigate the source of any differences in historical and simulated 
performance. The historical project operations studies is part of a larger 
CALSIM II evaluation process. Other components of this evaluation will include a 
survey of stakeholders; a model peer review by leading academics and practitioners; 
and a sensitivity analysis on model inputs and parameters. Initial results from the 
historical project operations study are expected to be available within the next few 
months. 
The historical project operations study, conducted by DWR, will compare 
CALSIM II model results to recent historical operations for water years 1975 to 1998. 
This 24-year period includes both the 1976-77 and 1987-92 droughts. It also includes 
water year 1998 that is one of two years for which detailed analysis of historical water 
supply and demand is being conducted as part of the California Water Plan Update 
2003 (Bulletin 160-03). 
For the historical project operations study, input to the current CALSIM II model 
will be changed to reflect historical conditions. The inflow hydrology will be revised to 
reflect historical rather than current or projected level of development. Demand will be 
calculated for the historical land use, based on DWR's land surveys and county 
commissioners' reports, rather than a fixed level of development. Project contracts and 
entitlements will be changed to their historical level. Lastly, operation logic will be 
changed to reflect the changing regulatory base line such as the release of the State 
Water Resources Control Board's 1995 Water Quality Control Plan and State and 
federal biological opinions for Delta smelt and Chinook salmon. 
The study will be limited in geographical scope to a dynamic operation of the 
Sacramento Valley, the Delta, and CVP-SWP facilities south of the Delta. Delta inflows 
from the San Joaquin Valley and the East Side Streams will be fixed at their historical 
level. In dry years when the system is system is supply limited, the SWP target 
demands will be set equal to the historical requests. In wet years when the system is 
demand driven, target demands will be set equal to historical deliveries. Similarly for 
the CVP, historical requests or annual contract amounts will be an upper bound on CVP 
deliveries. 
Modeling of the CVP-SWP system and areas contributory to the Sacramento-
San Joaquin Delta requires considerable input data. The majority of the data relates to 
either system inflows or demand data for the 73-year period of simulation. As described 
in Page 7 of the report, DWR has committed to undertake a sensitivity analysis on SWP 
water delivery reliability. This analysis would examine the effects of certain 
assumptions, parameters and input data on model results. The aim of the sensitivity 
analysis is to identify the input data that most strongly affect model results so that future 
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work within the Department can be focused on refining estimates of these key 
determinants. 
The current representation of groundwater in CALSIM II is only a first step 
towards developing a fully integrated groundwater surface water model. The 
Department is currently developing the Central Valley Groundwater Surface water 
Model with the eventual aim of linking this model to CALSIM II to study impacts of 
surface water operations, groundwater pumping and land use change on groundwater 
elevations. The current groundwater model component of CALSIM II affects surface 
water operations through the calculation of the stream-groundwater interaction. There 
is considerable uncertainty about the magnitude of this interaction. In areas with high 
groundwater levels, groundwater inflow to streams is a function of groundwater head. 
In areas of low groundwater elevation where stream seepage flows to the groundwater, 
there is an assumed hydraulic disconnect between the stream and the aquifer so that 
seepage is independent of groundwater elevation. It is acknowledged that groundwater 
elevations are not accurately modeled in CALSIM II. As calculated by CALSIM II, 
groundwater inflows to the stream system in the upper Sacramento Valley average 
255 taf/yr. Stream losses to groundwater in the lower Sacramento Valley average 
40 taf/yr. This compares with an average annual Sacramento River inflow to the Delta 
(at Freeport) of approximately 16 maf/yr. 
In any discussion on model "calibration" it is important to remember that 
CALSIM II is a mass-balance accounting model and not a distributed hydrologic model 
that simulates a physical process. It is also important to understand that the hydrology 
development is based on historical gage data. Valley floor accretions and depletions 
are calculated as closure terms in a hydrologic mass balance calculated for each 
Depletion Study Area. The accretions represent local ungaged runoff into the stream 
system and are calculated based on gage data for stream inflows and outflows across 
the hydrologic boundary and estimates of urban and agricultural consumptive use of 
applied water within the region. The accretions and depletions also contain all the 
errors in the mass balance stemming from poor gage data or incorrect estimates of 
groundwater extraction or agricultural and urban water use. True calibration techniques 
can only be applied to a few components of the CALSIM II model, such as the Artificial 
Neural Network used for determining flow-salinity relationships in the Delta and the multi 
cell groundwater model. 
2 
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Comparison of Historical and CALSIM II Deliveries for 1987-1992 
As explained on Page 6 of the draft report, past deliveries cannot accurately 
predict future deliveries. There have been continual, significant changes in the factors 
that determine State Water Project water delivery, including water demand. SWP water 
Contractors' requests for water have increased in recent years and 2001 is the first year 
that requests exceeded 4.0 million acre-feet, as shown in Figure 1. 
The 2001 model study used for the draft report assumes that current water-use 
conditions, including water demands, exist for each year analyzed in the 73-year model 
study. Since the 2001 model study includes water demands that are significantly higher 
than historical levels, modeled water deliveries often exceed historical deliveries. One 
exception to this would be during dry periods because supply, not demand, determines 
the amount of water delivery. 
Historical values for SWP Table A deliveries from the Delta have been compared 
to the Table A delivery values of the 2001 model study for the dry period of 1987 
through 1992 to assess how well CALSIM II simulates supply-limited conditions for a 
recent period. This comparison requires three adjustments to be made for the results to 
be comparable. One adjustment is made to the historical delivery data and two are 
made to the conditions assumed for CALSIM II. 
The historical delivery data are adjusted to be comparable to the model results 
as follows. Historically, a portion of the annual water allocation is carried over in SWP 
storage facilities and delivered in the following year. The CALSIM II model does not 
currently have criteria and procedures to allow carryover of allocated water from one 
year to the next. To make the historical data comparable to model data, the historical 
Table A delivery data was adjusted to show all the "carryover water'' being delivered in 
the year of allocation rather than the following year. The adjusted historical and 2001 
model study deliveries for the 1987 through 1992 dry period are compared in Figure 2. 
The modeled average delivery for this period is 1 ,670 taf/yr compared to the 
historical average of 2,030 taf/yr in CALSIM II format. 
The two adjustments made to CALSIM II are 1) changing the regulatory 
requirements for Delta operation to match the ones in place during 1987-92, and 
2) adjusting the reservoir storages at the beginning of the period to match those that 
actually existed at that time. 
The 2001 model study in the draft report includes regulatory constraints that were 
not applicable to the 1987-1992 period (State Water Resources Control Board Decision 
1641 ). For comparison purposes, a special 2001 model study was completed with the 
regulations that were in effect at that time (Decision 1485). As shown in Figure 3, this 
study produces higher SWP deliveries than the original study with the D-1641 
constraints. The study's modeled average delivery for this period is 1 ,910 taf/yr, 
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compared to the average of 1,670 taf/yr for the original study. A comparison of the 
revised study results with the historical deliveries is shown as Figure 3. 
Modeled SWP demand for 1986, a wet year just before the dry period, is 
3,345 taf compared to the historical request of 2,364 taf. As a result of this higher 
model demand, modeled SWP storage at the beginning of the dry period is 
approximately 420 taf lower than the historical SWP storage. The modeled storage at 
the end of the dry period is essentially the same as the historical value. There is, 
therefore, an additional420 tat of supply that would have been delivered in the model 
and the CALSIM delivery amounts during the dry period should be adjusted accordingly. 
To adjust for the 420 taf difference in storage, 70 tat was added to the modeled delivery 
for each of the six years in the dry period. This adjustment raises the average model 
delivery for the dry period to 1,980 taf/yr, 50 taf/yr lower than the historical average of 
2030 taf/yr, as shown in Figure 4 . 
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